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Abstract

A distributed software system is a complex composition of distributed application
modules and middleware services. This complexity surfaces internally in the mid-
dleware construction, as well as externally in the programming models supported
and services offered. There is a growing need to reduce this complexity both inter-
nally and externally. This requires enhanced modularity of middleware services,
advanced separation of concerns between application logic and non-functional con-
cerns, as well as sophisticated composition techniques, resulting in modular and
expressive composition specifications, that are robust and evolvable.

The goal of this dissertation is to study, create and develop a composition tech-
nology for distributed software systems that incorporates such requirements. This
composition technology should be supported and enforced by a component and
composition model in the middleware for the development of distributed software
systems. Such component and composition models must meet the following goals:

1. Advanced separation of concerns with robust composition. The (de)-
composition model must support separation of concerns to decouple applica-
tion logic and middleware service composition logic, and to modularize both
into separate entities. The compositions and supported interactions between
the different entities must be specifiable in the contracts and the interfaces of
the different entities, and such contracts must be enforced to achieve robust
and correct compositions.

2. Powerful, expressive composition logic. More complex compositions
must be supported, by means of powerful, more expressive composition logic
to reason about the different software entities residing in a distributed soft-
ware system.

3. Role-based task division, reuse and refinement. The roles in the de-
velopment process each have their own responsibilities in the composition
of distributed software systems. Therefore, the composition technology must
support decomposition, reuse and refinement of expressive composition logic
across multiple applications and/or deployment contexts. Such composition
technology must enable appropriate separation of concerns in time, in size, in
qualities and in responsibilities across the roles in the development process.

Initial AO-middleware research shows promising results on separation of concerns,
ease-of-composition and customization of middleware platforms [CC04, BCH03,
CG04, ZGJ05a, ZGJ05b]. However, AO-middleware still lacks important require-
ments such as robust composition, expressive distributed composition, as well as
role-based task division, reuse and evolvability of composition logic.

Our overall approach is to comprehensively integrate the concepts of AOSD
and CBSD into the middleware’s composition model, to achieve the three goals



we defined above. The basic concepts in the component and composition model
are an aspect-component and aspect oriented composition. The application of AOS-
D/CBSD ideas to middleware is not new [PDFS01, JBo08a, Spr08], but the aspect-
component and AO-middleware research communities have so far focused on only
a part of what we see as a much broader problem space. State-of-the art aspect-
component based middleware cannot deal with the requirements for middleware
stated above, or can only deal partly with each of the requirements.

In essence, AO-middleware still lacks a comprehensive integration of AOSD
and CBSD concepts. This lack of comprehensive integration is characterized by
1) a lack of explicit interfaces for robust AO-composition, to achieve safe and
correct compositions, 2) a lack of expressive power to specify distributed expres-
sive compositions in modular, declarative specifications, and 3) a lack of support
for role-based task division of composition specifications within the middleware’s
component based development process.

This three-fold lack of integration between AOSD and CBSD as middleware
composition technology is at the basis of the three main contributions for this
dissertation.

1. Explicit interfaces for robust AO-composition. We define the DyMAC AO-
composition model that supports explicit interfaces for AO-composition.
First, we offer expressive power to state what an advised component pro-
vides in an AO-composition. This expressive power is supported by means
of Aspect Integration Contracts. Second, we offer expressive power to state
what an advised component requires (and that some advising component
thus must provide). This is supported by means of Aspectual Dependencies.

2. Distributed AO-composition. We introduce expressive, declarative composi-
tion abstractions that support distributed AO-composition, which leverages
the concepts of AO-composition to distributed computing, and enables non-
local aspect-based composition. This composition technology supports ex-
pressive event-condition-action specifications that reason about events and
conditions in a distributed software system and that can trigger distributed
actions. This achievement is realized as a distribution extension to the Dy-
MAC component and composition model.

3. Role-based task division, reuse and refinement. To achieve role-based task di-
vision of composition logic we support well-separated, reusable and refinable
AO-compositions throughout the component-based development process of
distributed software systems. This is supported in the M-Stage development
model for distributed software systems.

We have integrated these concepts in a middleware prototype, and benchmark
results show that our AO-composition model can be implemented with acceptable
performance overhead.



Abstract (Dutch)

Een gedistribueerd softwaresysteem is een complexe compositie van gedistribu-
eerde applicatiemodules en middlewarediensten. Deze complexiteit is zichtbaar
intern in de middleware, tijdens het bouwen ervan, maar ook extern in de on-
dersteunde programmeermodellen en de aangeboden diensten. Er is een groeiende
behoefte om deze complexiteit te reduceren, zowel intern als extern. Dit vereist een
betere modulariteit van middlewarediensten, geavanceerde scheiding van belangen
tussen de applicatielogica en de niet-functionele diensten, als ook geavanceerde
compositietechnieken. Deze vereisten moeten leiden tot modulaire en expressieve
composities, die ook robuust en aanpasbaar zijn.

Het doel van dit onderzoek is het bestuderen, creëren en ontwikkelen van een
compositietechnologie voor gedistribueerde softwaresystemen, die dergelijke vereis-
ten ondersteunt. Deze compositietechnologie moet ondersteund en uitgevoerd wor-
den door een component- en compositiemodel in de middleware. Dit component-
en compositiemodel moeten voldoen aan de volgende doelstellingen:

1. Geavanceerde scheiding van belangen met robuuste compositie.
Het (de)compositiemodel moet ondersteuning bieden voor scheiding van be-
langen om applicatielogica en compositielogica te ontkoppelen, en beiden te
modulariseren in afzonderlijke entiteiten. De composities en ondersteunde
interacties tussen de verschillende entiteiten moeten specificeerbaar zijn in
de contracten en de interfaces van de verschillende entiteiten, en deze con-
tracten moeten worden afgedwongen, om robuuste en correcte composities
te realiseren.

2. Krachtige, expressieve compositielogica. Meer complexe composities
moet worden ondersteund, door middel van krachtige, meer expressieve com-
positielogica om te redeneren over de verschillende software-entiteiten in een
gedistribueerd softwaresysteem.

3. Rolgebaseerde taakverdeling, hergebruik en verfijning. De rollen in
het ontwikkelingsproces hebben elk hun eigen verantwoordelijkheden tijdens
de compositie van gedistribueerde softwaresystemen. Daarom moet de com-
positietechnologie ondersteuning bieden voor decompositie, hergebruik en
verfijning van expressieve compositielogica in meerdere applicaties en/of in-
stallatiecontexten. Deze compositietechnologie moet het mogelijk maken om
een passende scheiding van belangen te realiseren in de tijd, in omvang, in
kwaliteit en in de verantwoordelijkheden van de rollen in het ontwikkelings-
proces.

Initieel AO-middleware onderzoek toont veelbelovende resultaten op het vlak van
scheiding van belangen, gebruiksgemak van de compositie en de aanpasbaarheid



van middleware platformen [CC04, BCH03, CG04, ZGJ05a, ZGJ05b]. AO middle-
ware mist echter nog steeds belangrijke vereisten zoals robuuste compositie, expres-
sieve gedistribueerde compositie, maar ook rolgebaseerde taakverdeling, hergebruik
en aanpasbaarheid van compositielogica.

De algemene aanpak van dit onderzoek is een intensieve integratie van con-
cepten uit AOSD en CBSD in het compositiemodel van de middleware, om de
drie doelen die we hierboven omschreven te bereiken. De basisconcepten in het
component- en compositiemodel zijn aspect-componenten en aspectgeoriënteerde
compositie. De toepassing van AOSD en CBSD ideeën op middleware is niet
nieuw [PDFS01, JBo08a, Spr08], maar de onderzoeksgemeenschappen omtrent
aspect-componenten en AO-middleware hebben zich tot nu toe geconcentreerd
op slechts een deel van wat wij zien als een veel breder probleem. Hedendaagse
aspect-componentgebaseerde middleware kan niet omgaan met de hierboven ver-
melde eisen, of slechts gedeeltelijk ondersteuning bieden voor elk van de eisen.

AO-middleware ontbreekt eigenlijk nog steeds een volledige integratie van AOSD
en CBSD concepten. Dit gebrek aan een volledige integratie wordt gekenmerkt door
1) een gebrek aan expliciete interfaces voor robuuste AO-compositie, om veilige en
correcte composities te realiseren, 2) een gebrek aan expressieve kracht voor het
uitdrukken van gedistribueerde, expressieve composities in modulaire, declaratieve
specificaties, en 3) een gebrek aan ondersteuning voor rolgebaseerde taakverdeling
van de compositiespecificaties doorheen het componentgebaseerd ontwikkelings-
proces van de middleware.

Dit drievoudig gebrek aan integratie tussen AOSD en CBSD als compositie-
technologie voor middleware ligt aan de basis van de drie belangrijkste bijdragen
van dit onderzoek.

1. Expliciete interfaces voor robuuste AO-compositie. We definiëren het Dy-
MAC AO-compositiemodel, dat expliciete interfaces voor AO-composities
ondersteunt. Ten eerste bieden wij expressieve kracht om aan te geven wat
een geadviseerde component aanbiedt in een AO-composite. Deze expressieve
kracht wordt ondersteund door middel van Aspect Integratie Contracten. Ten
tweede bieden wij expressieve kracht om aan te geven wat een geadviseerde
component vereist (en dat een adviserende component dus moet voorzien).
Dit wordt ondersteund door middel van Aspectuele Afhankelijkheden.

2. Gedistribueerde AO-compositie. We introduceren expressieve, declaratieve
compositieabstracties die ondersteuning bieden voor gedistribueerde AO com-
positie, waarin de concepten van AO-compositie uitgebreid worden naar ge-
distribueerde software ontwikkeling, om niet-lokale compositie op basis van
aspecten mogelijk te maken. Deze compositietechnologie ondersteunt expres-
sieve gebeurtenis-conditie-actie specificaties die redeneren over de gebeurte-
nissen en omstandigheden in een gedistribueerd softwaresysteem en die kun-
nen leiden tot gedistribueerde acties. Deze bijdrage wordt gerealiseerd als



een uitbreiding voor gedistribueerde softwareontwikkeling van het DyMAC
component- en compositiemodel.

3. Rolgebaseerde taakverdeling, hergebruik en verfijning. Voor het realiseren van
rol-gebaseerde taakverdeling van de compositielogica ondersteunen we goed-
gescheiden, herbruikbare en verfijnbare AO-composities in het gehele compo-
nentgebaseerde ontwikkelingsproces van gedistribueerde softwaresystemen.
Dit wordt ondersteund in het M-Stage ontwikkelingsmodel voor gedistribu-
eerde software systemen.

We hebben deze concepten gëıntegreerd in een middleware prototype, en de presta-
tieresultaten laten zien dat ons AO-compositiemodel kan worden gëımplementeerd
met aanvaardbare performantiekost.
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Chapter 1

Middleware Challenges

Developing a software system for a distributed environment is a complex task. The
purpose of middleware is to offer programming abstractions and a set of enabling
services that allow multiple computational processes running on one or more ma-
chines to interact across a network. Middleware thus at least shields the developer
of a distributed application partially from the complexity of the distributed en-
vironment. Middleware typically takes the form of a set of software abstraction
layers that encapsulate complex algorithms, and that are situated on top of the
low-level API of the operating system, and underneath the distributed application.

In this chapter, we first present a definition of middleware as a platform that
abstracts the complexity of the distributed environment. Second, we highlight
important complexity problems that state-of-the-art middleware faces. Third, we
elaborate on the challenges for next-generation middleware. Fourth, we discuss the
challenges that will be addressed in this dissertation. We also clarify the approach
we follow to achieve our goals. In the fifth section we present the concrete results
and achievements. We conclude this introductory chapter with the structure of the
rest of this dissertation.

1.1 Middleware as an Abstraction Layer

Software systems for the distributed environment face various requirements that
are functional as well as non-functional. While the functional requirements are
mainly application- and organization-specific, the majority of the non-functional
requirements are more generic. Typical examples of such non-functional require-
ments are consistency, integrity, availability, etc.

Well-known solutions and tactics for these re-occurring non-functional require-
ments have been defined. However these solutions involve complex distributed algo-
rithms and are error-prone to implement in distributed software systems. Typical

1



2 Middleware Challenges

examples of such complex distributed algorithms are the two-phase commit pro-
tocol ensuring consistency and error-recovery for transactions, and cryptographic
protocols that ensure authentication or encryption. The core functionality of mid-
dleware is to offer these solutions as reusable services in the middleware platform.
One can state that the reoccurring non-functional requirements of distributed soft-
ware systems dictate the main functional requirements for middleware platforms.
We first focus on this core functionality of middleware, which we call the middle-
ware features.

Figure 1.1 depicts the structure of a middleware-based software system with
the concepts discussed in this chapter. The middleware layer with its features
is situated in between the application and the networking API of the operating
system. We will refer to this guiding picture when new concepts are introduced.

Figure 1.1: Common built-in services and layers in middleware systems.

1.1.1 Middleware Features

Middleware simplifies distributed application development through two main fa-
cilities: i) a fundamental distribution service that offers the basic distributed in-
teraction paradigm and ensures location transparency and access transparency,
and ii) a set of frequently used, built-in services such as persistence, security and
transactions.

1. The distribution service can support multiple remote interaction paradigms
to enable distributed software entities to communicate: e.g. RPC, remote
method invocation, publish-subscribe, and message oriented communication.



1.1 Middleware as an Abstraction Layer 3

The key contribution of the interaction paradigm is to offer an elegant and
practical abstraction layer for the distributed and heterogeneous environment
that executes the distributed application.

2. Built-in services typically encapsulate well-known tactics and algorithms to
provide quality attributes required by distributed applications, for instance
in the domain of security, consistency, availability, and performance.

1.1.1.1 Distribution Service

Multiple requirements can demand a distributed architecture of a software system.
For example, the performance of one machine can be too limited for intensive
calculations in the software, or the software system demands concurrent access by
multiple users on multiple machines.

Therefore, middleware offers a distribution service that enables communication
between the different processes and subsystems of the software on the different
machines. This distribution service is an abstraction layer on top of the operat-
ing system, and offers the application developer a programming and composition
model for the distributed application entities to interact. The distribution layer
abstracts the application developer from the basic communication API of the OS,
which typically supports network sockets. The network socket API is depicted
in the lowest layers of Figure 1.1. This API offers a communication facility at
the level of the network-layer, and allows exchanging packets containing text or
bytes. Building a distributed application directly upon such an API requires a
lot of manual implementation of data marshalling, of fragmentation into packets,
and of protocols for request-reply communication [Spe82]. So the first purpose of
middleware is to facilitate a higher level of abstraction upon this socket API.

To achieve this purpose, concepts of typical (local) programming paradigms are
incorporated in the distributed programming and interaction model supported by
the middleware. Middleware thus leverages remote communication to the level of
programming paradigms commonly used by the application developers. In effect,
a Remote Procedure Call (RPC, [Spe82, BN84]) abstracts remote communication
as a function call in a procedural programming language. A typical example is
Sun RPC [Sri95]. Analogous to RPC, an Object Request Broker (ORB) supports
remote method invocations between distributed objects. Typical examples of an
ORB are Java RMI [Sun97] and CORBA [Obj98].

However, the similarity between remote calls and local calls is only achieved
syntactically because the distributed programming paradigms have remote seman-
tics. Remote semantics differ from local semantics in multiple ways as discussed
in Coulouris et al [DKC05]. First, local calls can guarantee to be executed exactly
once, while remote calls can only guarantee at-most-once or at-least-once execu-
tion. Second, the latency of a remote call is two to three orders of magnitude larger
than local ones.
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The remote semantics of the remote interaction paradigm are a consequence of
the network layer underneath the distribution service. This network is more likely
to cause failures and does cause a larger latency. It is therefore important that the
application developer is aware of the remote semantics of the remote interactions
in his application.

The distribution service thus offers abstraction through location and access
transparency, which shields the developer from the concrete network topology,
as well as the networking API, marshalling and complex request-reply protocols.
However, the developer can not be completely unaware about which calls in his
application are remote. Therefore, remote invocations are explicitly declared as
remote in the interface of software modules, and can throw an exception in case
of communication failure. Such an exception must be handled by the application
developer according to the application context.

1.1.1.2 Built-in Services

A set of frequently-used, built-in services assist the application developer in dealing
with non-functional requirements such as availability, performance and security re-
quirements, which itself consist of requirements such as non-repudiation, confiden-
tiality, integrity, etc. Built-in services typically encapsulate well-known tactics and
algorithms to provide a set of quality attributes required by distributed applica-
tions. Typical services that are offered in the platform are load-balancing, fail-over,
distributed transactions, communication encryption and integrity, authentication
and authorization of users, etc. The application and the built-in services must be
composed and configured by the application developer, according to the applica-
tion’s requirements. We call the result the composition logic of the middleware
services for a certain application. As depicted in the upper layers of Figure 1.1, an
application consists of the core application logic and this composition logic. There
are multiple approaches for the composition of the application and the middleware
services, which we discuss next.

The composition and configuration can occur through an API, exposed by
the middleware platform. This results in an intensive focus for the application
developer on programming with the middleware API, and thus causing distraction
from the core application logic. This intensive focus is caused by the complexity
of the composition between application logic and the services of the middleware.
The resulting software solution lacks separation of concerns between application
logic and middleware service composition logic. This lack of separation of concerns
is characterized by scattered and tangled glue code in the implementation of the
application.

1. The composition of one service can result in a plethora of API calls that
are scattered throughout the application logic. In such a composition a N-1
relationship exists between the application modules and a service.
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2. Furthermore, the implementation of one application method can be tangled
with a plethora of calls to the API’s of the different services that apply to
that method. In such a composition a 1-M relationship exists between an
application module and the services.

Scattering and tangling of composition logic are the essential problems of the
composition through an API of application logic and middleware services. In most
distributed software systems, both problems occur together and can be summa-
rized as the problem of crosscutting composition. This often means a N-M compo-
sition relationship exists between application modules and services.

A partial solution to this problem has been offered by container-based mid-
dleware approaches (e.g. J2EE/EJB [Sun04, Sun01], Corba/CCM [WSO01], etc).
Containers support a fixed set of services such as distributed transactions, and au-
thorization. Ease-of-composition (i.e. ease-of-use for service composition) as well
as separation of concerns for service composition are increased by the use of declar-
ative composition and configuration per application-level entity and interaction.
Under the hood, the container uses intercession to apply the services. In such ap-
proach, the container executes service behavior in between the components hosted
in the container and the clients that call them. All interactions on the hosted
components occur through the container, and on these interactions the necessary
services are enforced.

The presence of built-in (container-managed) services is often the basis for
acceptance of a specific middleware platform. However, this critical success factor
is at the same time the basis for the limitations of such a middleware platform. The
benefits are that built-in services support modularized, declarative composition
of cross-cutting concerns. However, these built-in services are hard to extend or
customize. In summary, ease-of-composition and customization are two examples
of important non-functional requirements for the middleware’s built-in services.

1.1.2 Non-functional Requirements of the Middleware

Each software system has functional as well as non-functional requirements. Above,
in subsection 1.1.1, we defined the middleware features (i.e. the functionality) as
the services in the platform that offer solutions to the non-functional requirements
of the distributed application. However, the middleware platform, as a separate
software system underneath the distributed application, still faces non-functional
requirements itself, such as usability, adaptability, modularity, etc.

In this dissertation, we focus especially on the non-functional requirements
that middleware platforms face, as they cause the key challenges for middleware
platforms nowadays. In the previous section we motivated that ease-of-composition
and customization are two important non-functional requirements of middleware.
In the next section we discuss how the complexity of distributed software systems
challenges middleware platforms in achieving those non-functional requirements.
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1.2 Complexity Problems

Although middleware offers abstraction of the complexity of the distributed en-
vironment and its complex distributed protocols, middleware itself must solve
complexity problems for the composition of distributed software systems.

Figure 1.2: A distributed software system is a complex composition.

A distributed software system is a composition of distributed application enti-
ties on top of a middleware platform, which itself consists of a set of middleware
services that are composed with the application entities. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.2. The complexity of composing distributed software systems manifests itself
internally inside the middleware, as well as externally for the composition of the
application entities and middleware services. These complexity problems affect
the middleware provider as well as the application developer. Both viewpoints are
discussed below.

1.2.1 Complexity Challenges for the Middleware Provider

To target a broad audience of users and applications, middleware platforms have to
support a multitude of built-in services that address requirements of heterogeneous
deployment environments as well as different application domains. The develop-
ment of the middleware has become increasingly complex due to this overload of
services.

Middleware providers therefore have to deal with the complexity of composing
all these services inside a middleware platform and offering variation and cus-
tomization of the built-in services, depending on a specific deployment environ-
ment or application domain (e.g. e-finance, telecom, insurance, etc).
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From the point of view of the middleware provider, there is a need to tame
the complexity of the middleware into a modular structure, and to provide struc-
tured extension (adding services to the platform) and structured customization
(changing services in the platform). This need for extension and customization in
middleware can occur at different times in the life-cycle of the middleware:

• At design time, driven by variation in a product line of middleware platforms.
A software product line (SPL) is a collection of software systems satisfying
the specific needs of a particular domain, that share a common set of core
assets in a prescribed way [Bos00]. SPL enables developers and architects to
manage the variability between products and to deliver middleware platforms
tailored to the requirements of the user or device.

• At deploy time, when the middleware is configured for a certain deployment
environment.

• At run time, when the middleware is executing. For example, runtime cus-
tomization is needed when the middleware loads distributed applications
that require specific extensions to the middleware. Runtime customization
can also be triggered by user-specific requirements when the application is
executing.

1.2.2 Complexity Problems for the Application Developer

The core task of middleware is to abstract the application developer from the het-
erogeneity in the distributed environment and to shield him from low-level details
of the complex algorithms in the services. From the point of view of the application
developers, middleware should enable separation of concerns between core appli-
cation logic and the non-functional requirements. However, complex composition
logic between application and middleware services still must be embedded in the
application logic of the application. Declarative composition and configuration of
container-based services provide ease-of-composition for a limited set of services,
but this approach is restricted in two ways.

1. The declarative composition only supports the use of very generic services.
These services suffer from a limited configurability to application-specific
state and behavior. Therefore, the built-in services still expose an API to
deal with the more complex interactions that the declarative composition
can’t support.

In the case of security, the built-in service only supports role-based access
control (RBAC) at the level of component methods. An example where the
API has to be used for more complex interactions is the enforcement of access
control policies that reason about application-specific state.
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In the case of distributed transactions, only whole method executions can
be made transactional by means of declarative transaction demarcation. A
typical example of an interaction where the demarcation API has to be used
is the demarcation of more fine-grained or nested transaction scopes.

2. Middleware services that are specific to a certain application domain or de-
ployment environment are often not present in the container. Therefore, such
services are still completely composed and configured through an API. For
example, in a Java middleware application, the IBM Tivoli authorization
service [Kar03] can only be used through the JAAS API (Java Authentica-
tion and Authorization Service [LG99]), which results in crosscutting calls
to the JAAS API for all authentication and authorization related events.

Middleware platforms should provide ease-of-composition for all middleware
services, also when application developers require domain-specific, application-
specific or deployment-specific extensions and customizations of the plat-
form.

In addition, the complexity problems for the application developer on top of
middleware are enlarged by multiple factors.

1. The knowledge of the application developer about i) the internals of the
middleware and ii) the complex composition between the application and
the middleware services has to be less profound – as his core concern is the
application logic. As a result, it is sometimes unclear for the application
developer how the application has to interact with the services in the mid-
dleware. The interfaces of the services are offering a multitude of operations
which are often hard to comprehend: for example, when or where you have
to call these operations.

This comprehension problem is caused by the multitude of services that are
built-in into the middleware, but also by the gap between the application
developer and the middleware domain. The expertise of the application de-
veloper is the application domain, and not the complex interactions with the
distributed protocols for transactions, authentication, authorization, etc.

2. Domain experts without a concrete IT profile are getting involved in the
development and configuration of distributed software systems. This results
in a broader user community for the middleware. But, this increases the
gap between the users (application developers) and providers (middleware
specialists) even more.

Moreover, there is an increasing demand for software engineers to develop dis-
tributed software systems. The employment of people with a limited ICT back-
ground leads to an even larger inexperience of the application developers with the
complex interactions in distributed software systems.
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1.3 Challenges and Requirements

As discussed in the previous section, the complexity of composing distributed soft-
ware systems surfaces internally in the middleware construction, as well as exter-
nally in the programming models supported and services offered. There is a grow-
ing need to reduce this complexity both internally and externally. This requires
enhanced modularity of middleware services, advanced separation of concerns be-
tween application logic and non-functional concerns, as well as sophisticated com-
position techniques, resulting in modular, expressive composition specifications,
that are robust and evolvable.

These requirements for the (de)composition technology of distributed software
systems can be roughly divided into two categories:

1. A first category of requirements is concerned with the ease-of-composition
of the middleware, through support for advanced separation of concerns and
powerful, expressive composition techniques.

2. A second category of requirements concerns support for customization of the
middleware, through enhanced modularity and support for variation and ex-
tension of the middleware services. Variation and extension should be sup-
ported at different points in the life-cycle of the middleware: at design-time,
at deploy-time, and at run-time.

In the remainder of this section we explore and discuss different facets of these
requirements. In the next section we specify the concrete goals of this dissertation
and our approach.

We illustrate the requirements with examples from a distributed software sys-
tem in the e-finance domain (see Figure 1.3). In such distributed system different
applications are executed that offer a set of financial services to the customers of
a bank. A first service is a basic banking service that offers checking accounts and
allows transactions such as withdrawals, deposits and transfers. A second service
is an investment service that supports transactions on financial markets to trade
securities. Both services can be accessed by the employees using their workstation
in the branch offices of the bank as well as by the customers using a web-banking
interface.

1.3.1 The Ease-of-Composition Requirement

Application developers must be able to focus on the application logic of the appli-
cation and must be able to easily compose and (re)configure middleware services
with their application logic.

This requires two concrete features of the (de)composition technology:
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Figure 1.3: Distributed e-finance system.

1. The (de)composition technology should support separation of concerns be-
tween application logic and service composition logic: the application devel-
oper should focus on the application logic. This approach also results in in-
creased reusability of application logic as it eliminates implementation-level
dependencies in the application modules.

2. Another required feature is powerful and expressive composition techniques
that can deal with the complex compositions of the application with the
services, as well as with other distributed application entities. These com-
position techniques should result in composition specifications as separate,
modular development artifacts, which contain expressive, robust and evolv-
able composition logic.

1.3.1.1 Advanced Separation of Concerns

The composition of distributed software systems suffers from complex interac-
tions between the application entities and middleware services. The consequences
for the application developer are 1) an intensive focus on programming with the
middleware API as well as 2) crosscutting composition logic between application
services and middleware services. The presence of a container with built-in ser-
vices that can be declaratively composed and configured does only partially tackle
these problems. Therefore, the built-in container services still expose an API to
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deal with the more complex interactions that the container can’t support.
We propose that the ease-of-composition of middleware must increase in such

way that application developers can truly focus on the application logic they need
to implement. The middleware services that deal with the non-functional concerns
should be easily composed and configured by the developer or a domain expert
separately.

The ease-of-composition requirement thus also yields a more advanced form of
separation of concerns, that goes beyond encapsulation of the implementation de-
tails in a procedural or object-oriented API, and that offers separation of concerns
between application logic and composition logic of middleware services. We refer
to this form of separation of concerns for middleware service composition logic as
advanced separation of concerns.

As defined in Ghezzi et al. [GJM02], separation of concerns has many facets:
separation in time, separation in roles and responsibilities, separation by size of
the parts, separation in qualities. Each of these facets of separation of concerns
applies to the advanced separation of concerns we require of middleware service
composition logic.

1. The separation in qualities holds that the composition logic should be sepa-
rated per software quality of the distributed application (i.e. a non-functional
requirement of the software, such as security and availability [BCK03]). The
built-in middleware services are key middleware features that offer solutions
for these non-functional requirements (see subsection 1.1.1). As a built-in
middleware service typically realizes a software quality, one composition
specification should thus focus on the composition of one concrete middle-
ware service.

For example, the composition logic of an access control service that tackles
security requirements should be separated from the composition logic of a
transaction service that realizes data consistency.

2. The separation in time means that composition logic can be defined and
changed over time, during the development process. Defining and changing
composition logic can thus occur during development, application assembly,
application deployment, application execution, etc.

For example, the composition logic for the security services is mostly defined
at deploy time, as it is often deployment specific. However, the composi-
tion logic for the distributed transaction service is typically defined by the
developer of a software component.

3. The separation of responsibilities means that the composition logic should be
separated over different roles having their own responsibilities. For example,
a separate domain expert in security can be responsible for the composition
logic of security services.
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4. The separation by size of the parts means that the composition logic of mid-
dleware services can consist of multiple smaller parts, that each deal with
a separate part of the whole composition logic. Monolithic deployment de-
scriptors containing all declarative composition logic should thus be avoided.

Example. A typical case of a complex composition between application and mid-
dleware is the enforcement of access control policies that reason about application-
specific state or about the history in the execution of an application. Advanced
separation of concerns for the composition logic of such a security service is still a
challenge.

For example, in an e-finance application, access control decisions are based on
the current balance of an account, but also on the history of transactions that
have been executed on the account. A possible access control check thus could be:
when withdrawing a certain amount, the balance should not become negative, nor
should the accumulated amount of the withdrawal transactions of the last week or
month become larger than a predefined limit.

State-of-the-art middleware platforms, such as J2EE [Sun04] fail to offer ad-
vanced separation of concerns of such security policy as a separate software quality
(1.), composed at deployment time (2.), by the security officer of the deployment
environment (3.), in a separate composition and deployment descriptor for security
services (4.).

The policy above would require explicit API calls in the application code to
the built-in RBAC service, or to the JAAS API. This problem has been described
above in the complexity problems for the application developer (Section 1.2.2). As
a consequence, the advanced separation of concerns requirements described above
cannot be met. The problem is that the security service composition must be
handled in the code, at development time, by the developer. However, it should be
handled in a separate descriptor, at deployment time, by the deployer1 or security
officer.

1.3.1.2 Powerful and Expressive Composition Techniques

The previous requirement described advanced separation of concerns to decou-
ple the crosscutting composition of the middleware services from the application
elements. Therefore, some composition mechanism is needed to activate the mid-
dleware services at the appropriate time and place. Container-based approaches to
the composition of middleware services provide declarative composition to com-
pose a limited set of common services with the application (see subsection 1.1.1.2).
As explained above, this approach has been one of the critical success factors of
modern middleware platforms, such as J2EE and .NET, but at the same time also
has been the limitations of the platform: the declarative composition specifications

1I.e. the person installing a distributed application into its execution environment
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are service-specific and limited to coarse-grained interactions between application
entities. It is not possible to embed application-specific state or interaction argu-
ments in the composition logic.

Middleware should provide a declarative composition mechanism, but must
deal with the limitations of todays platforms: it should be possible to compose and
configure an open set of middleware services by means of declarative composition.
This requires a more general-purpose declarative composition mechanism and it
also requires a more powerful composition mechanism that can deal with fine-
grained compositions based on application-specific state.

The remainder of this section about requirements for middleware platforms
defines a set of requirements that we envision for the composition of distributed
software systems and the declarative composition technique: powerfulness, expres-
siveness, robustness and evolvability.

Powerfulness of the composition technique. The composition specifications
expressed with the composition technique must support composition of a broad
set of application-level services (1) on the interactions (2) and state (3) of the
application components. We therefore require the following powerfulness of the
composition technique: it must be a general-purpose (1) composition technique,
supporting interceding composition (2) as well as intrusive composition (3). We
further explain and illustrate these three requirements.

1. General-purpose composition technique. The composition technique should
not be limited to one service or a limited set of services. A general-purpose
composition technique supports composition statements for a broad set of
application-level middleware services. These are services that are explicitly
composed by the application developer on a selected set of entities and op-
eration in the application. In this dissertation we will base our composition
technique on the event-condition-action paradigm [DGG95]. The action spec-
ifies the concrete behavior that must be invoked. The event defines when or
where a certain action must apply. The condition specifies additional con-
straints on that event that must be satisfied for the action to take place.

In the e-finance case, an example of such a composition statement can be:
whenever an invocation is executed at the application servers it must first be
authenticated and authorized. The event is the execution of a method. The
condition is that the event must occur on the services on the application
servers. The action is the invocation of the authentication and authorization
behavior that applies to financial transactions.

2. Interceding composition. Middleware services must be activated at the appro-
priate time and place in the distributed application. This time and place is
often before the call and execution of invocations between two (distributed)
application components. Therefore, the composition technique must support
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intercession of the middleware service behavior on the application. I.e. the
technique must be able to execute additional behavior in between interacting
application components, at the caller side as well as the callee side.

In the e-finance example, we reconsider the previous composition statement:
whenever an invocation is executed at the application servers it must first be
authenticated and authorized. Such composition specification to compose a
certain kind of authentication and access control on this invocation requires
a composition technique that can activate the specialized security services
on the interactions between the application components. This activation of
additional behavior occurs after the call of the invocation at the client side,
to add authentication credentials, as well as before the execution of the
invocation at the server side, to check the credentials and authorize the call.

3. Intrusive composition. Composition statements about important internals of
components must also be supported. In a composition of application logic
and middleware services, the middleware services sometimes need access to
internal state of the application logic. From the point of view of the applica-
tion logic, this might seem like breaking encapsulation of an entity. However,
the middleware services are supportive services in the execution environment.
A common approach in middleware and virtual machines is that such ser-
vices are considered to have infrastructural permissions: i.e. a permission
that indicates that the execution code is part of the infrastructure software,
and thus is allowed to access private state of software modules running on
the infrastructure software.

For example, it should be possible to compose a persistence service with the
internal state members of a component. In the e-finance application, the ac-
count entity must not provide a public method setBalance, as the balance of
an account should only be changed from within financial transactions on the
account such as withdraw, deposit or transfer. These financial transactions
first verify the parameters of the invocation and ensure that the balance of
the account is always in a consistent state with the executed financial trans-
action. However, a persistence service must be able to restore the balance of
an account entity when it is loaded from the database, and must thus have
access to internal state members of the account.

Expressive composition. One should be able to express a distributed com-
position specification in terms of concepts in the domain of distributed software
composition. These concepts include hosts, remote components, applications, etc.

For example, consider the following architectural composition specification. A
Kerberos based authentication mechanism should be applied to each remote inter-
action to the application server, originating from the employee workstations. An
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SSL based authentication mechanism should be applied to each remote interaction
to the application server coming from B2B partners.

Robustness of the composition. A powerful composition technology may en-
danger the overall composition of the software system, which may cause the soft-
ware system to fail over time. Therefore we want to ensure robustness of the
composed software system, which requires a correct and safe composition of the
distributed software system.

The meaning of correct and safe composition is twofold: i) there must be assur-
ance that in the distributed software system, the application is composed with all
services that it requires for correct behavior, and ii) there must be assurance that
the application is not erroneously composed with services that break its guaranteed
behavior.

For example, the composition of an application component with a transaction
service can be required to guarantee correct behavior of the application. On the
other hand, the composition of certain middleware services can endanger some
guaranteed properties of the application. For example, a logging service might –
if wrongly composed – expose a password in plain text to the hard disk, while
the authentication service guarantees that it only stores the password in a hashed
format.

Evolvability of the composition. Evolvability is the ability to deal with
changes of a software system. In a distributed software system, a composition
specification about a certain middleware service might evolve over time. For in-
stance, changes can occur during the process from development to deployment
of the application. The application developer as well as the application deployer
might want to change the way a middleware service in the platform is enforced on
the application.

This requirement also motivates why the composition logic of middleware ser-
vices should be separated from the application logic, and should be a separate,
modular development entity. Separate development entities that modularize com-
position logic do not only enable advanced separation of concerns for the appli-
cation developer, but also enables adaptability of composition logic in case of
changes.

For example, consider the following scenario in the e-finance application. The
enforcement points of an authorization policy can change depending on the deploy-
ment location of the investment service and basic banking service. If both services
are deployed on different application servers, their (remote) interactions must be
authorized by the authorization server. However, if both services are deployed on
the same application server, these authorization checks can be omitted, because
local calls have a higher level of trust.
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1.3.2 The Customization Requirement

Middleware provider, application developer, as well as application deployer can
require variation and extension of the set of services in the middleware.

Concretely, this requires the following features of the (de)composition technology:

1. Modularity of middleware services inside the platform, to manage the inter-
nal complexity and allow variation within a family of middleware systems.

2. Extension facilities in the platform, to extend the platform with new services,
which can be application-specific, domain-specific or deployment-specific spe-
cialized services.

1.3.2.1 Modularity of Middleware Services

Feature modularity - encapsulating middleware services as modular and compos-
able entities - is an essential property to manage variation in a middleware product
line. Middleware services should be modular inside the platform to manage com-
plexity inside the middleware, but also to make them reusable across different
installations and variations of the middleware platform. Feature modularity also
enables third parties to develop middleware services for the platform which are
deployable to multiple environments.

A typical example can be found in the e-finance domain. Basic middleware
platforms, such as EJB, must be customized with domain-specific security services
to support the strict and severe security requirements of the e-finance domain.

Such security requirements for e-finance applications are very complex, for ex-
ample the requirements for audits – which must be compliant with regulations.
The security services in their turn are often relying on complex cryptographic algo-
rithms. As a result, security services are very delicate to design and to implement.
Therefore such services are developed by third parties that are specialized in such
security services. Modularity and composability of these services is essential in
order to deploy them to multiple environments.

For example, authentication and authorization of interactions between different
banks require specialized middleware services that are typically provided by a third
party. The third party provides a standardized communication protocol and a set of
online services such as an authentication service. Additionally, the banks also need
to deploy local services to authorize the incoming and outgoing messages. Such a
customization of the middleware requires modularity of the following services in
the middleware platform: the communication layer, the authentication service and
the authorization service – in order to replace them easily.
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1.3.2.2 Extension Facilities

A middleware platform should also support extensibility of the set of middleware
services it provides. Applications that are deployed on the platform sometimes re-
quire additional deployment-specific, application-specific or domain-specific mid-
dleware services, next to the services already provided.

For example, e-finance applications have domain-specific audit requirements
enforced by legislation. Financial institutions must keep a detailed track record of
all ongoing financial operations. A typical example of application-specific services
in e-finance is a secure logging service providing non-repudiation of basic banking
transactions such as money transfers.

Next to middleware extensions required by the applications, the deployer can
also require extensions that need to be deployed and composed system-wide. For
example in the e-finance application, a specific bank can run a logging service that
monitors all authentication attempts in all applications. This scenario requires
extension of the middleware platform with the bank-specific logging service, as
well as an additional, application-level composition of the logging service when an
application is deployed on the middleware platform.

In summary, customization of the platform can thus be required by three im-
portant stakeholders:

• the middleware providers that want to extend their middleware with domain-
specific services to target a certain application domain,

• application developers that want to extend the middleware they develop on
with specific services, and

• application deployers that have deployment-specific services for the applica-
tions in their deployment environment.

To support such customization, the middleware must support modularity as well
as extension of the middleware services.

1.4 Goals and Approach

In the previous sections we have defined a set of important features (functional
requirements) for middleware as well as a set of challenging non-functional require-
ments for middleware: ease-of-composition and customization. We now define the
key goals of this dissertation, our approach to achieve these goals and the rationale
behind.

The goal of this dissertation is to study, create and develop a composition tech-
nology for distributed software systems that incorporates the requirements which
we elaborated in section 1.3. This composition technology should be supported
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and enforced by a component and composition model in the middleware for the
development of distributed software systems. Such component and composition
model must meet the following goals:

G1 - Advanced separation of concerns with robust composition. The
(de)composition model must support separation of concerns to decouple ap-
plication logic and middleware service composition logic, and to modularize
both into separate entities. The compositions and supported interactions
between the different entities must be specifiable in the contracts and the
interfaces of the different entities, and such contracts must be enforced to
achieve robust and correct compositions.

G2 - Powerful, expressive composition logic. More complex compositions
must be supported, by means of powerful, more expressive composition logic
to reason about the different software entities residing in a distributed soft-
ware system.

G3 - Role-based task division, reuse and refinement. The roles in the
development process each have their own responsibilities in the composition
of distributed software systems. Therefore, the composition technology must
support decomposition, reuse and refinement of expressive composition logic
across multiple applications and/or deployment contexts. Such composition
technology must enable appropriate separation of concerns in time, in size, in
qualities and in responsibilities across the roles in the development process.

Our approach is based on the following observations and trends.

1. Component technology [Szy02, HC01] is key for the (de)composition of mid-
dleware based systems (e.g.: EJB [Sun01], CCM [WSO01], DCOM [Cor96],
OpenCOM [CBCP01, CBG+08]).

2. Composition logic itself is a complex entity in the software development pro-
cess, that requires advanced separation of concerns, and must support reuse
and refinement. This observation is based on our analysis of the complexity
problems and the ease-of-composition challenges that we have discussed in
Section 1.2.2 and 1.3.1.

3. Aspect-oriented programming technology [KLM+97, KHH+01] forms a strong
and promising basis as a generic composition technology for middleware ser-
vices [CC04, BCH03, CG04] and supports composition logic in the form of
the event-condition-action paradigm [DGG95].

A first step in the approach of this dissertation is to start from proven results
of recent trends in middleware composition technology, and to extend these with
new concepts that meet the requirements that are still lacking. Therefore, in the
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first part of this dissertation, we elaborate, analyze, evaluate and illustrate a set of
existing composition approaches that exhibit one or more of the requirements we
defined. These approaches are API-based middleware, container-based middleware,
reflective middleware and AO-middleware.

This overview of composition approaches shows an evolution from reflective
middleware and container-based middleware towards the use of AO-techniques to
structure and compose the services of the middleware. We define such an aspect-
based middleware composition approach as AO-middleware. It is important to
mention that this is not a radical paradigm shift in middleware service composition,
but rather a gradual evolution of existing approaches.

Initial AO-middleware research shows promising results on separation of con-
cerns, ease-of-composition and customization of middleware platforms (for exam-
ple: [CC04, BCH03, CG04, ZGJ05a, ZGJ05b]). However, AO-middleware still lacks
important requirements such as robust composition (G1), expressive distributed
composition (G2), as well as role-based task division, reuse and evolvability of
composition logic (G3).

The second step in our overall approach is to comprehensively integrate the
concepts of AOSD and CBSD into the middleware’s composition model, to achieve
the three goals we defined above. The basic concepts in the component and com-
position model are an aspect-component and aspect oriented composition.

The application of AOSD/CBSD ideas to middleware is not new [PDFS01,
JBo08a, Spr08], but the aspect-component and AO-middleware research commu-
nities have so far focused on only a part of what we see as a much broader problem
space. State-of-the art aspect-component based middleware cannot deal with the
requirements for middleware stated above, or can only deal partly with each of the
requirements. In essence, AO-middleware still lacks a comprehensive integration of
AOSD and CBSD concepts. This lack of comprehensive integration is characterized
by a lack of:

1. Explicit interfaces for robust AO-composition to achieve safe and correct
compositions and to deal with appropriate separation of concerns when real-
izing an AO-composition relationship between application and aspect-based
middleware services.

For example, what if the developer of the e-finance application wants to
control the interactions between the application components and third-party
aspect-based middleware services ?

2. A comprehensive integration with the distributed component and composi-
tion model of the middleware, which results in a lack of expressive power to
specify distributed complex compositions in declarative specifications.

For example, what if one wants to specify the following composition between
the e-finance application and aspect-based security services: each call, from
a client component on the employee workstations, to a remote component
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on the application servers must be authenticated on a central authentication
server, and authorized on a central authorization server.

3. Support for role-based task division of composition specifications into sepa-
rate development entities within the middleware’s component based devel-
opment process, which results in a lack of separation of concerns, reuse and
refinement of composition logic.

For example, what if one wants to refine the composition between the e-
finance application and an aspect-based authorization service depending on
the deployment environment.

This three-fold lack of integration between AOSD and CBSD as middleware com-
position technology is at the basis of the three main goals for this dissertation.

1.5 Achievements

In this dissertation we present a set of contributions, based on AO-middleware,
that tackle each of the goals. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4.

1. Explicit interfaces for robust AO-composition. We define the DyMAC
AO-composition model that supports explicit interfaces for AO-composition
1) to achieve safe and correct compositions as well as 2) to deal with appro-
priate separation of concerns when realizing an AO-composition relationship
between application components and aspect-based middleware services.

First, we offer expressive power to state what an advised component provides
in an AO-composition. This expressive power is supported by means of Aspect
Integration Contracts.

Second, we offer expressive power to state what an advised component re-
quires (and that some advising component thus must provide). This is sup-
ported by means of Aspectual Dependencies.

Third, we define a taxonomy for using those solutions and compare and
evaluate them with related work.

2. Distributed AO-composition. We define expressive, declarative composi-
tion abstractions for complex compositions between entities in distributed
software systems. These abstractions support distributed AO-composition,
which leverages the concepts of aspect-oriented composition to distributed
computing, and enables non-local aspect-based composition. Concretely, our
distributed aspect-oriented composition technology supports expressive event-
condition-action specifications that reason about events and conditions in a
distributed software system and that can trigger distributed actions. This
achievement is realized as a distribution extension to the DyMAC compo-
nent and composition model.
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Figure 1.4: Overview of contributions to AO-composition

3. Role-based task division, reuse and refinement. To achieve a role-based
task division of composition logic we support well-separated, reusable and
refinable AO compositions throughout the component-based development
process of distributed software systems. This is supported in the M-Stage
development model for distributed software systems.

Evaluation. We evaluate each of these contributions in the context of the e-
finance case study. We compose the e-finance application components with a set
of realistic middleware services by means of our proposed composition technology.
Then we assess the achievement of the different requirements regarding customiza-
tion and ease-of-composition that we have discussed above.

We apply our interfacing concepts for the composition of a transaction service
as well as security services. We compare our solution with related work to evaluate
the level of decoupling, as well as how the interface concepts enable appropriate
task division for the middleware service in case.

We evaluate the powerfulness and expressiveness of the distributed AO compo-
sition model based on a broad set of runtime services and development services in
the middleware. These services typically involve a complex composition with the
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distributed application, including multiple remote interactions in the underlying
protocol. We assess that each of the composition policies for the services can be
expressed within the distributed AO-composition model, and can be supported by
the middleware without a signification performance overhead.

We evaluate reusability in the M-Stage model based on a similar broad set of
services. We apply different metrics to assess to what extent AO-compositions in
the banking application can be reused in another usage context and we compare
this with composition descriptors in DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition model.
We then further analyze the case study on how the M-Stage solution achieves other
important properties such as separation of concerns and adaptability.

Ongoing and future work. In Section 1.2.1 we have discussed there is a need
for extension and customization at different times in the life-cycle of the middle-
ware: at design-time, at deploy-time and at run-time. Within the scope of this
dissertation, we only address design-time and deploy-time customization of the
middleware. In fact, the goals and contributions defined above especially focus
on static, development-time properties of the declarative composition technology,
such as separation of concerns, expressiveness, reuse, and evolvability. However, we
discuss ongoing work with relation to run-time customization in AO-middleware in
the concluding chapter. We then discuss open research challenges and future work
on ease-of-composition and customization in next-generation middleware platforms
for large-scale grids and systems of systems.

1.6 Structure of the Dissertation

The structure of this dissertation is illustrated in Figure 1.5. The first part of this
dissertation – chapters 1 to 3 – presents our analysis of the state-of-the-art of
middleware and its important challenges. Part 2 – chapters 4 to 6 – describes our
contributions in detail and evaluates them. In part 3 we conclude with a discussion
of our prototype (chapter 7) as well as an overview of achievements and further
research (chapter 8).

Part 1: State-of-the-art and Challenges. Chapter 2 presents background
information on and further motivation for the principles and key paradigms at the
basis of our approach. This includes separation of concerns principles as well as
the known and promising paradigms that are at the basis of proven middleware
composition and customization techniques. Concretely, we first elaborate on differ-
ent facets of separation of concerns: decoupling, implementation abstraction and
task division. The second chapter further presents a brief description of the key
paradigms for middleware service composition: AOSD, CBSD and reflection.

In chapter 3 we first elaborate, analyze, evaluate and illustrate a set of existing
middleware composition techniques that exhibit one or more of the requirements
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Figure 1.5: Structure of this PhD dissertation.

we defined. These techniques are based on the principles and paradigms discussed
above. Concretely, we analyze API-based middleware, container-based middleware,
reflective middleware and AO-middleware. We conclude this chapter with an il-
lustration of open challenges in the AO-middleware domain, and then we present
an overview of our contributions, which we elaborate in the second part of this
dissertation.

Part 2: Main Contributions. The second part of the dissertation discusses
the contributions in detail, and consists of three chapters. Each contribution is
discussed separately in a chapter: Chapter 4 discusses explicit interfaces for AO-
composition, Chapter 5 elaborates on distributed AO-composition, and Chapter 6
describes role-based task division, reuse and refinement of AO-compositions.

Part 3: Prototype and Conclusion. In the third part of this dissertation we
first we describe the architecture, implementation and performance evaluation of
the prototype in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 we conclude this dissertation. We revisit
the requirements for middleware, which we introduced in Section 1.3. Then, we
summarize our contributions. Furthermore we discuss ongoing and future work in
the context of middleware.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we provide more background information and motivation on the
principles and key paradigms that are at the basis of our approach. We elaborate
on the different facets of separation of concerns and motivate their importance to
tackle the composition and customization challenges of middleware platforms. A
set of known paradigms are presented that are promising to tackle one or more of
these challenges. These paradigms are chosen as the foundation of our approach
as they are at the basis of proven middleware composition and customization
techniques. Each of these paradigms typically exposes one or more of the different
facets of separation of concerns. The structure of this chapter is as follows:

1. The first section elaborates on different facets of the separation of concerns
principle and how these facets apply to middleware-based software systems.
We analyze the view on separation of concerns by Ghezzi et al.[GJM02] as
well as by Parnas [Par72].

2. The second section of this chapter presents a brief description of the known
and promising paradigms for middleware service composition: Component
Based Software Development (CBSD [Szy02]), Aspect Oriented Software De-
velopment (AOSD [FECA04]) and reflection [Mae87]. These three paradigms
demarcate the solution space in which we create our AO-middleware based
solution.

3. In the third section we elaborate on the integration of AOSD and CBSD into
aspect-component frameworks - a common and promising approach for mid-
dleware composition and customization. We define two characterizing con-
cepts in the programming model: AO-composition and aspect-components.

4. In section four we elaborate on the relation between AOSD and reflection,
as well as on the relation between AOSD and the event-condition-action
paradigm.

25
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5. We conclude with a discussion on the three paradigms and how they each
improve a different facet of separation of concerns.

2.1 Separation of Concerns

In this section we discuss important views on separation of concerns as presented
by Ghezzi et al. [GJM02] and by Parnas [Par72]. These views bring to attention
that there are different facets to separation of concerns. We conclude there are
two important dimensions in separation of concerns during the development of
complex software systems. Separation of concerns includes i) a division of the
software structure into modules (modularity), as well as ii) a division of tasks
and responsibilities to people with the appropriate skills. According to Parnas,
modularity of the software structure can further be divided into (implementation)
abstraction and decoupling. We first explain the view of Ghezzi and Parnas on
separation of concerns. Then we conclude with the three main facets of separation
of concerns and their importance in this dissertation.

2.1.1 Ghezzi

Separation of concerns allows us to deal with different facets of a problem, so that
we can concentrate on each individually. It is one of the key principles applied to
overcome the complexity of software development.

The concerns that need to be dealt with are of various nature: the different
features of the software system, non-functional concerns such as performance and
security, but also concerns related to the development process, such as the structure
of the team, outsourcing, etc.

Separation of concerns can be achieved in various ways: in time, in terms of
qualities, in views on the system, in terms of size of the different parts. We explain
these different facets of separation of concerns and apply them to the development
of middleware-based software systems.

Separation in time means that the different concerns can be dealt with divided
over time. Separation of concerns in terms of time is the underlying moti-
vation of the software development process models, which are defined as a
sequence of activities. For example, the creation of the application and the
deployment of the application are two activities divided in time.

Separation in terms of qualities means that non-functional concerns some-
times can be dealt with separately. In this dissertation, this is our underlying
motivation for separately dealing with the composition of each middleware
service through the use of declarative specifications.
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Separation in terms of views is the underlying motivation for analyzing the
structures of the software system separately. Separate views help us under-
stand the system we are working on better, but neither one gives a complete
view of it. The M-Stage development model for distributed systems we pro-
pose in this dissertation applies this principle as the basis for a division of the
composition view and the deployment view of the system into separate tasks
which are modularized into separate specifications. The former describes how
the different software elements are interconnected while the latter describes
where the software elements are located in the deployment infrastructure.

Separation in terms of size of the parts is the fundamental concept to dom-
inate the complexity of software systems. It is the underlying motivation for
modularity in the software system, i.e. the division of the system into soft-
ware modules. Modularity is an essential property to achieve reuse of the
services in the middleware platform, and to enable variation in a product
line of middleware platforms.

Ghezzi et al. also remark that separation of concerns should result in separation
of responsibilities, dividable over different people with different skills, each dealing
with separate issues. This observation is one of our important basic principles to
analyze problems with current AO-middleware and also motivates the solution we
propose.

2.1.2 Parnas

Parnas discusses two views on separation of concerns which should lead to a mod-
ular design. He defines high cohesion within modules and loose coupling between
modules as fundamental to modular design in software. However, in On the Cri-
teria to Be Used in Decomposing Systems into Modules [Par72], he expresses a
modular design in terms of information hiding, and the terms cohesion and cou-
pling are not used.

These two definitions of modularity define two variations of separations of con-
cerns that we both need in a middleware composition technique: implementation
abstraction and decoupling. Abstraction means hiding the complex internal details
and information behind the interface of a module. This interface is then typically
referenced in the other modules. Decoupling means avoiding dependencies or ex-
plicit references between two modules. This can be seen as an extreme form of loose
coupling between modules by reducing all dependencies between the modules.

2.1.3 Conclusion

As discussed above, separation of concerns has many facets. We derive three main
facets that are of importance within the context of this dissertation: implementa-
tion abstraction, decoupling and appropriate task division. The envisioned compo-
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sition and interfacing techniques presented in this dissertation will be evaluated
on each of these facets. The paradigms at the basis of our proposed techniques
each exhibit one or more of these facets. For example, AOSD has typically focused
on the decoupling facet of separation of concerns, while CBSD has focused on im-
plementation abstraction. In the next section, we discuss different paradigms and
explain on which facets each paradigm typically focuses.

Although our goal is to integrate multiple paradigms into one composition
model, not all facets of separation of concerns can be maximized at the same time
in one composition technique. For example, when introducing explicit interfaces
for AOSD, a decreased level of decoupling between two composed modules may be
achieved in favor of increased implementation abstraction or a more appropriate
task division. It is important to evaluate our proposed explicit interfaces with
other composition techniques on each of these facets, and to discuss the different
trade-offs. Therefore, this evaluation is a significant part of Chapter 4 on explicit
interfaces.

2.2 Key Paradigms

The middleware composition techniques we discuss in the next chapter are based
on the following three key paradigms: component-based development, reflection,
and aspect-oriented software development. In the rest of this chapter we explain
the relevant concepts of these three paradigms, then we discuss how they relate
and how they realize separation of concerns in a software system.

2.2.1 Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE)

Component based software engineering is a subdiscipline of software engineering
primarily concerned with three functions : developing software from preproduced
parts, the ability to reuse those parts in other applications, and easily maintaining
and customizing those parts to produce new functions and features [Szy02, HC01].

Software component. A software component is a software element that con-
forms to a component model and can be independently deployed and composed,
without modification, according to a composition standard

The component has clearly defined interfaces. These interfaces are conform an
interface standard, which declares what can comprise an interface. An interface
standard defines the mandatory requirements employed and enforced to enable
software elements to directly interact with other software elements.

A component supports a provided interface if the component contains an im-
plementation of all operations defined by that interface. That provided interface is
an abstraction of the component implementation. A component possibly also has
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a required interface with the requested operations, that it expects to be provided
by another component.

Most definitions about components [Szy02, HC01] emphasize the importance
of third party composition and deployment. It means that a component built by
a company can be used by another software development company in its appli-
cations and these applications can be deployed to the customers of that software
development company.

Component model. A component model defines two parts of an interaction and
composition standard. First it defines how an individual component is constructed.
Second, a component model defines how components communicate and interact
with each other. This definition of interaction also defines how components can be
composed into a system.

Component models also define standards for naming components, component
meta data, component behavior specification, component implementation, inter-
operability, customization, composition and deployment. A well-known example of
such a component model is Microsoft’s Component Object Model (COM, [CC95]).

Component model implementation (component runtime). A component
model implementation is the dedicated set of executable software elements required
to support the execution of components that conform to the model.

The implementation enforces the component model and also includes a set of
basic services: for example object creation and life cycle management, a set of
horizontal services that are useful across multiple domains and possibly also a set
of vertical services providing functionality for a particular domain.

CBSD and middleware. We observe the relation between CBSD and mid-
dleware is twofold: First, we consider middleware to be a runtime environment
that supports a component model for distributed systems, a so called distributed
component model. The middleware executes the components in a container, which
supports declarative composition and configuration of its services. Typical exam-
ples of distributed component models are Enterprise Java Beans (EJB, [Sun01],
the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM, [Cor96]) and the Corba Com-
ponent Model (CCM, [WSO01]). Second, a component model can be defined for
constructing middleware. A typical example of such a component model is Open-
COM [CBCP01, CBG+08].

Middleware for distributed component models. A distributed compo-
nent model defines a standard for interactions between distributed software ele-
ments, but also defines a standardized development and deployment process for
distributed systems.
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A middleware platform can be defined as the runtime environment for such
a distributed component model. This middleware offers support for interaction
standards between the components (e.g. remote method invocation), but also offers
typical services for non-functional requirements that are needed in distributed
software systems.

The distributed component model defines standards to construct the different
components of the application, compose the components into an application and
deploy these components into the middleware platforms on the different nodes in
the network. These middleware platforms connect the different components and
offer services like distributed transactions, persistence, security, etc. The name and
allocation of components on the systems of the end customer is specified at the
time of deployment.

A component model also defines the different stages in the software develop-
ment process: developing and packaging the component, assembly of the compo-
nents into an application, and deployment of the applications in a distributed
environment [AF01, Ble01]. This process involves multiple tasks that are strictly
divided over the different stages and distinct roles, which can be fulfilled by dif-
ferent people or organizations.

Different roles are involved in the development process, such as developers,
deployers, system administrators, testers, etc. The following roles are involved in
stages that involve service composition.

1. Component provider: company or person that creates one or more compo-
nents from the application.

2. Application composer: composes the different components from the compo-
nent providers into an application, that is distributable to any middleware
platform supporting the component model.

3. Application deployer: configures and deploys the application to the com-
puting and network infrastructure where the application has to run. This
includes providing global unique names for deployed components, allocating
the components on a node in the network infrastructure and configuring spe-
cific variables of the running environment of the application, e.g. database
connections.

The component developer, the composer and the deployer can specify where in
the application the middleware services have to be applied by means of declarative
composition and configuration.

Declarative composition and configuration. The declarative composition defines
the composition of the service with the application, i.e. when and where the service
has to be applied. The declarative configuration defines additional parameters that
apply to the service that is composed with the application.
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A declarative composition refers to application-level events and locations such
as executions of well-defined methods or member definitions in the application
modules. The events and locations that can be specified in a declarative com-
position are defined by the primary entities and supported interactions of the
component model. These events and locations are specified in a declarative way
in a deployment descriptor, as opposed to imperative API calls in the application
code. Declarative composition results in cleaner application code, focusing on the
business logic of the application.

A component model for constructing middleware. A component model
can be defined for constructing the middleware platform itself. The key goal of such
an approach is to achieve openness of the middleware layer, which then partially
offers a solution for the required adaptability of middleware services. In such com-
ponent model, the components are middleware services, that can be added to the
middleware platform, configured and composed with other middleware services.
They have their own interaction standard to communicate and a standard for
being composed with each other. The runtime environment is a minimal core -
a component kernel - that supports the composition and interaction standard of
these middleware services. The middleware platform is then defined as a compo-
sition of a set of middleware services. An example of such a component model is
OpenCOM [CBCP01]. This component technology has been applied to the con-
struction of router middleware and multimedia streaming middleware [CBG+08].
An example of customizing middleware services with component based technology
has also been described in Jørgensen et al. [JTMJ00]. The latter work especially
focuses on the customization of an ORB.

2.2.2 Reflection

Reflection is the capability of a system to reason about itself and act upon this
information [Smi82]. For this purpose, a reflective system maintains a represen-
tation of itself that is causally connected to the underlying system that it de-
scribes [Mae87]. Operations to introspect and make changes to the meta represen-
tation are commonly referred to as the Meta Object Protocol (MOP [KRB91]).
In component-based frameworks, two styles of reflection have emerged. Structural
reflection is concerned with the underlying structure of objects or components and
offers support to inspect interface information, and to adapt software architecture
topology. Behavioral reflection is concerned with the activity in the underlying
system, e.g. in terms of the sending and dispatching of invocations.

There are multiple approaches to behavioral reflection. Earlier MOPs for be-
havioral reflection allowed to override the dispatching behavior of the execution en-
vironment [Mae87, McA95]. Contemporary MOPs offer the concept of interceptors,
which can be applied to all methods or a set of selected methods [CBCP01, Obj98].
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These example technologies also illustrate that programming language research has
mostly applied the former approach, while customizable middleware research has
introduced and adopted the latter approach. In the next chapter, we discuss dif-
ferent reflective middleware platforms, which apply reflection to middleware to
realize openness and to support customization.

2.2.3 Aspect Oriented Software Development (AOSD)

As introduced in Section 1.1.1.2, the complex composition between application and
middleware services is a crosscutting concern. Crosscutting concerns are concerns
that are scattered and tangled with traditional modularization techniques, such as
object orientation. Lopes et al. [BLLB08] premise the following hypotheses about
crosscutting concerns:

”Complex software must cope with the existence of crosscutting con-
cerns; using traditional procedures or object oriented design modular-
izations, these crosscutting concerns are manifested in the design rep-
resentations (e.g. UML diagrams or code) as design elements that are
scattered throughout several modules and tangled with other concerns
within those modules.

Excessive scattering and tangling are bad for the design process, in the
sense that they slow the implementation of the artifacts by: (a) forcing
the developers to manually map the conceptual integrity of the crosscut-
ting concerns to scattered pieces of design representation; (b) inducing
implementation errors that result from shattered conceptual integrity;
and (c) violating project management decisions related to divisions-of-
labor.”

To address the problem of these crosscutting (often non-functional) concerns,
aspect-oriented software development (AOSD [FECA04]) has been put forward
as a possible solution. AOSD addresses this shortcoming by focusing on the sys-
tematic identification, modularization, representation and composition of (often
crosscutting) concerns or requirements throughout the entire software develop-
ment process. The core concept in AOSD is an aspect [FECA04, KHH+01]: a
coherent entity that addresses one specific concern and that has the properties of
a module that can be changed independently of other modules.

An aspect defines behavior that can be executed (so called advice) and defines
composition logic to describe complex and dynamic dependencies between this
behavior and the rest of the software system. This composition logic is expressed
using a joinpoint model. A common definition of a joinpoint refers to well-defined
places in the structure or execution flow of a program [KHH+01, FECA04]. In any
case, joinpoints represent dynamic, runtime conditions that arise during program
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execution. The occurrence of such a condition is an event that can trigger the
execution of aspect behavior (advice).

A set of joinpoints can typically be specified with pointcut designators that
address and describe the kind and context of the joinpoints [FECA04]. By the
kind of a joinpoint we mean for instance a method call or a field access, etc.
By the context we refer to additional information that can be made available to
constrain the condition, such as the method signature, type and identity of the
caller or callee of a method, further credentials and properties of the caller etc.

There are multiple types of advice (aspect behavior). Three commonly sup-
ported types of advice are before, after and around advice. Before and after advices
are respectively called after and before the joinpoint. Around advice replaces the
actual joinpoint it advises, but a proceed operation can be called in the advice to
continue with the original joinpoint.

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is supported in multiple programming
technologies – language extensions such as AspectJ [KHH+01] as well as com-
ponent frameworks such as JBoss AOP [JBo08a]. The former requires additional
compiler and tool support, as opposed to the latter that integrates more easily with
existing programming languages and middleware platforms. A successful example
of the latter approach is the introduction of JBoss AOP in the JBoss middleware
platform. In the next section we especially focus on such component frameworks
with support for AOP, which are commonly known as aspect-component frame-
works.

2.3 AO-Composition and Aspect-Components

Aspect-component frameworks support a component model that offers aspect-
oriented composition (AO-composition) alongside traditional composition of pro-
vided and required interfaces (e.g. CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05]). The introduc-
tion of such aspect-component frameworks into middleware platforms has shown
promising results on separation of concerns between application logic and mid-
dleware services, ease-of-composition and extension of middleware platforms (for
example: [PDFS01, JBo08a, Spr08]).

Aspect-component platforms focus on combining the benefits of AOSD and
CBSD. The state-of-the-art aspect-component models are typically characterized
by two main properties:

1. The joinpoint model is non-invasive: the kind and context of the joinpoints
that can be advised are limited to elements in the interfaces of the compo-
nents. These are typically incoming invocations on the provided interfaces
and outgoing calls on the required interfaces. Deep advice in the implemen-
tation of the component is not allowed.

2. Aspects have component semantics: this includes clearly defined interfaces
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and support for third party composition. In the state of the art this is
typically supported by decoupling aspects (pointcuts + advice) into (1) an
aspect-component containing the (reusable) advices as well-named methods,
and (2) an aspect-oriented composition specification that binds the advices
to a set of joinpoints.

With relation to (2), aspect-component frameworks often separate aspect be-
havior and composition logic from each other, for the purpose of reusing aspect-
behavior across applications. The composition logic is specified in a declarative
specification (e.g in a deployment descriptor) while the aspect behavior is repre-
sented within traditional components as methods. Composition logic in aspect-
component frameworks is thus specified in the following form:

Whenever event X in the application occurs, execute method behavior Y of com-
ponent Z.

An example of such composition logic can be: Whenever an operation is executed
on the BankService component, execute the enforcement method of the Autho-
rization component.

2.4 Discussion on AOSD and Related Paradigms

The paradigms we introduced in Section 2.2 of this chapter do not exist in isolation
of each other - as illustrated in the previous section for AOSD and CBSD. In this
section we discuss the relations between AOSD and reflection as well as AOSD and
the event-condition-action (ECA) paradigm. We introduced the ECA paradigm as
a promising approach for declarative, general-purpose composition specifications
in Section 1.3.

On the relation between AOSD and reflection. The original work on AOP
by Kiczales et al. [KLM+97] was inspired from the earlier work on meta object
protocols [KRB91]. Within programming language research, AOP is often seen
as a principled subset of reflective programming. For example, Sullivan [Sul01]
first identifies the complex nature of programming reflective systems (”too much
rope” for the developer), and secondly states that reflection consumes too much
overhead to be a worthwhile technology. He then promotes AOP languages as a
means to tame the complexity and reduce overhead; the key contribution is the
use of aspects as an interface to the functionality of MOPs. AOP is not only the
more easy-to-use successor and principled subset of reflection. AOP still contains
a lot of reflective concepts in its programming model - as we explain next.
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Above we defined an aspect as a software module that defines behavior that can
be executed (so called advice) and defines composition logic (a pointcut). Advice
as well as pointcuts have their roots in reflection.

• An advice typically takes the signature of an interceptor (see Section 2.2.2),
and thus allows to intercept invocations and access (and change) the reified
invocation.

• Pointcuts are defined by means of language constructs that select meta-level
elements in the structural MOP, such as definitions of fields, or select meta-
level events in the behavioral MOP, such as executions and calls of methods.
In other words, pointcut language constructs bring down selected elements
in the MOP to the base language in order to reason about these in the
composition logic.

Notice that at the implementation-level aspect-technologies are still built upon
a structural MOP and behavioral MOP. For example, MOPs are still used in the
aspect weaver. The aspect weaver is the subsystem of the AOP technology imple-
mentation that is responsible for inserting the advising behavior at the appropriate
places specified in the declarative pointcut. It typically uses the structural and be-
havioral MOP - at compile time, at load time or at run time - to generate an
executable software system.

On the relation between AOSD and the ECA paradigm. In Section
1.3.1.2 we proposed the event-condition-action (ECA) paradigm [DGG95] as a
useful general-purpose composition technique to specify middleware service com-
position logic. The event-condition-action paradigm supports the specification of
statements in the following form:

When event X with condition Y occurs in my program, execute action Z.

The structure of an aspect-oriented composition is very similar (see Section 2.3).
In effect, a joinpoint is an event, more concretely a meta-level event in the struc-
tural or behavioral MOP: a call, an execution, or a method definition. The event
is specified in the pointcut of the AO-composition by describing the kind of the
joinpoint. The condition is defined by the additional context properties that are
specified in the pointcut: the name of the method, the name of the component,
etc. In effect, these context properties define constraints, and thus conditions, on
the joinpoint context. The action is defined by the advice that is defined in the
AO-composition.
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2.5 Conclusion

At the beginning of this chapter, in Section 2.1 we have presented different facets
of the separation of concerns principle: decoupling, abstraction and task division.
As pointed out, each of these facets of separation of concerns is essential for
middleware-based software systems.

Section 2.2 elaborated on a set of promising paradigms for middleware compo-
sition techniques : CBSE, reflection and AOSD. These paradigms each can improve
separation of concerns in software systems. However, each of them typically im-
proves different facets of separation of concerns.

AOSD. Most AOSD-related literature [KLM+97, KHH+01, FECA04] describes
AOSD technologies with a focus on separation of crosscutting concerns (see
Section 2.2.3). These are concerns that are hard to modularize with existing
modularization techniques and result in tangled and scattered code (see Sec-
tion 1.1.1.2). Approaches in the AOSD research community trying to define
AOSD thus especially focus on the decoupling facet of modular design.

CBSD. CBSD focuses on abstraction of implementation details by means of the
definition of explicit and stable interfaces between software modules that hide
the client of a software module from implementation details. These interfaces
are defined according to an interaction standard specified by the component
model.

CBSD also focuses on task division. A component model defines explicit de-
velopment roles with their own tasks and their own (modular) artifact they
produce. These development roles are a set of predefined role players in the
component based development process which have their own well-separated
assigned tasks in the process. These tasks result in modular artifacts that
contain the result of the tasks a certain role needed to execute. For ex-
ample, an application deployer is responsible for deploying the application
components into the deployment environment, and defines this deployment
information in a deployment descriptor.

Reflection. Some research on reflection has focused on separation of concerns
between the core application logic and the implementation of non-functional
concerns such as availability and security. This application of reflection is
thus aimed at achieving separation of concerns in terms of qualities. For
example [Mae87]: the presented experiments with reflection to achieve non-
functional concerns override the dispatch method of the execution environ-
ment that deals with dispatching the method calls. The complex composition
logic to deal with all the non-functional concerns is inserted in that (single)
locus.
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In the next chapter we explore important middleware composition techniques
that are based on these key paradigms and we evaluate these composition tech-
niques on the middleware requirements that we have premised in the introductory
chapter (see Section 1.3).
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Chapter 3

An Analysis of Middleware
Composition Techniques

As discussed in Section 1.3, the requirements for the (de)composition technology
of middleware-based software systems are two-fold. First there is a need for ease-
of-composition of the middleware, through support for advanced separation of
concerns and powerful, expressive composition techniques. Middleware must also
support customization, through enhanced modularity and support for variation
and extension of the middleware services. Chapter 2 presented the principles and
paradigms at the basis of our approach to tackle these requirements.

In this chapter we analyze proven middleware composition and customization
techniques that are based on those paradigms. Concretely, we analyze the fol-
lowing approaches for service composition in middleware: API-based middleware,
container-based middleware, reflective middleware and AO-middleware. Each of
these techniques tries to cope with one or more of the requirements we discussed: i)
ease-of-composition through advanced separation of concerns and powerful service
composition techniques and ii) customization of the platform through increased
internal modularity and extensibility. The analysis of these composition techniques
also describes the gradual evolution towards AO-middleware, as depicted in Figure
3.1. We present a characterizing definition for AO-middleware which we illustrate
in state-of-the-art AO-middleware platforms. We also discuss and illustrate open
challenges in the AO-middleware domain, and elaborate on our main contributions.

This chapter is structured as follows. The first section presents an analysis
of the four middleware composition approaches and evaluates them in terms of
ease-of-composition and customization. In the second section of this chapter we
present a case study in the e-finance domain, and illustrate the different middleware
composition approaches and their problems. The third section elaborates on the
three contributions of this dissertation.

39
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Figure 3.1: Overview of middleware composition techniques

3.1 Middleware Composition Techniques

In this section, we describe a set of composition approaches that have been applied
to middleware platforms. Each of these approaches typically focuses on improving
one or more of the non-functional requirements described in the introduction. The
specific approaches we discuss include: API-based middleware, proxies, container-
based middleware, and reflective middleware. We evaluate each of the approaches
based on those requirements. In the next section we will present a case study and
a set of code samples that illustrate our observations.

We further analyze the evolution of the approaches toward AO-middleware,
and also analyze the different generations within AO-middleware. This analysis
also presents our characterizing definition of AO-middleware, based on the key
differences between AO-middleware and other techniques and on the commonali-
ties within the different generations of AO-middleware .

3.1.1 API-Based Middleware.

An API encapsulates the underlying algorithms for remote interactions and ser-
vices behind a public interface of classes and/or functions. The main goal is to
increase reuse and separation of concerns through abstraction of those algorithms.

Distribution model. The earliest abstractions of interaction paradigms and
built-in services came in the form of APIs [Whi76, BN84, Nel81]. Typical examples
are SUN’s and Xerox’s first RPC implementations in the early 80’s [Cor81, Ltd85].
In today’s middleware platforms, a new remote interaction paradigm still is intro-
duced as an API. In more recent times, this was demonstrated by early versions
of Java web-services. Developers of Java clients communicating with a web-service
initially had to program intensively against Java’s web-service API (JAX RPC,
[Mic02]). Today’s platforms offering a publish-subscribe interaction model (pub-
sub [BMR+96]), are also introduced as an API (e.g. Sun JMS [Mic01]).

Built-in Services. Built-in services were first provided via an API in the mid-
dleware platform. In Java for example, the first persistence abstraction API was
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JDBC [Tay98], Microsoft has ADODB in their DNA architecture [PS99], and more
recently ADO.NET in .NET [Sce02]. The same principles also apply to the first
authentication and authorization services in Java, which are offered through the
JAAS API [LG99].

Evaluation. The API based approach for distribution models and built-in ser-
vices results in a very intensive focus for the application developer on programming
with the middleware API. This causes distraction from the actual core business
logic from the application. The resulting software solution lacks separation of con-
cerns between application logic and middleware service composition and configu-
ration.

3.1.2 Proxies and Container-Based Middleware

Proxies and containers both increase separation of concerns in distributed soft-
ware systems: proxies increase the level of abstraction, while containers focus on
decoupling of application logic and (crosscutting) service composition logic.

Proxies offer abstraction over the distribution service API. Container-based
middleware improves the separation of concerns by the common middleware ser-
vices being managed by a container where the application components reside.
These services are composed semi-automatically with the application to provide
the desired middleware functionality.

Distribution Model. A higher level of abstraction, ease-of-composition and sepa-
ration of concerns is realized through the encapsulation of distribution API calls to
proxies, which mimic the remote entity’s interface. The interaction with the distri-
bution service (ORB) is completely hidden behind the proxy. Ease-of-composition
is improved as the remote interaction is realized as a (basic) interaction statement
in the programming language (e.g. dynamic proxies in Java [ADMR98].

Built-in services. The problem regarding poor separation of concerns, as expe-
rienced in API-based solutions, is reduced in container-based approaches, by re-
ducing the (crosscutting) API calls to the services. Such containers offer a fixed set
of services such as distributed transactions, and access control. These middleware
platforms offer ease-of-composition through declarative composition and configu-
ration of the built-in services in the container. Typical examples of container-based
approaches with declarative composition are Enterprise Java Beans (EJB [Sun01])
and the Corba Component Model (CCM [WSO01])

The declarative composition defines the composition of the service with the ap-
plication, i.e. when the service has to apply. This is defined in terms of application-
level events such as executions of well-defined methods. The declarative configura-
tion defines additional parameters that apply to the service that is composed with
the application.

Declarative composition and configuration offers better separation of concerns,
reuse and ease-of-composition, as opposed to a (crosscutting) imperative imple-
mentation against the service API.
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Declarative composition and configuration statements drive generic algorithms
and implementation patterns inside the container and its services, and avoid that
these algorithms and implementation patterns must be implemented over and over
again by application developers. Middleware providers - experts in the domain -
develop and implement these (error-prone) algorithms. Application developers use
declarative composition and configuration to activate and configure the built-in
techniques and algorithms.

For example, programming transaction demarcation in the application using a
transaction API, is such a re-occurring implementation pattern: the transaction is
started at the beginning of each transactional method, and committed at the end
of the method. In case an exception occurred inside the method, the transaction
must be aborted. Middleware platform providers have offered declarative com-
position and configuration for transactional methods as one of the first built-in,
configurable services (e.g. Microsoft Transaction Server for COM [CC95, Cor96],
EJB [Sun01]). A declarative composition specifies to which methods of the appli-
cation the transaction service has to be applied, and a declarative configuration
specifies how the methods participate in ongoing transactions.

Declarative transaction composition and configuration has even been the crit-
ical success factor for the first-generation EJB technology in the J2EE platform.
EJB technology became commonly used in lots of enterprise development projects,
mainly because of its declarative transaction support.

Evaluation. Proxies and containers increase separation of concerns and ease-
of-composition for the distribution service and a fixed set of built-in services. The
presence of built-in (container managed) services is often critical for acceptance
of a specific middleware platform. The benefits are that built-in services support
modularized, declarative composition of concerns of a cross-cutting nature: these
are concerns that cannot easily be addressed without creating code that is scattered
over the application and middleware artifacts. However, this key property is at the
same time the basis for the limitations of such middleware platforms. The built-in
services provided by container-based approaches are hard to modify or customize.
Solutions for these shortcomings have been proposed in reflective middleware and
AO-middleware approaches.

3.1.3 Reflective Middleware Approaches.

Proxies and containers are respectively the client-side and server-side part of the
middleware layer. Both offer support for the remote communication and service
composition on the interactions between client-side and server-side components
of the application. To enable such support, proxies and containers must rely on
reflective features of the execution environment to reify and inspect the interac-
tions. However, the proxies and containers on their turn are not open to reflection.
These two subsystems of the middleware are monolithic and do not support any
customization or extension. Reflective middleware approaches extend the API-
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based and container-based middleware approaches by enabling the application
and internal middleware structure to be exposed through meta-models [BCRP98].

Such meta-models offer structural reflection on the interfaces and connections
between the application and middleware components. Reflective approaches sup-
port extensibility and customization of the middleware through openness of the
middleware layer. Customizable middleware platforms such as the flexible CORBA
platforms (e.g. TAO [SLM98, KOS+99]) increase customizability but typically only
at deploy-time. Several middleware platforms, such as OpenCorba [Led99], Dy-
namicTAO [KRL+00], JaCoWeb [WLWF01], OpenCOM [CBCP01] and OpenORB
[BCA+01], apply reflective programming to provide runtime customization of the
middleware through dynamic operation interception.

State-of-the-art reflective middleware thus also offers behavioral reflection by
means of interception technology. Interception is an enabling technology for ex-
tensibility of the service containers; the technology supports plugging in new mid-
dleware services by means of interceptors. The interceptors typically are imposed
on the interactions between the application components. Composition of intercep-
tors on components occurs by means of an API. However, reflective approaches to
compose middleware services on application interactions have evolved a long way.

Early reflective middleware platforms override the implementation of dispatch
behavior in the middleware runtime and this new implementation contains all non-
functional concern handling for a specific application (e.g. Correlate [RVJV99]).
This technique at the basis of such reflective middleware has already been ap-
plied widely in local execution environments of object oriented programming lan-
guages [Mae87]. This approach offers separation of concerns between application
logic and middleware services that handle the non functional concerns. But there
is no separation of concerns between the non-functional services themselves. There
is also no extensibility of the services - they are all hard coded in the overridden
dispatch behavior. Moreover, the services are applied to all invocations, so there
is no per method composition and configuration.

A second generation reflective middleware supports interceptors in the ORB
stack (e.g. Corba interceptors [Obj98]). The interceptors are installed through an
API. Multiple interceptors can be installed, per non-functional concern. However,
such interceptors are applied to each invocation going through the ORB – so there
is no per method composition and configuration. Nevertheless, this approach offers
better separation of concerns per service and is extensible with new services.

A third generation reflective middleware offers multiple interceptors, applicable
per type (or per IDL). The interceptors are also installed through an API (e.g.
Corba IDL interceptors [Obj98]).

Finally, more fine-grained interceptors per method have been supported. For
example, in the reflective facilities of OpenCOM [CBCP01, CBG+08].

Evaluation. Ease-of-composition and the separation of concerns are negatively
affected in comparison with container-based solutions due to interceptor installa-
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tion occurring through a reflection API. However, in comparison with API-based
middleware, reflective middleware improves both of these properties by untangling
the crosscutting API calls and modularizing them in per-service interceptors. Fur-
thermore, extensibility and customization are increased through the openness of
the middleware - which is realized by means of structural and behavioral reflection.

3.1.4 AO-Middleware.

AO-middleware further improves separation of concerns and ease-of-composition
in comparison with reflective middleware. In comparison with container-based ap-
proaches, it improves extensibility of the middleware platform. Technically, AO-
middleware typically combines interception features of reflective middleware and
the declarative composition approach of container-based middleware, and thus can
be defined as follows:

AO-middleware is a middleware platform that supports declarative composition of
interception-based service behavior that is defined outside a container.

We consider declarative composition of service behavior to be the key difference
between AO-middleware and reflective middleware. The declarative composition
of service behavior that is defined outside a container (thus in a third-party aspect
library or in the application itself) is the key to extensibility in AO-middleware,
and is the key difference over container-based middleware.

State-of-the-art AO-middleware offers, or uses, an aspect-oriented program-
ming model that supports the concept of aspect-components or aspect-libraries
to define reusable middleware services in the middleware platform (e.g. JBoss
AOP [FR03, JBo08a]). Middleware services can therefore be performed as advice
on application-level joinpoints. Consequently, AO-middleware need appropriate
means to specify the composition of application components with such middle-
ware services. AO-middleware offers declarative composition of advising behavior
on interactions. This advising behavior typically has the signature of interceptors.
The declarative composition typically defines a set of interactions between the
different software elements in the application. The advising behavior can be pre-
defined in aspect-libraries, but it can also be defined in the application’s software
elements.

An aspect-based approach for the composition of application logic and middle-
ware services offers a solution for the problem of crosscutting composition. It is
even possible to manipulate internal application logic and application state, e.g.
by accessing and modifying internal class members. From one point of view this
seems promising, because middleware services sometimes need access to the inter-
nal state of the application logic, e.g. for persistence, state synchronization in load
balancing systems or state transferal in fail-over systems. But from another point
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of view, access to the whole internal structure of an application breaks encapsu-
lation and can cause a lot of unforeseen problems. These apparently conflicting
points of view are at the basis of our first research challenge to achieve robust
AO-composition (see Section 1.4).

The rest of this section on AO-middleware discusses the use of AOP in mid-
dleware in general, and then concludes with some other differences between AO-
middleware and reflective middleware.

AOP and middleware. AO-middleware often has been defined as: the use of
AO techniques in a middleware context. The use of AOP in a middleware platform
has been put forward as a promising paradigm to improve usability, extensibil-
ity, modularity and customization capabilities of middleware platforms [PDFS01,
BCH03, CC04, ZJ04, CG04]. However, the integration of the AO paradigm with
middleware can be at three different levels: in the application layer, in the middle-
ware layer, or at the level of the composition between application and middleware.
We briefly explain these three different integrations of AOP.

1. In the first approach, existing middleware platforms are extended to offer
aspect-oriented programming or development models toward the applica-
tion developer (e.g. the first versions of Spring AOP [Spr08] and JBoss
AOP [JBo08a]).

2. In the second approach, aspect-oriented programming tools are also used
to structure the middleware internally. For example, AspectJ [KHH+01] is
used to modularize logging inside middleware containers, such as IBM Web-
sphere [FK01].

3. In the third approach, aspect-oriented techniques are used to compose ap-
plication entities and middleware services (for example: Java Aspect Com-
ponents [PDFS01], JBoss AS [JBo08b]).

The first and third approach are most relevant in the context of this dissertation,
as they directly affect the component and composition model of the middleware
that is used by the application developer. Only in those two approaches AOP tools
and aspect-based compositions are exposed to the application developer. In the
second approach, the application developer is not exposed to the AOP concepts
used in the middleware.

AO-middleware and Reflective middleware. AO-middleware is the result
of a gradual evolution of reflective middleware and container-based middleware.
Therefore, the distinction between 1) reflective middleware with interceptor-based
behavioral reflection and 2) AO-middleware is sometimes very subtle. These subtle
differences are present in the composition of interceptors as well as in the behav-
ioral reflection features of interceptors.
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Composition of interceptors. The evolution from reflective middleware to
AO-middleware is characterized by the introduction and gradual evolution of more
advanced, fine-grained, declarative composition. We can distinguish three different
generations of AO-middleware with relation to declarative composition.

In reflective middleware, the API-based composition of per-type interceptors
(e.g. Corba [WSO01]) evolved into declarative composition by means of code an-
notations (e.g. context bound objects in .NET, [Low03]). This can be considered
the earliest form of AO-middleware: it supports (very coarse-grained) declara-
tive composition of interceptors. The second generation of AO-middleware relied
upon pointcuts to declaratively select calls and executions of operations in the
application components based on the signature of the operations (return type,
method name and arguments). Typical examples of this generation are Java As-
pect Components (JAC [PDFS01]), CAM/DAOP [PFFT02], Spring [Spr08] and
early versions of the JBoss AOP [JBo08a]. The application developer has to declar-
atively specify these pointcuts and the associated advising operations in a set of
AO-compositions defined in the context of the application.

A third generation of AO-middleware combines both approaches: from the
point of view of the application developer, it offers per-type and per-operation
(method) annotations to compose services. The application developer thus uses
these annotations instead of pointcuts. The services are aspects and AO compo-
sitions consisting of pointcuts and advice. In this case, the service developer thus
defines the pointcuts of the aspect-based middleware services. These pointcuts se-
lect the set of operations based on annotations on the operation signature, not
the operation signature itself (and are thus application independent). The major
difference with the earliest generation of AO-middleware discussed above lies in
the fact that the middleware service developer does not have to use a complex
reflective API to install interceptors on operations with annotations, but they can
use the (declarative) pointcut mechanism to capture such operations. Applica-
tion developer as well as service developer are thus equipped with a less complex
composition technique for middleware services.

Recent versions of the JBoss application server [JBo08b] use this approach
for an aspect-based implementation of the EJB transaction service and security
services. Hohenstein et al.[HMS07] propose a similar approach for an aspect-based
implementation of the Java Persistence Entities technology - which is composed
and configured through annotations in the application code.

Features of behavioral reflection, interceptors and advice. A full-
fledged MOP in reflective middleware offers more than pure interception. It allows
changing object identities of the destination object of a message, or even allows
overriding the method dispatching in the execution environment itself. Advice in
AO-middleware is normally more restricted. It offers limited inspection on the
current method invocation, and possibly allows to alter the runtime arguments.
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The dispatching of the intercepted method invocation can only be altered in a
limited way: the advice can call the proceed() operation to continue with the
intercepted method invocation, the advice can throw an exception, or the advice
can replace the intercepted invocation with the advice’s own behavior.

Discussion. State-of-the-art AO-middleware thus supports declarative com-
position of interceptors based on more fine-grained, specific selection of operations
in the application. This approach offers an optimization of performance. Only
meta-events at well-specified locations (joinpoints) are reified. This reified infor-
mation in AO-middleware is also less complex than in a full-fledged MOP. Meta
information concerning the object identity is omitted. The simplification of the
MOP that is exposed to the developer of the non-functional concern should lead
to more robust implementations. The possible changes to the dispatch of the inter-
cepted method invocation is restricted to ”proceed or not”. Redirecting the method
invocation to another object identity must be implemented in the AO-middleware
interceptor itself, rather than changing a meta level object identity representing
the destination object. This brings us to the main drawbacks of aspects compared
to reflection in customizable middleware. The implementation of non-functional
concerns that go beyond invocation inspection and adaptation, suffer from the
limited MOP on the joinpoint that is offered in advice implementations. However,
most typical middleware services such as transaction management, custom authen-
tication and authorization services, as well as persistence can be implemented by
means of invocation inspection and adaptation in AO-middleware.

3.2 Case Study and Illustration

In this section we present the case study of this dissertation and illustrate the
features and problems of the middleware composition approaches that have been
studied in the previous section.

First we describe the setting of the case study. The application domain is a sub-
set from a large-scale e-finance system supporting basic retail banking transactions
as well as private banking services that include the management of an investment
portfolio with stocks, options, investment funds, etc. However, this subset is also
sufficiently extensive and comprehensive to illustrate some important features and
problems.

Second we present the system architecture of the e-finance case study. Within
this architecture, we define the core application logic components in the system
and we discuss some important non-functional concerns for which the application
middleware should offer a solution.

Third, the case study is used to illustrate the features and problems for the
different middleware approaches that have been discussed in section 3.1.
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3.2.1 The Setting of the Case Study.

The case study defines an application in the world of electronic finance that will be
used through this dissertation as an illustration of features in existing middleware
composition techniques, of problems with these techniques, and of the solutions we
propose for these problems. The scope of the case study is retail banking services.
We particularly target on a subset of retail banking services: current accounts and
their transactions.

The typical users of the system for retail banking services are bank clerks
and customers. Bank clerks use the system from workstations in different branch
offices to handle requests from a customer at the branch office. Customers can
use the system directly through a self-banking terminal, through home banking or
indirectly as a secondary (supporting) actor at the bank’s branch office.

The functionality of the system supports the trivial use of basic banking ser-
vices. In summary, each customer of a bank owns a current account to execute
transactions like cash deposits, cash withdrawals and money transfers.

3.2.2 Architecture of the E-finance System

The software architecture of the system is represented in a UML diagram (see
Figure 3.2). The diagram combines the client-server view of the different compo-
nents with their deployment view. A client-server view defines the components
and the dependencies. A deployment view defines the allocation of the different
components on the nodes of the IT infrastructure (i.e. workstations, servers, etc).

We first discuss the group of core application components in the business tier
at the application server, then we define the client components in the client tier.
Third we define a set of typical non-functional concerns that the middleware should
support.

3.2.2.1 The Core Application Components

The following three core application components are typical business components:
CustomerRegister, BasicBanking and Account. The CustomerRegister and Ba-
sicBanking components are remotely accessible services that offer the core business
operations to manage customers, create new accounts and execute transactions.
The BasicBanking component uses the Account component, which is an entity
that contains the basic information about accounts: a unique account id, a balance,
and a record of transactions executed on the account. The Account component is a
generic account that offers two operations: deposit and withdraw. We first explain
this generic Account component and the BasicBanking component.

The generic Account component. The central entity in the system is the
Account component. The idea of this core application component is to use it for
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Figure 3.2: System architecture of the case study

the different services the bank has to offer: basic banking services like current
accounts and savings accounts, investment services, loans, etc. The account has a
unique id and balance. It allows to do two kinds of transactions: to withdraw and
to deposit an amount on the account. The Account component also keeps a list of
all financial transactions that have been executed on the account. A transaction
entity consists of an amount (positive for deposits, negative for withdrawals) and
a message describing the transaction. This message is printed on the online and
printed statements for the customers. Account and Transaction are defined in
listings 3.1 and 3.2.

Basic banking service. In this example we use the account component in a
service for basic banking. This service is located on the bank’s application servers.
It provides the core application logic to open new current accounts, to withdraw
money from an account, to deposit money on an account, to transfer money be-
tween accounts and to close accounts. This service is remotely accessible from
the workstations of the bank employees in the branch offices. The interface of the
service is defined in listing 3.3.
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Listing 3.1: Provided functionality of the account component
public c lass Account{

St r ing id ;
double balance ;
L ist<Transaction> t r a n s a c t i o n s ;

Account ( s t r i n g id ) { . . . }
double GetBalance ( ) { . . . }
void WithDraw(double amount , S t r ing msg ) { . . . }
void Deposit (double amount , S t r ing msg ) { . . . }

List<Transaction> GetTransact ionList ( ) { . . . }
}

Listing 3.2: Provided functionality of the transaction component
public c lass Transact ion { . . .

Transact ion ( int id , double amount , s t r i n g msg ) { . . . }
double GetAmount ( ) { . . . }
St r ing GetMessage ( ) { . . . }

}

Listing 3.3: Provided functionality of the BasicBanking component
public c lass BasicBanking{

List<Account> accounts ;

void OpenCurrentAccount ( S t r ing id ) { . . . }
void CloseCurrentAccount ( St r ing id ) { . . . }

void WithDraw(double amount , S t r ing acc , S t r ing msg ) { . . . }
void Deposit (double amount , S t r ing acc , S t r ing msg ) { . . . }
void Trans fer (double amount , S t r ing from , St r ing to , S t r ing msg ) { . . . }

}

3.2.2.2 The Client Components

The employees at the branch offices of the bank use the EmployeeClient com-
ponent at their workstations to manage the customers’ accounts and to handle
customer requests. The customers can also use an ATM to withdraw money from
their accounts. The CashWithdrawal component on the ATM terminals as well as
the EmployeeClient component uses the BasicBanking component to execute the
transactions. The different client components in the application are depicted in
Figure 3.2.
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3.2.2.3 Middleware Services for Non-functional Concerns

The architectural diagram in Figure 3.2 also describes the set of additional security-
related middleware services that are composed with the application components.

There are four collaborating components for authentication in the application.
First, a client-side component, EmployeeCredentials, asks the employees for cre-
dentials, before the EmployeeClient component starts up. A second component,
which is a local component on the ATM, ATMCredentials, asks the ATM users
for credentials when they want to withdraw cash. Third, a server-side component
EmployeeAuthenticationService authenticates the credentials of the employees and
generates an employee authentication token. Fourth, the ATMAuthenticationSer-
vice validates the credentials of ATM users and generates an ATM authentication
token. Both authentication services are located at the central authentication server
and are called after the client has provided his credentials. The returned authen-
tication token is stored in the client side credential components. Each time a call
is made from the clients to the application server, the client side credential com-
ponents will push the stored authentication token along with the call.

A fifth service is the Authorization service that verifies the application-level
rights associated with the authenticated user when a banking transaction is exe-
cuted. For example, employees can only perform transactions during office hours.
ATM users can only withdraw from their own account, restricted by a with-
drawal limit. The Authorization service is also responsible for input validation.
The amounts of the two financial operations on the account - withdraw and de-
posit - have to be verified if they comply with the authorization policy. From the
point of view of security - a key issue in e-finance - verification of the amount
of the transactions should happen as soon as possible. It is an important security
guideline to validate the input first. For example, it decreases unnecessary resource
usage at the server. So we also need to verify the amount of the three financial op-
erations of the BasicBanking service. Concretely, the following composition policy
has to be enforced.

1. The amounts of the three operations withdraw, deposit, transfer in Ba-
sicBanking are verified.

2. When BasicBanking calls Account’s withdraw or deposit operation, verifica-
tion of the amount is not necessary when these operations are executed on the
Account component, because it already happened in the BasicBanking com-
ponent. However, this optimization may only occur when the BasicBanking
component is the caller. In the final deployment scenario, calls on Account
coming from elsewhere, still need to be verified.

The sixth service is the SecurityLogger component at the central audit server.
It keeps track of all attempts to authenticate or authorize, including results of
these attempts.
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3.2.3 Illustration of Features and Problems

The composition of the middleware services that are needed for the banking ap-
plication can be realized by multiple techniques, of which we discussed four in
Section 3.1.

For each of the middleware composition techniques we illustrate the compo-
sition of at least one of the middleware services in the banking application and
discuss advantages and problems. Concretely, we illustrate API-based composition
of security services with JAAS, declarative composition in the EJB deployment
descriptor for authorization and for transactions, reflective composition in Corba
for logging, as well as aspect-based compositions in the JBoss and Spring AO-
middleware for transactions, load-balancing and authorization.

3.2.3.1 API-based Composition

The complex authentication and authorization requirements of the e-finance ap-
plication demand specialized security services, which are often only delivered by
third parties. Typical examples are specialized single sign-on servers for distributed
authentication, and specialized access management servers such as Tivoli [Kar03].
The Java middleware platform offers an API to plug in security modules that
implement the interaction with such specialized authentication and authorization
services. The composition of the application with the authentication and autho-
rization services occurs by means of (ordinary) API calls to the JAAS API [LG99].
This approach offers abstraction of the implementation details of the specialized
services, but still results in crosscutting calls in the application logic. The imple-
mentation code is illustrated in Listing 3.4 for authentication and in Listing 3.5
for Tivoli-based authorization. JAAS API calls are underlined to highlight the
crosscutting composition.

3.2.3.2 Container-based Approach with Declarative Composition

Container-based approaches, such as J2EE and .NET, support declarative compo-
sition and configuration of middleware services. However, such support is limited
to the predefined services and configurations that the middleware container offers.

For example, the declarative composition of the access control service of J2EE
and .NET is limited to role based decisions on the level of operations of compo-
nents. In the case study, some BasicBanking operations should only be executed
by employees or managers, for example opening a current account or closing one.
This can be realized by means of declarative composition of role based access con-
trol as supported in the container of J2EE and .NET. We illustrate this case in
J2EE.

We first need to define the two roles in the application: manager and employee.
Then, the deployment descriptor of the application defines the user groups of
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Listing 3.4: Composing authentication using the JAAS API.
public c lass EmployeeClient{

public stat ic void main ( St r ing [ ] a rgs ){

// l e t the LoginContext i n s t an t i a t e a new Subject
LoginContext lc = new LoginContext(”employeeclient”);

try {
// authent i ca te the Subject using conf igured authent ica t ion method
lc.login();

// get the authent ica ted Subject
Subject subject = lc.getSubject();

<do actual work>

// a l l f i n i s h ed −− l ogout
lc.logout();

}catch ( Exception e ) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” Exception : ” + e . getMessage ( ) ) ;
}
}

}

the company that map to those roles. The role definitions and the mapping are
respectively illustrated in listings 3.6 and 3.7.

The actual enforcement of role based access control is defined in the deploy-
ment descriptor of the BasicBanking component. In this specification, we restrict
the closing of current accounts to managers. Only employees can open a current
account. Both restrictions are illustrated in Listing 3.8.

A lot of the operations in a realistic application can be protected in this way,
but some operations require a more complex access decision based on arguments of
the operation or application history. To illustrate this we use the following access
control rule: high risk cash withdrawals are only allowed by the office manager at
a branch office. We will discuss the J2EE solution only, but the same issues arise
in the .NET solution.

There are two possible solutions to enforce the access control rule on the with-
draw operation. First, we check the role in the code of the operation, in this way
mixing security logic in the application logic (listing 3.9). Second, we split up the
operation in two operations: highriskWithdraw and normalWithdraw, each config-
ured with separate role permissions (listing 3.10). The limits of the amount are
checked in both operations.

The role manager is specified as allowed to execute the operation highriskWith-
draw. The operation normalWithdraw is allowed by employees and managers. Both
specifications are configured declaratively in the deployment descriptor.
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Listing 3.5: Composing authorization using the JAAS API.

public c lass BasicBanking{

LoginContext lc;

public BasicBanking (LoginContext mylc){
this.lc = mylc;

}
public void Trans fer ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amount ){

Subject mySubject = lc.getSubject();

// try to execute the t rans f e r act ion as the authent ica ted Subject
//must be ca l l e d be fore each p r i v i l e g e d act ion

PrivilegedAction action = new TransferAction(from, to, amount);

Subject.doAsPrivileged(mySubject, action, null);

//when no access except ion i s thrown , do work
<do actual work>

}

//An act ion c l a s s must be created for each p r i v i l e g e d act ion
public class TransferAction implements PrivilegedAction

{
public Trans ferAct ion ( St r ing from , St r ing to , double amount ) { . . . }

// w i l l execute as sub j e c t
public Object run ( ) {

SecurityManager sm = new SecurityManager ( ) ;
try {

Subject s = Subject . ge tSub jec t ( Acce s sCont ro l l e r . getContext ( ) ) ;
Permiss ion perm = new com . bank . OwnershipPermission ( s , from ) ;

//now use the Permissions to c a l l checkPermission ()
//an AccessControlException w i l l be thrown i f not authorized .
sm . checkPermiss ion (perm ) ;

. . .
}
. . .

}
}

Listing 3.6: Definition of the application roles in an EJB descriptor
<s e cu r i t y−r o l e>

<d e s c r i p t i o n>Works at branch o f f i c e</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<ro l e−name>employee</ ro l e−name>

</ s e cu r i t y−r o l e>
<s e cu r i t y−r o l e>

<d e s c r i p t i o n>Manages branch o f f i c e</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<ro l e−name>manager</ ro l e−name>

</ s e cu r i t y−r o l e>
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Listing 3.7: Mapping company users to application roles in an EJB descriptor
<rolemapping>

<r o l e name=”employee”>
<groups>
<group name=”MyBank Employees”/>
<group name=”MyBank Manager”/>
</ groups>

</ r o l e>
</ rolemapping>
<rolemapping>

<r o l e name=”manager”>
<groups>
<group name=”MyBank Manager”/>
</ groups>

</ r o l e>
</ rolemapping>

Listing 3.8: Declarative method permissions in EJB
<method−permiss ion>

<ro l e−name>employee</ ro l e−name>
<method>

<ejb−name>BasicBanking</ ejb−name>
<method−name>OpenCurrentAccount</method−name>

</method>
</method−permiss ion>
<method−permiss ion>

<ro l e−name>manager</ ro l e−name>
<method>

<ejb−name>BasicBanking</ ejb−name>
<method−name>CloseCurrentAccount</method−name>

</method>
</method−permiss ion>

Listing 3.9: Authorization of a withdrawal using a hard coded role check

public void withdraw ( s t r i n g account , double amount ){
boolean employee = context . i s C a l l e r I n R o l e ( ” employee” ) ;
boolean manager = context . i s C a l l e r I n R o l e ( ”manager” ) ;

i f ( ! employee )
throw new Secur i tyExcept ion ( ” Access denied ” ) ;

i f ( amount >= 500 && ! manager )
throw new Secur i tyExcept ion ( ” Access denied ” ) ;

. . . //do withdrawal
}
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Listing 3.10: Alternative approach in EJB with declarative method permissions
< method−permiss ion>

<ro l e−name>manager</ ro l e−name>
<method>

<ejb−name>Bas icBankingServ ice</ ejb−name>
<method−name>highriskWithdraw</method−name>

</method>
</method−permiss ion>
< method−permiss ion>

<ro l e−name>employee</ ro l e−name>
<method>

<ejb−name>Bas icBankingServ ice</ ejb−name>
<method−name>normalWithdraw</method−name>

</method>
</method−permiss ion>

Conclusion. In the examples above we even only enforced a part of the ac-
cess control policy. However, all approaches affected the application logic of the
application. One has to hard code the role checks and amount check in the imple-
mentation of the withdraw operation or even split up the withdraw operation into
two new operations.

In this example, we only did an access control check based on the amount and
the role of the caller. The J2EE container provides the isCallerInRole operation on
the context of the enterprise bean. This keeps the security logic to implement quite
simple. However, enforcing complexer policy rules, involving multiple credentials
of employee and customer, and complexer permission models goes beyond the
API offered by J2EE. So, enforcing all rules would involve a lot of calls to more
advanced middleware API in the application operations, resulting in:

1. a large focus on programming with the middleware API for access control,
which causes a distraction from the actual core business logic from the ap-
plication;

2. crosscutting calls to the middleware API throughout the application code;

3. hard-coding security policies into the application logic, which limits the reuse
of the application logic.

3.2.3.3 Reflective Composition of a Logging Service

We illustrate the composition of a logging service in a distributed software system
by means of reflective middleware. Portable interceptors in Corba [Obj98] support
behavioral reflection on all interactions going through the Corba ORB. The com-
position of the logging service uses an interceptor LoggingServiceInterceptor that
is applied to each remote invocation between client and server.

Listing 3.11 illustrates the LoggingServiceInterceptor, implemented with the
Java version of Corba. This interceptor class implements the client-side interceptor
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as well as the server-side interceptor for the logging service. The interceptor can
inspect different events in the request-reply protocol at the client-side and server-
side: sending the request, receiving the request, sending the reply, receiving the
reply, as well as sending and receiving exceptions. The implementation of the
Logging interceptor uses the logging API of Java to log these events to a text file.

The LoggingServiceInterceptor is installed through an API. This installation
must be implemented in an ORBInitializer class. Listing 3.12 illustrates the Log-
gingServiceORBInitializer class, which installs the LoggingServiceInterceptor at
the client side and the server side. The installation of the interceptor occurs af-
ter the initialization of the ORB (see post init() method). The ORB initializer is
configured as a start up parameter of the client side JVM and server side JVM.

Conclusion. This example of a logging interceptor illustrates an increased sep-
aration of concerns in reflective middleware, compared to the API-based approach
illustrated before. The calls to the logging API are completely modularized in the
logging interceptor. The installation of the logging interceptor by means of the
ORB initializer illustrates the extensibility of the middleware. Such initializers
support deploy-time and load-time customization of the middleware as these can
be specified as a startup argument of the middleware.

Ease-of-composition is negatively affected by the API-based installation of the
interceptor, as well as by the coarse-grained scope of the interceptors. An in-
terceptor applies to all client-side calls or to all server-side executions after the
interceptor has been installed. Moreover, the instantiation, composition and life-
cycle management of the interceptor have to be implemented manually, as there
is no support for declarative composition or declarative life-cycle configuration of
the interceptor. In the next section we illustrate how AO-middleware introduces
support for declarative composition and configuration of interceptors.

3.2.3.4 AO-Middleware Examples

In Section 3.1.4 we have discussed different generations of AO-middleware. All
of these AO-middleware generations offer a common, declarative composition ap-
proach for different types of middleware services:

• built-in, common services, such as transactions,

• third-party, specialized services, such as security services,

• as well as application-specific services, such as banking security services.

The distinction between these types of services is based on their provider: the
middleware vendor, a third-party service provider, or the application developer.
In the previous examples about non-AO middleware approaches we illustrated that
those three types of services have different composition approaches: the built-in
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Listing 3.11: Portable Corba interceptor for a logging service
import org . omg .CORBA. Any ;
import org . omg .CORBA.ORB;
import org . omg .CORBA. TCKind ;
import org . omg . IOP . Serv iceContext ;
import org . omg . Po r t ab l e In t e r c ep to r . ∗ ;
import org . omg . Dynamic . Parameter ;

import java . u t i l . l ogg ing . Logger ;

public c lass Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r
extends org . omg .CORBA. LocalObject
implements Cl i entReques t Inte rceptor , Se rve rReques t In te r cepto r

{
private Current piCurrent ;
private int o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d ;

private Logger l o gg e r =
Logger . getLogger ( ” h e l l o . Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r ” ) ;

public Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r (
Current piCurrent ,
int o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d ){

this . p iCurrent = piCurrent ;
this . o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d = o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d ;

}

public St r ing name(){
return ” Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r ” ;
}

// Cl ientReques t Interceptor operat ions
public void s end reque s t ( C l i entReques t In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” s end reque s t ” ) ;}
public void s e n d p o l l ( C l i entReques t In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” s e n d p o l l ” ) ;}
public void r e c e i v e r e p l y ( C l i entReques t In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” r e c e i v e r e p l y ” ) ;}
public void r e c e i v e e x c e p t i o n ( Cl i entReques t In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” r e c e i v e e x c e p t i o n ” ) ;}
public void r e c e i v e o t h e r ( C l i entReques t In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” r e c e i v e o t h e r ” ) ;}

// Server in t e rcep tor methods
public void r e c e i v e r e q u e s t s e r v i c e c o n t e x t s ( ServerRequest In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” r e c e i v e r e q u e s t s e r v i c e c o n t e x t s ” ) ;}
public void r e c e i v e r e q u e s t ( ServerRequest In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” r e c e i v e r e q u e s t ” ) ;}
public void s end rep ly ( ServerRequest In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” s end rep ly ” ) ;}
public void s end except ion ( ServerRequest In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” s end except ion ” ) ;}
public void s end other ( ServerRequest In fo r i ){

l og ( r i , ” s end other ” ) ;}

// log method
public void l og ( RequestInfo r i , S t r ing po int ){

l o gg e r . i n f o ( po int + ” : : ” + r i . r e q u e s t i d ( ) + ” : : ” + r i . operat ion ( ) ) ;
}

}
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Listing 3.12: Composing a Corba interceptor using the ORB initialization API
package h e l l o ;
import org . omg . CosNaming . ∗ ;
import org . omg . CosNaming . NamingContextPackage . ∗ ;
import org . omg . Po r t ab l e In t e r c ep to r . ∗ ;
import java . u t i l . l ogg ing . Logger ;
public c lass Logg ingSe rv i c eORBIn i t i a l i z e r

extends org . omg .CORBA. LocalObject
implements org . omg . Po r t ab l e In t e r c ep to r . ORBIn i t i a l i z e r

{
. . .

public void p o s t i n i t ( ORBInitInfo i n f o )
{

Current piCurrent =
CurrentHelper . narrow ( i n f o . r e s o l v e i n i t i a l r e f e r e n c e s ( ”PICurrent” ) ) ;

// Al locate a s l o t id to use for the in t e rcep tor to ind i ca te
// tha t i t i s making an ou t c a l l . This i s used to avoid
// i n f i n i t e recursion .
int o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d = i n f o . a l l o c a t e s l o t i d ( ) ;

// Create and i n s t a l l the in t e rcep tor for c l i e n t and server
Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r i n t e r c e p t o r =
new Logg ingSe rv i c e In t e r c ep to r ( piCurrent , o u t C a l l I n d i c a t o r S l o t I d ) ;

i n f o . a d d c l i e n t r e q u e s t i n t e r c e p t o r ( i n t e r c e p t o r ) ;
i n f o . a d d s e r v e r r e q u e s t i n t e r c e p t o r ( i n t e r c e p t o r ) ;

}
}
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services of the middleware vendor are hard coded in the container and support
declarative composition, third party services such as security frameworks only
support API-based composition, and application-specific services often have a hard
coded, crosscutting composition in the application code.

In AO-middleware, the declarative composition of each of these types of mid-
dleware services can be supported in two ways:

• by means of a pointcut defined by the developer of the application, or

• by means of annotations placed by the developer of the application.

As discussed in Section 3.1.4, the former approach requires that the application
developer uses a pointcut language to compose middleware services with the ap-
plication, which can be considered more complex than annotations. The latter
approach solely requires the use of annotations by the application developer, while
the developer of the middleware service defines the pointcuts.

In this section we present a set of AO-middleware examples that illustrate
the common, declarative composition approach for the different types of middle-
ware services. We illustrate the pointcut-based approach with JBoss AOP as well
as Spring AOP, for all three types of services. These platforms were chosen be-
cause they are the only platforms that have been applied in middleware context
for the composition of all three types of services: built-in, third-party as well as
application-specific services. The annotation-based approach requires support in
the AO-middleware for pointcuts that can evaluate on annotations in the code of
the application developer. Such pointcuts are only supported in JBoss AOP.

We illustrate the different AO-middleware approaches with the following ex-
amples. We compose the BasicBanking component from the e-finance case-study
with a built-in transaction service, a third-party load-balancing framework, a third-
party security framework, as well as a banking-specific authorization service. We
use the pointcut-based approach to illustrate the following three compositions:

• the built-in transaction service in Spring AOP (example 1);

• the third-party Acegi security framework [Ace09] in Spring AOP (example
2);

• the banking-specific authorization service in JBoss AOP (example 3).

The annotation-based approach in JBoss AOP is applied to illustrate the following
three compositions:

• the built-in transaction service (example 4);

• the third-party GridGain load-balancing service [Gri09] (example 5);

• the banking-specific authorization service (example 6).
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Pointcut-based approach. Listing 3.13 illustrates the implementation of the
BasicBanking component in the e-finance case study. The pointcut-based approach
decouples all transaction and security related code from the core application logic
of the withdraw, deposit and transfer operation. For example, the implementation
of the withdraw operation only contains the core logic: fetch the account from
the persistent storage and withdraw the given amount. The composition of the
transaction and the security services is explained next.

Listing 3.13: Implementation of the BasicBanking application logic
public c lass BasicBanking{

// in t e r f a c e to fe tch , create or update p e r s i s t en t data
EntityManager em = new EntityManagerImpl ( ) ;

public void depos i t ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing msg , S t r ing acc ){
Account account = em. f i nd ( Account . class , acc , ) ;
account . depos i t ( amount , d e s c r i p t i o n ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( account ) ;

}

public void withdraw ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing msg , S t r ing acc ){
Account account = em. f i nd ( Account . class , acc , ) ;
account . withdraw (amount , d e s c r i p t i o n ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( account ) ;

}

public void t r a n s f e r ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing msg , S t r ing from , St r ing to )
{

Account accFrom = em. f i nd ( Account . class , from ) ;
accFrom . withdraw (amount , msg ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( accFrom ) ;

Account accTo = em. f i nd ( Account . class , to ) ;
accTo . depos i t ( amount , msg ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( accTo ) ;

}

Example 1: Transaction demarcation with Spring AOP The Spring
container offers an aspect library for transaction demarcation of application meth-
ods. The application developer defines an AO-composition that imposes a trans-
action advice from the aspect library onto a set of application methods, which are
specified in a pointcut.

Such an AO-composition is illustrated in Listing 3.14. The pointcut BankingTx
(in bold) specifies the methods in the application where the transaction advice
must apply. The transaction advice txAdvice specifies further configuration such
as the transaction manager txManager that must be used, as well as the transaction
attributes of the application methods.

The transaction advice is not the interceptor itself for the transactional meth-
ods - as one may expect. Instead, this advice installs the transaction interceptor
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into the interceptor chain, based on the transaction attributes in the configuration.
The transaction interceptor is responsible for the transaction demarcation of the
method execution it intercepts. The advice class (TransactionAttributeSourceAd-
visor) and the transaction interceptor (TransactionInterceptor) are illustrated in
Listing 3.15. This advisor class is thus an additional indirection that is used to
exclude a TransactionInterceptor from methods that are non-transactional. The
authors of the Spring framework motivate this approach in the source code of the
framework [Spr08] as follows:

Because the AOP framework caches advice calculations, this is nor-
mally faster than just letting the TransactionInterceptor run and find
out itself that it has no work to do.

Listing 3.14: Pointcut-based composition of the transaction service in Spring

<bean id=”txManager”
c l a s s=” org . springframework . jdbc . DataSourceTransactionManager ”>

<property name=” dataSource ” r e f=”myDataSource”/>
</bean>

<t x : a d v i c e id=” txAdvice ” t ransac t i on−manager=”txManager”>
<t x : a t t r i b u t e s>

<tx:method name=” get ∗” read−only=” true ”/>
<tx:method name=”∗”/>

</ t x : a t t r i b u t e s>
</ t x : a d v i c e>

<a o p : c o n f i g>
<aop :po intcut id=”BankingTx”

expression=”execution( *BasicBanking.*(..))”
/>
<aop :adv i so r advice−r e f=” txAdvice ” pointcut−r e f=”BankingTx”/>

</ a o p : c o n f i g>

Example 2: Composition of the Acegi security framework with Spring
AOP. The Acegi Security framework [Ace09] is a third party authentication and
authorization framework to secure Java applications. The framework supports AO-
composition of the authentication and authorization service on application-level
method invocations by means of Spring AOP. Therefore the framework offers a
set of interceptors to bind the security framework to the application. These inter-
ceptors can be used in an AO-composition defined by the application developer.
The application developer thus has to specify the pointcut that defines the meth-
ods that need authorization. Analogous to the previous example, the application
developer needs to specify additional service configurations such as the authentica-
tion manager, access decision manager and the role permissions of the application
methods.
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Listing 3.15: Implementation of the transaction advisor and interceptor (Spring)
public c lass Transact ionAttr ibuteSourceAdvisor

extends AbstractPointcutAdvisor
{

private Transac t i on In t e r c ep to r t r a n s a c t i o n I n t e r c e p t o r ;

private f ina l Transact ionAttr ibuteSourcePo intcut po intcut
= new Transact ionAttr ibuteSourcePo intcut ( ) ;

. . .

public Advice getAdvice ( ) {
return this.transactionInterceptor;

}
public Pointcut getPo intcut ( ) {

return this . po intcut ;}

// Inner c l a s s tha t implements a Pointcut tha t matches
// i f method must be t ransac t iona l
private class Transact ionAttr ibuteSourcePo intcut
extends StaticMethodMatcherPointcut {
public boolean matches (Method method , Class t a r g e tC l a s s ) {

<checks configuration if method must be transactional>

}}
}

public c lass Transac t i on In t e r c ep to r
extends Transact ionAspectSupport // provides he lper methods
implements MethodInterceptor , S e r i a l i z a b l e {

public Object invoke ( MethodInvocation invoca t i on ) throws Throwable {
// Work out the ta rge t c l a s s
Class t a r g e tC l a s s = invoca t i on . getThis ( ) . g e tC la s s ( ) ;

// I f the tx a t t r i b u t e i s nu l l , the method i s non−t ransac t iona l .
f ina l Transact ionAttr ibute txAttr =

getTransact ionAtt r ibuteSource ( )
. ge tTransact ionAtt r ibute ( invoca t i on . getMethod ( ) , t a r g e tC l a s s ) ;

f ina l St r ing j o i n p o i n t I d e n t i f i c a t i o n =
method Iden t i f i c a t i on ( invoca t i on . getMethod ( ) ) ;

// begin transact ion demarcation
Transact ionIn fo tx In f o =

createTransactionIfNecessary(txAttr, joinpointIdentification);

Object retVal = null ;
try {

// Invokes the next in t e rcep tor in the chain .
// This w i l l f i n a l l y r e s u l t in a ta rge t ob j e c t being invoked .
retVal = invoca t i on . proceed ( ) ;

}catch ( Throwable ex ) {
// ta rge t invocat ion except ion
completeTransactionAfterThrowing(txInfo, ex); //rollback

throw ex ;
} f ina l ly {

c l eanupTransact ionIn fo ( tx In f o ) ;
}
commitTransactionAfterReturning(txInfo); //commits

return retVal ;
}

}
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Listing 3.16 illustrates such an AO-composition. The AOP configuration (see
the aop config tag) specifies the pointcut bankingSecureMethods and advice bank-
ingSecurityInterceptor (underlined). The configuration of the bankingSecurityIn-
terceptor aspect-component specifies the security-specific configurations such as
the role permissions for the application methods (in bold).

The implementation of the Acegi security interceptor for method invocations is
illustrated in Listing 3.17. The actual check of the authentication and authoriza-
tion configuration is underlined. The called behavior is inherited from the abstract
security interceptor, and throws an exception in case of an authentication or au-
thorization failure.

Listing 3.16: Composition and configuration of the Acegi framework in Spring

< !−− de f ine sevice−l ayer s ecur i t y for the banking in t e r f a c e −−>
<bean id=” bank ingSecur i ty In t e r c ep to r ”

c l a s s=” org . a c e g i s e c u r i t y . i n t e r c e p t . MethodSecur i tyInterceptor ”>

<property name=” va l i da t eCon f i gAt t r i bu t e s ”>
<value> f a l s e</ value></ property>

<property name=” authent icat ionManager ”>
<r e f bean=” authent icat ionManager ”/>

</ property>
<property name=” accessDecis ionManager ”>

<r e f bean=” httpRequestAccessDecis ionManager ”/>
</ property>
<property name=” o b j e c t D e f i n i t i o n S o u r c e ”>

<value>
BasicBanking.withdraw=ROLEEMPLOYEE, ROLEMANAGER
BasicBanking.deposit=ROLEEMPLOYEE, ROLEMANAGER
BasicBanking.transfer=ROLEEMPLOYEE, ROLEMANAGER

</ value>
</ property>

</bean>

< !−− apply s ecur i t y in t e rcep tor to banking operat ions −−>
<a o p : c o n f i g>

<aop :po intcut id=” bankingSecureMethods ”
expression=”execution( *BasicBanking.*(..))”

/>
<aop :adv i so r

advice-ref=”bankingSecurityInterceptor”

pointcut-ref=”bankingSecureMethods”

/>
</ a o p : c o n f i g>

Example 3: banking-specific amount authorization with JBoss AOP.
This example illustrates the same composition approach as above, applied to the
bank-specific authorization service. The pointcut in the AO-composition specifies
the methods that need the authorization check. The advice of the AO-composition
specifies the banking-specific authorization that must be executed. The specifica-
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Listing 3.17: Security interceptor of the Acegi framework
public c lass MethodSecur i tyInterceptor extends

Abs t r a c tSe cu r i t y In t e r c ep to r implements MethodInterceptor {

public Object invoke ( MethodInvocation mi ) throws Throwable {
Object r e s u l t = null ;

// checks authent ica t ion and author i za t ion conf igurat ion
// throws except ion when access i s not a l lowed
InterceptorStatusToken token = super.beforeInvocation(mi);

try {
r e s u l t = mi . proceed ( ) ;

} f ina l ly {
. . .

}
return r e s u l t ;
}
}

tion of the declarative AO-composition is illustrated in Listing 3.19
As opposed to the previous examples, this authorization advice is not part of a

built-in or third-party aspect library, but is typically developed by the developer
or deployer of the application. This aspect is a typical aspect that does user input
checking. A similar aspect could be created to check other input arguments, such
as strings.

Listing 3.18 illustrates the implementation of the advising interceptor. The
amount authorization check itself is underlined. Note that in the container-based
approach, this authorization check had to be hard-coded in the withdraw and
transfer operation.

Listing 3.18: Interceptor for banking-specific amount authorization (JBoss)

public Object invoke ( Invocat ion invoca t i on ) throws Throwable {
MethodInvocation methodInvoc = ( MethodInvocation ) invoca t i on ;
Object [ ] a rgs = methodInvoc . getArguments ( ) ;
BigDecimal amount = ( BigDecimal ) args [ 0 ] ;
if (amount.compareTo(new BigDecimal(”1000”)) > 0)

throw new InvalidParameterException(”amount can be at most 1000”);

return i nvoca t i on . invokeNext ( ) ;
}

Discussion. All three examples illustrate the power of AO-middleware to com-
pletely decouple the crosscutting composition of middleware services. We have
illustrated an example for each of the three middleware service types: typical built-
in services, specialized third-party services, and application-specific services. Con-
cretely, there are no references or API calls in the application code to the built-in
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Listing 3.19: Pointcut-based composition of amount authorization (JBoss)
<aop>

<bind po intcut=
”execution( * BasicBanking->withdraw(..) || * BasicBanking->transfer(..))”>
< i n t e r c e p t o r c l a s s=” AmountLimitInterceptor ”/>

</bind>
</aop>

transaction service, to the third party security service, or to the banking-specific
amount authorization.

The examples also clearly illustrate the characterizing properties of AO mid-
dleware we defined in Section 3.1.4. AO-middleware offers a similar, declarative
composition approach for the different types of middleware services. Each of the
services is composed by means of an AO-composition defined by the application de-
veloper. Such a declarative AO-composition consists of a pointcut and a reference
to an advice in an aspect module. Additionally, service-specific configurations can
be specified for this declarative composition, for example transaction attributes or
security permissions.

Annotation-based approach. A second approach to compose middleware ser-
vices is by means of annotations on the class members of the application com-
ponents. As an example of a built-in service, we illustrate the transaction service
using the @Tx annotation. As a third-party service we illustrate the load-balance
service with the @Gridify annotation. As an application-specific service, we illus-
trate the bank-specific amount authorization, which is enforced by means of the
@AmountLimit annotation.

The application component BasicBanking is illustrated in Listing 3.20 with the
withdraw, deposit and transfer operation. The implementations of the methods do
not contain any calls to the API of the transaction, load-balancing or security
service. However, the signatures of the methods do contain an annotation that
indicates if the transaction, loadbalancing and security aspect must be applied to
the method.

Example 4: Composition of the transaction service with JBoss AOP.
The built-in transaction service in JBoss supports annotation-based composition
and configuration of the transaction demarcation. The level of granularity for
transaction demarcation is the execution of a method body. The aspect library
of JBoss provides an aspect-based implementation of this service to realize the
annotation-based composition. Concretely, the aspect-based implementation of the
built-in service consists of three parts:

• The transaction interceptor factory instantiates the appropriate interceptor,
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Listing 3.20: Annotation-based composition of the services on BasicBanking

public c lass BasicBanking{

@Tx(TxType .REQUIRED)
@Gridify
public void depos i t ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing msg , S t r ing acc ){
. . .
}

@Tx(TxType .REQUIRED)
@Gridify
@AmountLimit
public void withdraw ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing de s c r i p t i on , S t r ing acc ){
. . .
}

@Tx(TxType .REQUIRED)
@Gridify
@AmountLimit
public void t r a n s f e r ( BigDecimal amount , S t r ing msg , S t r ing from ,

St r ing to ){
. . .
}

based on the transaction configuration. Each transactional method has an
additional configuration that specifies how it relates to the transaction of
the caller: Required, RequiresNew, Supports, Mandatory, Never, or NotSup-
ported [Sun01]. The application developer specifies this configuration as a
parameter of the transaction annotation. The default configuration is the op-
tion Required. Listing 3.21 illustrates the TxInterceptorFactory of the JBoss
aspect library. Depending on the transaction configuration of the advised
method, the appropriate interceptor is returned.

• Different transaction interceptors (one for each transaction configuration)
are provided, which apply the appropriate demarcation and association of
transactions to the method executions. Listing 3.22 illustrates the interceptor
that implements the RequiresNew configuration [Sun01]. Concretely, when
a method is executed, any ongoing transaction is first suspended, then the
method is executed in its own transaction, and finally the ongoing transaction
is resumed. The TxPolicy object implements the actual demarcation: it calls
the begin operation before the execution of the invocation, and the commit
or rollback operation after the execution.

• The AO-composition in Listing 3.23 is defined by the middleware vendor in
the composition and configuration files of the JBOSS application server. This
AO-composition binds the transaction interceptor factory to all application
methods that have the @Tx annotation.
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Analogous to example 1 (the Spring transaction service), this AO-composition does
not directly advise the application methods with an interceptor. An additional
level of indirection (the transaction interceptor factory) is used to determine the
appropriate interceptor.

The main difference with the Spring example is that the application devel-
oper does not need to define an AO-composition and a pointcut to compose and
configure the transaction service of JBoss.

Listing 3.21: Implementation of the transaction interceptor factory in JBoss

public c lass TxInterceptorFactory
implements org . j bo s s . aop . adv ice . AspectFactory

{
protected TxPolicy p o l i c y ;
protected HashMap nameMap = new HashMap ( ) ;

protected void i n i t i a l i z e P o l i c y ( )
{

p o l i c y = new TxPolicy ( ) ;
}

public void i n i t i a l i z e ( )
{

i f ( p o l i c y != null ) return ;
i n i t i a l i z e P o l i c y ( ) ;
nameMap . put ( ”SUPPORTS” , new TxInterceptor . Supports (
TransactionManagerLocator . g e t In s tance ( ) . l o c a t e ( ) , p o l i c y ) ) ;
nameMap . put ( ”REQUIRED” , new TxInterceptor . Required (
TransactionManagerLocator . g e t In s tance ( ) . l o c a t e ( ) , p o l i c y ) ) ;
. . .

}
. . .

public Object c r ea t ePerJo inpo in t ( Advisor advisor , Jo inpo int jp )
{

i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;

// lookup transact ion conf igura t ion for jo inpo in t
String txType = resolveTxType(advisor, jp);

// return the appropriate in t e rcep tor
return nameMap.get(txType.toUpperCase());

}
}

Example 5: Composition of the GridGain service with JBoss AOP.
The GridGain framework [Gri09] offers a load-balancing infrastructure to execute
Java applications on a grid. The execution of a method of a Java object is consid-
ered a task in the GridGain framework. This task is assigned to some node in the
grid, and will be executed by the GridGain framework on that node. To enable
the GridGain service for a certain method, the method must be annotated with
the @Gridify annotation.
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Listing 3.22: Implementation of RequiresNew transaction interceptor (JBoss)
public stat ic c lass RequiresNew implements I n t e r c e p t o r {

protected TransactionManager tm ;
protected TxPolicy p o l i c y ;
. . .

public Object invoke ( Invocat ion invoca t i on ) throws Throwable{
. . .
Transact ion tx = tm . getTransact ion ( ) ;
i f ( tx != null )
{

tm.suspend();

try
{

return policy.invokeInOurTx(invocation, tm);
}
f ina l ly
{

tm.resume(tx);

}
}
else
{

return policy.invokeInOurTx(invocation, tm);
}

}
. . .

}

Listing 3.23: Built-in, annotation-based aspect for transactions (JBoss)
<bind po intcut=” execut ion ( ∗ @Tx−>∗(. .)) ”>

<i n t e r c ep to r−r e f name=” org . j bo s s . e jb3 . tx . TxInterceptorFactory ”/>
</bind>
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This annotation can be applied to any public method that needs to be grid-
enabled, static or non-static. In general, the execution of this method can then be
transfered to another node in the grid and the state of the object will be serialized
and sent out to that remote node.

The GridGain framework contains different aspect implementations on top of
JBoss AOP, AspectJ and Spring to realize the annotation-based composition of
the load-balancing service. We restrict our illustration to the JBoss AOP example.
Listing 3.24 illustrates a simplified implementation of the JBoss aspect in the
GridGain framework. The pointcut of the binding (underlined) contains two parts:
i) the execution of an annotated method, and ii) a reference to a cflow pointcut
defining the control flow of a task execution by the middleware. In general, a cflow
pointcut defines all joinpoints that occur between entry and exit of each joinpoint
defined by another pointcut, including that joinpoint. The actual definition of the
control flow pointcut in GridGain is specified in the CFlowStack annotation (in
bold). The gridify advice of the aspect will only apply to the execution of an
annotated method outside the control flow of the middleware task. Otherwise an
infinite loop would be created.

The gridify advice encapsulates all API calls to the GridGain service and grid
infrastructure. The advice first inspects the target class, method name, arguments,
and target instance of the intercepted method execution. Then the advice looks
up the default grid instance using the grid factory, creates a task and finally
executes the task. Without the use of the aspect to bind the GridGain service
to the application component, the application developer would have to duplicate
these API calls in each grid-enabled method.

Example 6: Annotation-based Composition of the authorization ser-
vice with JBoss AOP. This example illustrates the annotation-based com-
position approach for the banking-specific authorization service. The application
developer specifies the @AmountLimit annotation on methods that need the au-
thorization check, as illustrated previously in Listing 3.20.

The AO-composition is a predefined specification by the aspect developer. The
pointcut in the AO-composition selects all the methods with the annotation. The
advice of the AO-composition applies the banking-specific authorization to those
methods. The specification of this annotation-based AO-composition is illustrated
in Listing 3.25. The implementation of the advice is identical to the advice of
example 3 (Listing 3.18).

Discussion on annotation-based approach. The last three examples with
the annotation-based compositions illustrate the power to decouple the crosscut-
ting composition of middleware services from the implementation of the application
components. There is no complete decoupling – as in the pointcut-based approach
– because the signatures of the operations in the application components contain
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Listing 3.24: Simplified definition of the Gridify aspect (JBoss)

/∗∗
∗ JBoss aspect tha t in t e r c ep t s a l l grid−enabled methods with the
∗ Gridi fy annotation and executes them on a random remote node .
∗
∗ @author 2005−2008 Copyright (C) GridGain Systems . Al l Rights Reserved .
∗ @version 2.1 .0
∗/

@Aspect ( scope = Scope .PER VM)
public c lass Grid i fyJbossAspect {

/∗∗ Def in i t ion of the cf low pointcut . ∗/
@CFlowStackDef(
cflows={
@CFlowDef(
expr= ”*$instanceoforg.gridgain.GridJob->*(..)”,
called=false
)
}

)
public static final CFlowStack CFLOWSTACK = null;

@Bind(

pointcut = ”execution( **->@org.gridgain.Gridify(..))”,

cflow = ”org.gridgain.GridifyJbossAspect.CFLOWSTACK”

)

public Object g r i d i f y ( MethodInvocation invoc ) throws Throwable {

Method mtd = invoc . getMethod ( ) ;

// I n i t i a l i z e arguments .
GridifyArgument arg =

new GridifyArgumentAdapter (
mtd . ge tDec l a r ingC la s s ( ) , mtd . getName ( ) ,
mtd . getParameterTypes ( ) , invoc . getArguments ( ) ,
invoc . getTargetObject ( ) ) ;

Grid g r id = GridFactory . getGrid ( ) ;

return g r id . execute (
new Grid i fyDefau l tTask ( invoc . getActualMethod ( ) . g e tDec l a r ingC la s s ( ) ) ,
arg ) ;

}
}

Listing 3.25: Pointcut capturing operations with the AmountLimit annotation
<aop>

<bind po intcut=
” execut ion ( ∗ ∗.∗−>@AmountLimit ( . . ) ) ”>

< i n t e r c e p t o r c l a s s=” AmountLimitInterceptor ”/>
</bind>

</aop>
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the annotations to compose the services.
The annotation-based approach offers a similar declarative composition ap-

proach for all three types of services. There are no references or API calls in
the application code to the built-in transaction service, to the third party load-
balancing service, or to the banking-specific amount authorization. We consider the
annotations – on the signature of a method – part of the interface of a component,
and thus also part of the declarative specification of the component.

The last three examples thus also clearly illustrate the characterizing properties
of AO-middleware we defined in Section 3.1.4. Annotation-based AO-middleware
offers a unified, declarative composition approach for the different types of mid-
dleware services. Each of the services is composed by means of annotations in
the specification of an application component, which is defined by the application
developer. The annotation-based AO-composition itself is defined by the aspect
developer. Such an AO-composition consists of 1) a pointcut that only refers to
annotations and 2) a reference to an advice in an aspect module. Service-specific
configurations can be specified by the application developer in the arguments of
the annotations. This is illustrated in example 4 for the transaction configuration.

3.2.4 Conclusion: Discussion and Open Problems

Both approaches to declarative composition in AO-middleware offer the power to
decouple service API calls from the application implementation. Declarative com-
position is supported for built-in services, third-party services as well as application
services. However, AO-middleware still experiences open challenges with relation
to robust composition, expressiveness of the composition logic as well as role-based
decomposition, reuse and refinement of AO-composition logic. We explain these
challenges briefly and give an example based on the previous illustrations.

Robust composition. An AO-composition model can support intrusive, unan-
ticipated composition of an aspect-component (the advising component) with
other components (the advised components) in the application. Such an AO-
composition can cause the advised component to no longer meet its contractual
obligations. The cause of this problem is that the state-of-the-art notion of a
contract [Szy02] is no longer sufficient in an aspect-oriented programming envi-
ronment. There is no means to specify what a component provides to aspects or
requires from aspects.

For example, the transaction service is an essential service for the correct ex-
ecution of the banking application. The aspect in example 1 that specifies the
pointcut where the transaction advice must apply, is thus a required aspect for
the BasicBanking component. It is an essential dependency of the component, but
this is not made explicit. Application components should be able to express ex-
plicitly the (aspect-based) middleware services they depend on, and thus should
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be able to specify required aspects.
An application component should also be able to express which state and be-

havior it exposes to the aspect-based middleware services. For example, the appli-
cation deployer that has to compose a security aspect and a logging aspect needs
to know:

• which methods are the financial operations in the application, in order to
compose the security aspect,

• and which members contain sensitive information that should not be logged,
in order to control the interference of the logging aspect with the restrictions
on which data can be exposed unencrypted to the hard disk.

Expressive compositions. A second open problem is related to support for
expressive compositions. In state-of-the-art AOP, the joinpoint model and context
information is essentially limited to local events with local information, managed
in a single VM. In a realistic distributed application however, joinpoints must refer
to events and context information that are inherently distributed. In general, the
context information that is needed must refer to (potentially multiple) components
that are not local, and possibly must refer to the distributed infrastructure.

For example, a different authentication and authorization policy applies for
the different clients of the banking system. These different clients are the ATM
clients, the employee clients and the web banking clients. Depending on the origin
of the remote invocations on the application server, a different authentication
advice must be executed at the clients as well as at the (remote) authentication
server. Also the executed authorization advice differs based on the origin of the
invocation. Therefore there is a need for more expressiveness in AO-compositions
to select comprehensive sets of distributed joinpoints and impose remote advising
behavior.

Role-based task division. A third open problem is related to appropriate task
division between the different AO-compositions in a middleware-based application.
Aspect-oriented compositions are often only supported within a single stage, often
the application assembly or deployment stage. The AO-compositions are typically
specified in a single monolithic deployment descriptor.

For example, in Spring AOP all AO-compositions and specifications of ad-
vising components (beans) are defined in a single XML file per Spring applica-
tion. This limits the separation of concerns for the different AO-compositions:
AO-compositions can not be separated over different roles having their own re-
sponsibilities in the development process. It also limits reusability and adapt-
ability. Consequently, reusing aspect-oriented compositions in aspect-component
platforms often results in duplicating the composition specification and adapting
an AO-composition often results in editing the original specification.
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3.3 Main Contributions

The contribution of this dissertation is to define an AO-middleware platform that
supports a comprehensive integration of AOSD and CBSD concepts in its compo-
nent and composition model, including:

1. Explicit interfaces for AO-composition to achieve robust compositions and
to realize appropriate separation of concerns.

2. A comprehensive integration of AO-composition with the distributed compo-
nent and composition model of the middleware to decouple and modularize
complex and crosscutting distributed compositions,

3. Role-based and task-driven decomposition, reuse and refinement of AO-
composition specifications.

3.3.1 Explicit Interfaces for Robust AO-Composition

The integration of component models and the support for component interac-
tion in middleware platforms is continuously evolving with the state-or-the-art of
composition paradigms. Middleware component specifications have typically been
based on a set of interfaces that specify how a specific component interacts (e.g.
Corba IDL [Obj98, WSO01]). With an increasing understanding of the essentials
of CBSE, the scope of interfaces has been expanded from (only) provided inter-
faces to including required interfaces as well [Szy02, HC01]. The actual adoption
of AOSD again demands a re-evaluation and extension of component models for
middleware.

When composing multiple software components, one of the important issues is
managing interference. This means one needs to express and control which mod-
ules may use and affect each other. In an object-oriented or component-based
software design, each artifact can be equipped with a contract that specifies the
provided functionality and the needed (required) functionality that describes the
dependencies of a component on other components. In principle, correct behavior
can be guaranteed if a component has been designed defensively, if it strictly im-
plements its contract, and if all dependencies of the component are fulfilled in its
deployment environment. However, when aspect-oriented composition is applied,
this is no longer guaranteed.

An AO-composition model deals with the complex, crosscutting composition
of an aspect-component (the advising component) with other components (the ad-
vised components) in the application. In the context of such an AO-composition
model, there are no means to specify the following necessary contractual specifi-
cations:

1. The component must specify what the component provides towards the as-
pect, i.e. which interference is permitted from certain (types of) aspects.
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Aspects are often services that are orthogonal with the components func-
tionality, and therefore, the component’s contract and provided interfaces
are not always suitable for composition with an aspect. Therefore the con-
tract of the component needs to be extended with the required expressive
power about composition with aspects.

2. Component contracts must specify explicit dependencies to aspects that are
essential for the correct behavior of the application components.

This two-fold lack of expressive power is elaborated and illustrated in chapter 4.
The most important consequences of these shortcomings are also discussed. In this
dissertation we propose two concepts that offer expressive power in a component
contract to describe what a component provides and requires as an advised com-
ponent in an AO-composition. Aspect Integration Contracts describe what
advised components provide to advising components. Aspectual Dependencies
describe in a declarative way what advised components require from advising com-
ponents. Both concepts are described, illustrated and evaluated in Chapter 4. The
scope of our contribution is the part of the contract of the component that describes
the components provisions and requirements as an advised component. Contracts
for aspects and advising components are out of the scope of this dissertation and
are only discussed briefly in this chapter.

3.3.2 Distributed AO-Composition

Middleware should support expressive abstractions for complex compositions that
involve dependencies between multiple components residing in different contexts
and locations in the network. However, the aspect-oriented programming model
offered in state-of-the-art middleware lacks support to define such complex com-
positions. This is mainly caused by a lack of comprehensive integration of AOSD
concepts with the distributed component model supported by the middleware. In
particular, to express distributed AO-compositions, we need support for aspects
with the following key features.

1. We need remote pointcuts, that can evaluate on calls and executions of re-
mote method invocations and also can evaluate on distributed context.

2. Remote advice is required, which can be transparently executed in a remote
environment (different from the pointcut evaluation), while still respecting
the full semantics of existing types of advice, including around advice1.

Many initiatives in the domain of AO-middleware have started to support cre-
ation, deployment and execution of distributed aspects for a distributed environ-
ment [PDFS01, NCT04, PFT05, LSV+06]. However, so far none of these research

1Around advice replaces the advised method invocation.
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results have defined and illustrated a complete solution to the above mentioned
challenges. In Chapter 5, we present DyMAC, a middleware architecture that of-
fers transparent distributed composition of aspect-components. Its component and
composition model offers a solution for the key challenges that we have defined
above.

3.3.3 Role-based Task-division, Reuse and Refinement

Aspect-component middleware platforms are still far from a complete solution
for distributed software development: managing AO-compositions throughout the
entire process from development to deployment in a scalable way is not well sup-
ported. This is caused by

1. the lack of appropriate task division for the different AO-compositions,

2. a lack of localization of the deployment concern, and

3. a lack of reusability and adaptability of aspect-oriented compositions.

In general, this is a manifestation of the same problem as before: a lack of com-
prehensive and complete integration of the AOSD concepts with the component
model of the middleware. More concretely, AO-composition lacks comprehensive
integration with the component-based development process of middleware-based
systems. AO-composition does not support the different stages in the stepwise de-
velopment process of component-based software, nor does the CBSD process offer
support for AO-composition in each of the different stages and descriptors.

In chapter 6 we present M-Stage. M-Stage offers manageable, multi-stage AO-
composition throughout the component-based development process of middleware
based systems.

The M-Stage development model offers appropriate separation of concerns
for all AO-compositions that are involved in the development process: each AO-
composition can be assigned to the appropriate task, executed by the appropriate
role, in the appropriate stage. M-Stage also offers separation of concerns within
the definition of a single AO-composition: an AO-composition specification can be
divided over multiple stages and roles.

Furthermore, M-Stage enables systematic reuse and refinement of existing AO-
composition logic in distributed applications that are built on AO-middleware:
M-Stage offers directives to reuse and refine existing composition logic, without
the need to copy-paste or edit the original composition logic.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have analyzed, evaluated and illustrated a set of known and
promising middleware composition approaches. We conclude from this analysis
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that AO-middleware is the result of a gradual evolution that integrates the benefits
of container-based middleware and reflective middleware.

AO-middleware distinguishes itself from these approaches by offering ease-of-
composition as well as extensibility. We consider declarative composition of mid-
dleware services the key difference between AO-middleware and reflective middle-
ware. The declarative composition of services that are defined outside a container
– thus in a third-party aspect library or in the application itself – is the key to ex-
tensibility in AO-middleware, and is the essential difference from container based
middleware.

However, AO-middleware still faces challenges with relation to robust compo-
sition, expressiveness of the composition logic as well as role-based decomposition,
reuse and refinement of AO-composition logic.

Ongoing research on the integration of AOSD with CBSD in a middleware
context have offered partial solutions that integrate AO with certain concepts of
CBSD and middleware. However, such solutions are still lacking a full comprehen-
sive integration. A comprehensive integration of AOSD into CBSD and middleware
requires an extensive integration with all concepts of component middleware: dis-
tribution model, development process and the definition of interfaces.

In the next part of this dissertation, we elaborate on each of the contributions
summarized above.
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Chapter 4

Explicit Interfaces for
Robust AO-Composition

In this chapter we introduce DyMAC, a component- and aspect-based middle-
ware platform that supports component-based development of application entities
as well as middleware services and that offers the capabilities of aspect-oriented
composition. We present the AO-composition model of DyMAC in terms of three
facets of separation of concerns that we have discussed in Section 2.1: implemen-
tation abstraction, decoupling and task division. The rationale of this chapter is
presented in Figure 4.1.

Implementation abstraction. The DyMAC AO-composition model offers ro-
bustness through explicit interfaces that control the interference and interactions
between base components and aspect-components. These explicit interfaces offer
stable abstractions that hide implementation details of base components as well
as aspect-components. The interfaces support the expression of explicit provisions
and dependencies of components that are subject to AO-composition.

First, the interfaces offer the means to state what an advised component pro-
vides in an AO-composition, by means of Aspect Integration Contracts. Second,
one can to state what an advised component requires (and thus what some advising
component must provide), by means of Aspectual Dependencies.

We compare the DyMAC AO-composition model with other AO-middleware
by evaluating it on different facets of separation of concerns: decoupling of middle-
ware composition logic as well as dividing tasks and responsibilities for middleware
composition. Our approach to this comparison is as follows.

Comparison on Decoupling. We propose a taxonomy for the plethora of exist-
ing AO-composition techniques in AO-middleware so that we can classify these
according to different kinds of AO-composition relationships. We distinguish be-
tween different kinds in the taxonomy based on the point of view of the developer
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of a base module: can the developer really focus on the application logic and how
or when is the base module affected by the AO-composition relationships with the
(aspectual) middleware services. The classification in the taxonomy is thus based
on the kind and level of decoupling that is achieved. This taxonomy allows us
to compare DyMAC’s different AO-composition techniques with other classes of
AO-composition techniques.

Comparison on Task Division. Next, we evaluate a set of concrete and rep-
resentative AO-composition techniques supported by AspectJ [KHH+01], JBoss
AOP [JBo08a], CaesarJ [MO03], CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05], as well as Dy-
MAC in the context of AO-middleware. More concretely we evaluate the compo-
sition of the application’s base elements with a typical set of middleware services,
namely transactions and security services. For each middleware service, and for
each AO-composition technique, we determine the position of the realized AO-
composition relationship in the taxonomy. We then evaluate how this kind of
AO-composition relationship can deal with the required task division specific for
the middleware service domain. This part of the comparison with other techniques
thus focuses on the appropriate division of tasks and responsibilities over the roles
involved in middleware service composition. As explained in Section 2.2.1, these
roles are: component developer, application composer, application deployer and
middleware service provider.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the first section we refine the problem
statement. We elaborate and illustrate the problems concerning the two-fold lack
of expressive power in the contracts of components subject to AO-composition. In
the second section, we present the basic concepts of the DyMAC AO-composition
model. We introduce Aspect Integration Contracts and Aspectual Dependencies
to close the gap in the contract specification of components. Third, we describe
how the DyMAC component framework supports this AO-composition model and
how it supports the proposed expressive power in the contracts. We illustrate
this with concrete specifications of Aspect Integration Contracts and Aspectual
Dependencies. For this illustration we reconsider the examples of the problem
elaboration in the first section. In the fourth section we validate our proposed
AO-composition techniques and our interface concepts in a comparison with other
approaches. We conclude with a discussion of other related work.

4.1 Problem Illustration

In this first section we elaborate, illustrate and discuss consequences of the two-fold
lack of expressive power in the contract when an advised component is composed
with an advising component by means of AO-composition. First we discuss the
lack of expressive power in the component’s provided interface, second the lack in
the component’s required interface.
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Figure 4.1: Rationale of the chapter

The component’s provided interface. The first lack of expressive power
is problematic in combination with intrusive joinpoint models of aspect-oriented
technologies. As explained in Section 2.2.3, the joinpoint model is the set of possi-
ble places in the structure or execution flow of an application that can be localized
by the AOP technology to apply advice. In current state-of-the-art AOP technolo-
gies, we can distinguish between two approaches to joinpoint models: intrusive and
non-intrusive AOP technologies.

1. Intrusive AOP technologies allow complete, uncontrolled access to the whole
internal implementation of the (component-based) application logic, over-
riding all scope modifiers and thus breaking encapsulation (e.g. AspectJ
[KHH+01] and JBoss AOP [JBo08a]). This approach neglects the provided
interfaces of the component because of the assumed orthogonality between
the components and the aspects. However, this can lead to uncontrolled
semantic interference. This uncontrolled semantic interference of an aspect
with the base component can cause undesirable exposure and modification of
data and undesirable exposure and modification of behavior.

A second problem with providing the whole implementation structure of the
component as an interface towards aspects is that it also makes an aspect
inherently too strongly tied to the component and therefore reusability of
the aspect is compromised. It seems obvious that the notion of provided
interface towards aspects must respect a certain form of encapsulation to
achieve reusable aspects and adaptable application components.

2. Non-intrusive AOP technologies, such as JAsCo [SVJ03], CaesarJ [MO03],
CAM/DAOP [PFT05], FuseJ [SDFV06] and Spring AOP [Spr08], limit the
joinpoint model to the public operations in the provided interface of a com-
ponent. For example, in JAsCo [SVJ03] only public methods of a Java Bean
are a possible joinpoint for aspects. However, this base component’s interface
is designed for OO-composition with the purpose of encapsulation. From our
point of view, where aspect technology is used for composition with mid-
dleware services, this approach is not powerful enough. Middleware services
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sometimes need access to the internal state of the application, e.g. for per-
sistence, state synchronization in load balancing systems or state transfer in
fail-over systems.

Illustration. To explain the problems above we illustrate them with a small
example. Consider the account entity as the key abstraction in the e-finance soft-
ware system. It provides a deposit and withdraw operation, and has an internal
state property balance. The deposit and withdraw operation update the internal
balance property and add a transaction statement to the transaction log of the
account. The balance of an account can be consulted by the consultBalance op-
eration. When the balance is consulted by a customer or employee, a log entry is
added to the audit log of the banking system.

Modifying the balance property directly should thus only occur from within
the implementation of the financial operations withdraw and deposit, in order to
always ensure a matching statement in the transaction log of the account. Reading
the balance property directly should only occur from within the implementation of
the consultBalance, withdraw and deposit operations. Other entities in the system
must not directly read or modify the balance property – in order to ensure an
audit log compliant with regulations.

The balance also needs to be stored in a database. If the persistence service
is delivered as an aspect, then the persistence aspect needs access to the balance
property, while other software entities must not access this property. This internal
property has to be exposed towards the persistence aspect, because that aspect
needs to read and write internal state that needs to be persistent. Concretely, the
persistence aspect must capture the changes of the balance that are triggered by
the withdraw and transfer operation, and must be able to read the internal balance
property in order to update the database accordingly. When the persistent account
entity is refetched from the database record, the persistence aspect must restore
its internal state, and thus modify the internal balance property.

In conclusion, we thus observe that components must be able to selectively
expose internal state and behavior to specific aspects and must be able to allow
inspection or modification of those members. This requires an additional, explicit
interface for aspect-based, system-level services like persistence, state-transfer be-
tween components, serialization and passivation of components. System aspects
need grey-box access to the real internal state of the components, which contains
the actual members that are of interest to such system-level services. Such access
must be specified and controlled by means of an explicit interface, possibly per
aspect. This interface is orthogonal to the publicly visible properties and behavior
of the component in the interface for application-level clients of the component.

The component’s required interface. If two components interact in a tradi-
tional system, then one component is a calling component - relying on a required
interface - and the other is the called component - offering a provided interface.
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Required interfaces are dependencies of a component that need to be fulfilled in
order to guarantee correct behavior of this component. The implementation of the
component typically includes calls to these required interfaces. Figure 4.2 sketches
a banking component that interacts with a storage component through a required
interface that is bound to the provided interface of a matching component.

Figure 4.2: Object-oriented composition

An AO-composition model deals with the complex, crosscutting composition
of an aspect-component (the advising component) with other components (the
advised components) in the application. In AO-middleware platforms, these AO-
compositions are typically specified in separate composition specifications such
as the deployment descriptor of the application. Such a composition specifica-
tion defines a set of middleware services that the middleware platform needs to
offer for the execution of the application: (a) essential middleware services that
are strictly required for the correct behavior of the application components, and
must be present in each deployment environment of the application, as well as
(b) additional middleware services, that are only present in some deployment con-
texts. An example of the former is transaction support, an example of the latter is
an organization-specific authorization aspect. We illustrate an AO-composition for
transaction management in Fig 4.3. The AO-composition composes the transaction
management advice on the transfer operation of the BasicBanking component.
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Figure 4.3: Aspect-oriented composition

Component specifications in state-of-the-art aspect-component models (such
as CaesarJ [MO03], CAM/DAOP [PFT05], JAsCo [SVJ03], FuseJ [SDFV06] and
Spring [Spr08])) are lacking support to specify explicit dependencies to (aspectized)
middleware services that are essential for the correct behavior of the application
components. As stated above, these aspect-component models integrate AOSD
and CBSD with a focus on the provided interface of the base components towards
aspects, and do not provide support to specify essential dependencies towards
aspects.

A traditional example of such a dependency is transaction management. Trans-
actional behavior is a crosscutting concern, that one wants to untangle from the
component implementation, and specify in the component descriptor (cfr EJB
[Sun01]). The behavior of the application component that must be advised by the
transaction aspect, should be specified by the component developer [KG02, Ble01].
The component developer should never rely on the application composer or de-
ployer to specify the required transaction management for the component.

This lack of expressive power in the specification of components is an essential
deficit to define components as self-containing entities (that ideally, should be de-
ployable by a third party). Moreover, this lack of expressive power also makes it
impossible for the AO-middleware to verify that all essential dependencies are sat-
isfied. In practice an application composer or deployer cannot be aware about such
an unspecified required aspect-component. The resulting composition, in which
each dependency seems to be fulfilled, can result in inconsistent application state
at runtime, for instance – as suggested in the example above – due to the lack of
transaction management.
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Summary. We thus observe a lack of expressive power to specify explicitly what
an advised component provides or requires in the context of AO-composition.
Therefore an AO-composition can cause the advised component to no longer meet
its contractual obligations.

In the next section we present the basic concepts of our solution: the DyMAC
AO-composition model, which supports explicit interfaces to describe what a com-
ponent provides and requires as an advised component in an AO-composition. As-
pect Integration Contracts describe what advised components provide to advising
components. Aspectual Dependencies describe what advised components require
from advising components. We first briefly position related work on interfaces for
aspects, which we elaborate more in the evaluation and related work sections.

AOP technologies such as AspectJ [KHH+01] and JBoss AOP [JBo08a], only
provide implicit provided interfaces for AO-composition, based on the whole im-
plementation of the base components. Aspect-component technologies provide im-
plicit provided interfaces based on the provided interface for OO-composition (e.g.
CaesarJ [MO03], CAM/DAOP [PFT05], JAsCo [SVJ03], FuseJ [SDFV06] and
Spring [Spr08]). However, these aspect-component technologies do not support
dependencies in the context of AO-composition. Therefore, one can not express
the required aspects of a component.

Related work on explicit interfaces for aspects has mainly addressed the lack
of explicit provided interfaces towards aspect modules. Concretely, the follow-
ing approaches explicitly define provided interfaces that can be used by any as-
pect: joinpoint encapsulation [LSS03], open modules [Ald05] and XPI [GSS+06].
These technologies support explicit interfaces as a design approach for AspectJ
(e.g. XPI [GSS+06]) or as a language extension for AspectJ (joinpoint encapsula-
tion [LSS03] and open modules [Ald05]). Both approaches use pointcuts in the base
modules to define sets of joinpoints as an explicit provided interface for aspects.
We compare these approaches in detail with our proposed interfacing concepts in
the evaluation section. Other related work on explicit interfaces for aspects and
on controlling interference between base and aspects is discussed in the related
work section. That section covers the specification of required interfaces for aspect
modules (e.g. aspect requirements by Douence et al. [DFS04]), interface specifica-
tions for the behavior of classes after composition with aspects (e.g. aspect-aware
interfaces by Kiczales et al. [KM05]), as well as other classifications and solutions
for aspect-base interference (e.g. spectative and invasive aspects by Sihman et
al. [SK03], observers and assistants by Clifton et al. [CL02], harmless advice by
Dantas et al. [DW06]).

4.2 The DyMAC AO-Composition Model

In this section we address the essential concepts of the DyMAC AO-composition
model, and do not discuss support in specific languages or component frameworks.
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Explicit support for the DyMAC AO-composition model in a component frame-
work is presented here after in Section 4.3 on the DyMAC component framework.
That section also includes the concrete syntax to specify the concepts presented
in this section.

4.2.1 AO-Composition

In the DyMAC component and composition model, an aspect-oriented composition
defines a composition between a set of advising components (the advisors, the
aspect-components) and components being advised (the base components). We do
not postulate separate, specialized component types for base components and for
aspect-components. We support a unified component model in which a component
can take the role of advising component in one AO-composition and can be advised
component in another AO-composition.

An AO-composition thus composes a set of components and at the same time
divides that set of components into two groups: one group has the role of advised
components for that specific AO-composition, the other group has the role of
advising component providing advices for the AO-composition. In this section we
propose two new interface concepts between these two groups of components.

From the viewpoint of a component being advised, the advising component can
be essential (i.e. strictly required) for the correct behavior of the base component.
In case the advising component is not essential, we consider it additional. For
instance, an advising component that is only relevant for a particular application
deployment context is not required from the viewpoint of the component being
advised.

The interface definition of a component needs to take into account that it can
be subject to the role of base component in AO-compositions. Such an interface
definition for base components needs to support aspect-oriented composition of
required aspects as well as additional aspects. This leads to the following types of
specification in the interface definitions between the advising and advised compo-
nents:

1. With relation to required aspects: a base component that needs certain as-
pects must specify (1) its dependencies towards the aspects: i.e the advising
components that it expects in the final deployment environment, as well
as (2) its own corresponding joinpoints, i.e specifying when and where the
aspect is needed.

2. With relation to additional aspects: a component that can be advised should
specify the interface of joinpoints that it provides towards (possible) advising
components.

The DyMAC AO-composition model supports the explicit specification of pro-
vided interfaces to specific aspects or to any aspect, by means of Aspect Integration
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Contracts. The specification of required aspects is supported by means of Aspec-
tual Dependencies.

However, when no explicit interfaces are defined, DyMAC’s AO-composition
model supports implicit provided interfaces for AO-composition by default. These
implicit provided interfaces are based on the provided interface for OO-composition.
The joinpoint model supports AO-composition on all operations in the provided
and required interfaces for OO-composition. This approach is similar to other
aspect-component technologies.

The remainder of this section presents the basic concepts of Aspect Integration
Contracts and Aspectual Dependencies.

4.2.2 Aspect Integration Contracts

The Aspect Integration Contract of a base component specifies what its provi-
sions are towards aspect-components. This specification describes where the base
component allows or denies AO-composition.

The interface that a component provides towards advising components is ex-
pressed in terms of the behavior and the state of the component. It specifies the
incoming and outgoing messages that can be inspected and modified, and also the
different members of the state that can be inspected or modified. These two parts
of the provided interface are defined as follows. The provided interface for OO
composition with other components defines the collection of incoming messages.
The required interfaces define the collection of outgoing messages. The state of a
component is defined by the internal properties of the component, which typically
is one or more private class variables.

Such interface is strongly restricted in comparison with some aspect technolo-
gies, such as AspectJ [KHH+01] and JBoss AOP [JBo08a], that provide the whole
implementation structure of the component (e.g. the implementation of the oper-
ations). On the other hand, this approach certainly offers advantages when com-
paring it to the more restrictive aspect technologies that do not provide a way to
access the internal state of a component, such as JAsCo [SVJ03], CaesarJ [MO03]
and Spring AOP [Spr08].

We introduce four kinds of allowed interference – state inspection and modifica-
tion as well as behavior inspection and modification. This allowed interference can
be specified in a fine-grained as well as a coarse-grained way. Aspect-specific Aspect
Integration Contracts specify a contract for a specific aspect. Generic Aspect Inte-
gration Contracts specify an explicit interface of sensitive members, only accessible
for a specific group of aspects: privileged aspects. Based on those two key features,
Aspect Integration Contracts support to control interference in a fine-grained way
per member, per entity and per aspect as well as in more coarse-grained ways: for
all aspects, for all inspection aspects, for all modifying aspects, or for privileged as-
pects. We further discuss different possibilities for fine-grained and coarse-grained
control of interference in Section 4.5, where we also compare our approaches with
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related work on classifying and controlling base-aspect interference. We now define
the two key features of our approach conceptually.

4.2.2.1 Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Contracts

In this form of Aspect Integration Contracts, the contract of the component can
specify for each member of the component if inspection or modification is allowed
for a specific aspect in the system. A member of a component can be a behav-
ioral member or a state member. The state and behavior that are provided in the
Aspect-Integration Contract define a stable interface, which abstracts the imple-
mentation of the component, and which supports to let the component take part
in an AO-composition in the base role.

The developer of the base thus takes into account specific aspects in the system,
by specifying an interface of joinpoints especially for such a specific aspect (e.g
Authorization, Persistence, Logging, etc). This is reminiscent to the concept of
friend classes in C++ [Str86], or exporting features in Eiffel [Mey92] to concrete
classes. However, in this case, it is in the context of AO-composition instead of OO-
composition. Specific software elements in the system are allowed special access
to a software module, and that access is defined by that (accessed) base software
module. At that moment there is an explicit interface in the base component for
a specific AO-composition with a specific aspect.

An Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Contract (AIC) exports state and be-
havior of the base component to a specific aspect type, and the contract allows
or denies that aspect to inspect or modify the state and behavior. Concretely, for
each member of a component one can specify one or more contract statements
containing three elements.

• The specific aspect type to which the method or variable is exported, refer-
enced by its type name. Wildcards can be used to define sets of aspects.

• One of the following access rules: allow or deny.

• One of the following action types: inspect, modify, or all.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the basic concepts of the the Aspect-specific AIC for Persis-
tence in the contract of the Account component.

A default contract statement for all members can be specified at the component
level. This default contract has two options: a default deny or default allow. This
default contract applies to all aspects, and to each action type. In case a contract
is specified at the member-level it overrides the default contract for that member.

Aspect-specific AICs offer the most fine-grained approach to control the inter-
ference by aspects, but it does limit the extensibility of the application. Sometimes,
not all the aspects in the final deployed system are known when the base com-
ponent is developed. Moreover, this approach also makes it impossible to keep
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of an Aspect-specific AIC for Persistence

certain aspects completely decoupled from the base component. Indeed, Aspect-
specific AICs are referring at least syntacticly to concrete aspects in the system.

These observations are not specific to Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Con-
tracts, as they also apply to friend classes in C++ [Str86], and exporting features
in Eiffel [Mey92]. These observations are inherent to the specification of provided
interfaces that expose state and behavior to concrete modules in the system.

However, when such fine-grained interference control is not necessary, the Dy-
MAC AO-composition model also supports a more generic, coarse-grained ap-
proach to specifying allowed interference by means of Generic Aspect Integration
Contracts – which we present next.

4.2.2.2 Generic Aspect Integration Contracts

The component specifies a provided interface with a subset of its behavior and
its state that is considered sensitive for inspection, modification or both. This
interface is specific for AO-composition and is orthogonal to the interfaces for
OO-composition. Only AO-compositions that are declared privileged can interfere
with this sensitive behavior and state. The members of the component that do
not belong to the sensitive subset can be advised by any AO-composition. AO-
compositions can be declared privileged for inspection, modification or both.

• An AO-composition that composes an aspect-component with a base com-
ponent member that is sensitive for inspection, must be declared privileged
for inspection.
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• When the base component member is sensitive for modification, the AO-
composition must be declared privileged for modification.

We revisit the Account example introduced in the previous section for a brief
illustration. Figure 4.5 illustrates the basic concepts of the Generic AIC in the
specification of the Account component and the privileged AO-composition for
Persistence. The writeBalance operation and the balance property are declared as
sensitive for inspection and modification.

Figure 4.5: Illustration of a Generic AIC and a privileged AO-composition

The component developer is responsible for specifying the sensitive members
of the component in a Generic AIC. The application developer or deployer is
responsible to declare an AO-composition as privileged when it needs access to
the sensitive members of a component.

Generic AICs do not support to completely deny interference by an aspect, as
the application deployer can always define an AO-composition as privileged in his
system. The purpose of this approach is to offer full extensibility of the set of as-
pects that is applied to the component in any possible application composition or
deployment environment. This extensibility requirement is one of the key require-
ments for middleware that has been put first and foremost in the introduction of
this dissertation. On the other hand, the sensitive interface in combination with
the explicit definition of an AO-composition as privileged, offers more controlled
interference and explicit awareness about intrusive compositions in the system.

As stated above, the definition of a privileged AO-composition is specified
by the application composer or deployer. This is an important difference with
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privileged aspects in AspectJ, where the developer of the aspect defines the aspect
as privileged, without further control or knowledge by the application composer
or deployer.

4.2.3 Aspectual Dependencies

In the remainder of this section we now focus on support for expressing required
aspects in a component’s contract. Aspectual Dependencies are the key concept
that we put forward to bridge that gap in the component contract.

Our AO-composition model offers two essential concepts that are needed to
support Aspectual Dependencies: an extension to the component’s contract to
specify the dependencies, as well as an extension to the composition model to
resolve the dependencies by means of a binding. An Aspectual Dependency for
transaction management and its binding is illustrated in Figure 4.6, as a guidance
to the following description.

Figure 4.6: Illustration of an Aspectual Dependency and its binding

Component specification with Aspectual Dependencies. An Aspectual
Dependency defines an aspect that is required by a component. The component de-
scription therefore specifies these Aspectual Dependencies and makes the required
interfaces of advising components explicit. An Aspectual Dependency consist of (1)
a name for the dependency, (2) a pointcut that specifies the joinpoints, i.e. when
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and where the advice is required and (3) a required interface and advice-method
that must be provided by a matching advising component.

A pointcut specifies the kind and context of the joinpoints as follows. The
kind of joinpoints are calls and executions of methods, which implies two kinds of
pointcuts: call and execution pointcuts. The pointcuts can further evaluate on the
context information that is associated with a joinpoint. This context information
is of course limited to the context information about the concrete component
specifying the Aspectual Dependency. This restriction is necessary to keep the
component a self-contained unit of deployment. In case of a call pointcut, the
pointcut can thus evaluate on the required interface and method signature of the
method call. In case of an execution pointcut, the pointcut can evaluate on the
provided interface and method signature of the method execution.

Resolving Aspectual Dependencies. Dependencies are resolved by specify-
ing bindings. Our solution supports Aspectual Dependency Bindings to map the
Aspectual Dependencies to concrete advising components. These bindings are spec-
ified as an aggregation of (1) a set of dependencies, requiring the same interface,
and (2) an advising component that is selected to fulfill the required interface.
These bindings are specified in the deployment descriptor of the application. They
actually resolve the Aspectual Dependencies of the components that are contained
in the component specification.

4.2.4 Summary

In this section we presented the essential concepts in the DyMAC AO-composition
model, focusing on explicit interfaces to describe what a component provides and
requires as an advised component in an AO-composition. Aspect Integration Con-
tracts describe what advised components provide to advising components. Two
kinds of Aspect Integration Contracts are supported. Aspect-specific AICs define
a provided interface for specific advising components in the system. Generic AICs
offer a more extensible approach to specify an interface that can be used by the
group of privileged AO-compositions. Furthermore, we presented Aspectual De-
pendencies, which describe what advised components require from advising com-
ponents.

In summary, we presented four different techniques in the AO-composition
model to compose the base components and the aspects:

1. the basic AO-composition model with the default implicit interfaces,

2. Aspect-specific AICs,

3. Generic AICs, and

4. Aspectual Dependencies.
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Support for this AO-composition model in a middleware platform is presented here
after in Section 4.3.

4.3 The DyMAC Component Framework

In this section we describe how the DyMAC component framework supports the
different concepts of the AO-composition model presented above in Section 4.2.
This section only briefly illustrates the different concepts in the AO-composition
model with a small example. We illustrate this example on the .NET prototype of
DyMAC and use C# for the implementation code. A more extensive illustration
with concrete middleware services - such as security and transaction management,
is presented in the next section where we compare and evaluate the proposed
concepts with other AO-composition techniques.

This section is structured as follows. First we present the basic object-based
component and composition model of DyMAC. Second we describe the support for
the specification of interfaces for AO-composition: the specification of Aspect Inte-
gration Contracts in the provided interface of components, and Aspectual Depen-
dencies to express required aspects. Third we present the AO-composition model
of DyMAC. We describe how DyMAC supports two kinds of aspect binding: the
binding of required aspects and the binding of additional aspects.

4.3.1 Basic Component and Composition Model

DyMAC components are object-based entities that separate interfaces and im-
plementation. Components specify two kinds of interfaces: provided and required
interfaces. The provided interfaces are declared in the component descriptor, and
specify the behavior that is provided for each kind of composition: i.e. their pro-
vided behavior as called component in a object-oriented composition and their
provided behavior as advisable and advising component in an aspect-oriented
composition. DyMAC components declare their required interfaces by means of
dependencies in the component descriptor. A dependency can be a normal depen-
dency or an Aspectual Dependency.

Components are composed in an application, which is described in an applica-
tion descriptor. This application descriptor specifies component compositions that
bind the components through their interfaces. Three different types of binding
are supported: traditional OO-composition, Aspectual Dependency bindings and
the binding of additional aspects by means of AO-compositions. We explain these
different concepts and briefly illustrate them.

Components have two provided OO interfaces: a create-interface that
specifies how to instantiate a component, and a method-interface that specifies
which methods are offered by a component instance. We illustrate this for the
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BasicBanking component in listing 4.1. The examples are implemented on the
DyMAC.NET prototype and use plain C#.

Listing 4.1: Interface definitions of the BasicBanking component (C#)
interface IBasicBankingCreate{

IBasicBanking Create ( ) ; }
interface IBasicBanking{
void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id ) ;
void WithDraw( s t r i n g account , double amount ) ;
void Deposit ( s t r i n g account , double amount ) ;
void Trans fer ( s t r i n g from , s t r i n g to , double amount , s t r i n g msg ) ;}

The implementation of the component implements the members of the two in-
terfaces as follows. First, it implements a constructor for each create-method spec-
ified in the create-interface. Second, it explicitly implements the method-interface.
Client components implement the predefined interface IExecutable, which defines
a main method, as an entry point for execution. Each component implementation
also inherits from ComponentInstance, which binds a component to the DyMAC
framework. Listing 4.2 illustrates the implementation of the BasicBanking compo-
nent and the EmployeeClient component. It also illustrates how to create instances
and how to do remote method invocations using the method-interface.

Listing 4.2: Implementation of the BasicBanking component (C#)
class BasicBankingImpl : IBasicBanking , ComponentInstance {
public BasicBanking (){}
public void WithDraw( s t r i n g account , double amount ) { . . . }
. . .
}
class EmployeeClientImpl : IExecutable , ComponentInstance{
public void Main( s t r i n g [ ] a rgs ){

. . .
// create an instance
IBasicBanking ibb = Factory . Create ( ”mybanking” ) as IBasicBanking ;
. . .
ibb . WithDraw( accountid , amount ) ; // c a l l an instance method
}
}

The component descriptor is a declarative specification that defines the com-
ponent name, the provided interfaces, the implementation file and the dependen-
cies of the component. The dependencies of a component express the required
behavior of other components that the component has to be composed with. Clas-
sical, object-oriented dependencies specify a required interface on which the com-
ponent explicitly calls method invocations. Such a dependency is defined by a
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dependency name and a required interface that is expected to be bound to the
dependency by means of OO-composition.

The example in Listing 4.3 illustrates the descriptor of the BasicBanking com-
ponent. 1 It defines the provided interfaces (1), the dependency towards the Ac-
count interfaces (2), as well as the implementation file (3).

Listing 4.3: Component descriptor of the BasicBanking component
Component BasicBanking{

// de f ine provided in t e r f a c e
prov ides {

create−interface : IBasicBankingCreate ;
method−interface : IBasicBanking ;

}
// de f ine required in t e r f a c e of the Account component
// as oo−dependency named ”account”
oo−dependency account{

create−interface : IAccountCreate ;
method−interface : IAccount ;

}
// de f ine the implementation a r t i f a c t ( compiled binary )
implementation : BasicBankingImpl ;

}

The application descriptor first defines a name for the application, then it
defines the set of components that is used, by importing their descriptor. Then
the compositions of the components are defined. These compositions can be nor-
mal compositions between dependencies and components, as well as bindings of
required aspects or additional aspects. In the context of this section, only the
first type of composition is illustrated. Listing 4.4 specifies the binding of the
BasicBanking component and the Account component.

Listing 4.4: Application descriptor of the Banking application

Appl i cat ion BankingAppl icat ion{
. . .
oo−dependency−binding {

Dependency : BasicBanking . account ;
Component : Account ;
}
. . .
}

1The syntax definitions of the declarative specifications that describe applications, components
and compositions are defined in Appendix A.
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4.3.2 Interfaces for AO-Composition

In this section we focus on the specification of interfaces for AO-composition. In
our AO-composition model for required and additional aspects, we refer to advice-
methods in the interface of advising components. Therefore, we first define the
provided interface of an advising component. Second, we describe how Aspect In-
tegration Contracts are supported in the component descriptor. Third we describe
the support for Aspectual Dependencies.

The provided interface of an advising component. The advice-methods
of an advising component in DyMAC are also defined in the provided method-
interface of a component. The advice-methods represent the provided interface
of the advising component for AO-composition: these methods define provided
behavior that can be used as advice in an aspect-oriented composition.

A method that can be used as advice in an aspect-oriented composition, needs
to have a special signature. Concretely, the advice method must have one pa-
rameter: the joinpoint to which the advice applies. This is illustrated in Listing
4.5.

The advice method can further be annotated with the kind of the joinpoint that
the advice supports, demands or prohibits to be composed with. The possible ad-
vice kinds are BeforeCall, AfterCall, AroundCall, BeforeExection, AfterExecution
and AroundExecution. Multiple prohibits and supports annotations can be de-
fined. Only one demands annotation can be defined, because demanding a certain
kind of joinpoint, by definition means only one kind of joinpoint can be advised.
These annotations are part of the provided interface because they explicitly ex-
press how the component can be composed (as an advising component) with other
components by means of AO-composition.

In Listing 4.5, we specify the aroundtx advice of the transaction aspect com-
ponent as a first example. It demands to be composed around an execution. The
implementation of this advice is analogous to the transaction aspect examples pre-
sented in Section 3.2.3.4. Such an advice implementation expects to be composed
around executions of transactional methods. A second example is presented in
Listing 4.6. We specify the log advice of the security logger. It only supports to be
composed after an execution or call, because it needs the return message to check
for exceptions.

Listing 4.5: Interface definition of the around advice in the transaction service
interface ITransactionMgmtAspect{

[ Demands( Kind . AroundExecution ) ]
void aroundtx ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;

}
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Listing 4.6: Interface definition of the around advice in the logging service
[ Supports ( Kind . AfterExecut ion ) ]
[ Supports ( Kind . A f t e rCa l l ) ]
void Log ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;

Aspect Integration Contracts. The DyMAC framework supports the spec-
ification of provided interfaces for AO-composition in two ways. First, Aspect
Integration Contracts can be specified as annotations on methods and on state
properties (respectively AICBehavior and AICState). Another option is to specify
them in the descriptor of a DyMAC component. We illustrate the Aspect-specific
and Generic Aspect Integration Contracts using both notations. For the Aspect-
specific AICs we use the annotation-based specification, for the Generic AICs we
use the specification in the component descriptor.

The specification of Aspect-specific AICs, as introduced in Section 4.2.2.1, is
supported by means of method-level annotations. The annotation for the Aspect-
specific AICs has 3 parameters:

• A name specifying the specific aspect, or a set of aspects, to which the
method or variable is exported.

• The access rule: Access.Allow or Access.Deny.

• The action type: Action.Inspect, Action.Modify or Action.All.

The default contract for all members can be specified by means of a class-level
annotation. This annotation has two options: a default deny or default allow.

The illustation in Listing 4.7 presents a solution for the problems discussed
in the Account example, as introduced in Section 4.1. In summary, the account
component must be able to selectively expose the Balance property to a persistence
aspect.

The class-level annotation defines the default contract for all members: no
members can be inspected or modified by aspects. In case this Account component
is called by the BasicBanking component, this contract ensures that all calls go
directly to the Account component, without interception by any advice. However,
for the Balance state property, an exception on this default contract is defined:
the persistence aspect is allowed to inspect and modify the state property.

The persistence aspect must also be able to capture the relevant events to
update the database. Therefore the aspect is allowed to inspect the writeBalance
operation in order to advise that modifier operation of the Balance property. Mod-
ifying the writeBalance operation in an advice, for example to change the actual
argument, is not allowed of course, because the balance argument must never be
changed.
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Listing 4.7: Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Contract for Persistence

[ AIC( Defau l tAccess . Deny ) ]
public c lass AccountImpl : IAccount , ComponentInstance{

[ AICState ( ” P e r s i s t e n c e ” , Access . Allow , Action . Al l ) ]
private double Balance{

s e t { . . . }
get { . . . }

}
private double balance ;

[ AICBehavior ( ” P e r s i s t e n c e ” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
private void writeBalance (double b){

i f (b >= 0) this . Balance = b ;
}

public void withdraw (double amount ) { . . . }
public void depos i t (double amount ) { . . . }
}

Aspect Integration Contracts are also supported in a more generic form, as
introduced in Section 4.2.2.2. The example in Listing 4.8 illustrates this generic
form of AIC specifications in the Account component descriptor. In the example,
the component developer specifies in the Generic AIC that all members of the
Account component that are related to the balance of the Account component are
sensitive for inspection as well as for modification. All other members only are
sensitive for modification. When the application developer composes the Account
component with an aspect that inspects or modifies these sensitive members, the
AO-composition must be declared privileged. This is illustrated when discussing
the composition model for binding aspect-components (see Section 4.3.3).

Aspectual Dependencies. Aspectual Dependencies extend the notion of de-
pendencies for required aspects. They are defined by a name, a pointcut and an
advice of a required aspect interface. The developer of the aspect that will be
bound to this dependency, must implement this (standardized) aspect interface.
The advice specified in an Aspectual Dependency must specify at least an aspect
interface and advice method. The advice type and the instantiation scope are
optional, and can be specified later in the binding.

The component descriptor contains the specification of the Aspectual Depen-
dencies. Listing 4.9 illustrates the component descriptor of the BasicBanking com-
ponent. It specifies the Aspectual Dependency towards the aroundtx advice of the
transaction management aspect (2). The pointcut in the dependency describes the
operations where this advice is needed. In this case the pointcut only refers to the
transfer operation (1).
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Listing 4.8: Generic Aspect Integration Contract of the Account component
Component Account{

provided{
create−interface : IAccountCreate ;
method−interface : IAccount ;
}
implementation : AccountImpl ;

aspect−i n t e g r a t i o n {
s e n s i t i v e [ a l l ]{
method : void writeBalance (double balance ) ;
s t a t e : double Balance ;
}
s e n s i t i v e [ mod i f i c a t i on ]{
method : ∗ consu l tBa lance ( ) ;
method : ∗ depos i t ( . . ) ;
method : ∗ withdraw ( . . ) ;
. . .
}
}
}

4.3.3 The Composition Model for Binding Aspects

As introduced in Section 4.2.1, DyMAC components are composed with required
aspects as well as with additional aspects. Therefore, the composition model sup-
ports binding aspect-components in two ways: by means of Aspectual Dependency
bindings of required aspects, or by means of aspect-oriented compositions of addi-
tional aspects.

Aspectual Dependency bindings are defined in the application descriptor
a DyMAC application and fulfill the Aspectual Dependencies of the components
in the application. Concretely, they bind a set of Aspectual Dependencies to a
concrete advising component in the application. This set of Aspectual Dependen-
cies typically requires the same aspect interface. Optionally, the advice type and
instantiation scope can be defined.

Binding additional aspectual middleware services. Aspect-oriented com-
positions of additional, application-specific middleware services are defined in the
application descriptor. Aspect-oriented compositions consist of two main parts: a
pointcut expression and a set of advices. Optionally, these compositions can be
marked as privileged. We first discuss pointcut expressions, then we discuss ad-
vices. Listing 4.10 specifies the syntax definition of such an aspect-oriented com-
position as a guidance to the textual explanation.2

2The detailed syntax definition is specified in Appendix A.
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Listing 4.9: Aspectual Dependency for the required transaction aspect

Component BasicBanking{
. . .
Aspectual−dependency t r a n s a c t i o n s {

Pointcut { //1
Kind : execut ion
I n t e r f a c e : IBasicBanking
S ignature : ∗ t r a n s f e r ( . . ) ;

}
RequiredAdvice{ //2

Aspec t In t e r f a c e : ITransactionMgmtAspect
AdviceMethod : aroundtx ;
AdviceType : Around ;
Scope : PerInstance ;

}
}

Pointcut expressions. Pointcuts are logical expressions that evaluate on the
kind and context of the joinpoints. The kind of joinpoints that can be evaluated
on are calls and executions of method invocations (A). The pointcut expressions
to support that are a call and execution pointcut. The context on which the point-
cuts can evaluate (B) are the message signature (B1), the dependency name and
component name of the sending component (B2), and the interface and the com-
ponent name of the receiving component (B3). If pointcuts do not specify a value
for a certain property, it has the default value all.

Advices. An advice is described by (1) the component that provides the aspect
behavior, (2) its instantiation scope, (3) an advice method of the advising com-
ponent and (4) an advice type (before, after or around). The advice type must
match the modalities of the specified advice interface in the advising component.

Example. Listing 4.11 presents a set of AO-compositions in the descriptor of the
banking application. It illustrates the binding of the transaction dependency with
the TransactionMgmtAspect component (1). Additionally, aspect-oriented compo-
sitions impose the authentication and authorization aspect (2). These two security
aspects enforce security policies that are bank-specific and provide credential val-
idation and access control of the called method invocations on the BasicBanking
component. In this example the user is authenticated on the LDAP server and
authorized on the access manager for customers.

An additional, privileged authorization aspect (3) is composed with the Account
component. This aspects checks if the amount of the withdraw operation, and the
(sensitive) balance of the account do not result in a new balance that is below the
credit limit of the user. The advice authorizeWithdraw implements this security
policy. This authorization check is marked privileged, because it reads the sensitive
balance member of the account (The AIC has been illustrated in Listing 4.8).
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Listing 4.10: Syntax definition of an AO-composition
<ao−composit ion> : :=

AO−composit ion [ ’ [ ’ p r i v i l e g e d ’ ] ’ ] {
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ; // (A)
Signature : <s t r i ng−pattern >; // (B1)
Ca l l e r {

Dependency : <s t r i ng−pattern >; // (B2)
Component : <s t r i ng−pattern >;

}
Cal l e e {

I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−pattern >; // (B3)
Component : <s t r i ng−pattern >;

}
}
(
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : <name>; // (1)
Scope : <s t r i ng >; // (2)
AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ; // (3)
AdviceMethod : <name>; // (4)

}
)∗

}
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Listing 4.11: Composition of required and additional aspects
Appl i cat ion BankingAppl icat ion{

. . .
// (1)
Aspectual−dependency−binding {
Dependency : BasicBanking . t r a n s a c t i o n s ;
Component : TransactionMgmtAspect ;
}
// (2)
AO−compos it ion {

//impose authent ica t ion and author i za t ion aspects
Pointcut {

Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Component : BasicBanking ;
}

}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : LDAPAuthentication ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : Around ;
AdviceMethod : authent i ca t e ;
}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : CustomerAuthorization ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : Around ;
AdviceMethod : author i z e ;
}

}
// (3)
AO−compos it ion [ p r i v i l e g e d ]{

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ withdraw (double amount ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Component : Account ;
}

}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : AccountAuthorizat ion ;
Scope : PerTarget ;
AdviceType : Around ;
AdviceMethod : authorizeWithdraw ;

}
}
}
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4.4 Comparison and Evaluation

In the previous sections we have introduced AO-composition techniques with ex-
plicit interfaces. These interfaces offer stable abstractions to hide implementation
details of base components as well as aspect-components. Aspectual Dependen-
cies offer an AO-composition technique to compose required aspects. Aspect In-
tegration Contracts support generic as well as aspect-specific interfaces for AO-
composition of additional aspects. In this section we compare our new interfacing
concepts with other AO-composition techniques in related work.

We argue that DyMAC’s three explicit interfacing concepts for AO-composition
– Aspect-specific AICs, Generic AICs and Aspectual Dependencies – offer three
different levels of decoupling in between 1) complete decoupling of service compo-
sition logic in the application components and 2) service composition by means of
explicit calls in the implementation of application components. These three levels
have a weaker form of decoupling, but improve separation of concerns by support-
ing a more appropriate task division. We first describe our approach to evaluate
this.

4.4.1 Approach

We observe that AOP technologies offer a plethora of AO-composition (AOC)
techniques. These techniques define an aspect-oriented composition relationship
between software modules in the base (the modules being advised) and the aspect
software modules (the advisors). The different AO-composition (AOC) techniques
result in a range of different types of AOC relationships, each with their specific
trade-offs as to what kind of decoupling is achieved. The choice of a specific kind of
AOC relationship consequently impacts the separation of concerns in the system,
which in turn determines task division in development among multiple software
developers. The latter is of supreme importance in distributed applications due to
the multiple roles in the production process and the strict separation between these
roles: base application functionality developer, application composer, application
deployer, middleware developer, middleware extension developer. A suboptimal
choice of AOC relationship can lead to a large amount of overhead in coordination
between the different roles, or in extreme cases the inability to correctly compose
the application as required.

We compare and evaluate how the different AOC relationships affect separation
of concerns, both in terms of module decoupling as well as in terms of enabling
appropriate task division. We present a taxonomy to characterize the level of de-
coupling offered by the different types of AOC relationships. Our approach is to
first apply the taxonomy to DyMAC’s AOC techniques and other AOC techniques
to establish the type of AOC relationship – and thus also the level of decoupling
– that is supported. Then we evaluate that type of relationship in terms of appro-
priate task division.
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This evaluation section is structured as follows. First, we present a set of es-
sential properties of composition relationships that affect decoupling. Second, we
present the taxonomy for different types of AOC relationships. We first briefly
summarize the different levels in the taxonomy and situate DyMAC’s interfac-
ing concepts in this taxonomy. We then describe and exemplify each type in the
taxonomy with concrete AOC techniques and scenarios from the AO-middleware
domain. Thereafter, we analyze DyMAC’s AOC techniques as well as a set of repre-
sentative AOC techniques by means of the taxonomy and evaluate these techniques
in the context of AO-middleware. More concretely, we evaluate the composition of
the application’s base elements with a typical set of middleware services, namely
transactions and security services. For each middleware service, and for each AOC
technique, we determine the type of the realized AOC relationship in the taxon-
omy and evaluate how this type of AOC relationship can deal with the required
separation of concerns that is typical for the specific middleware service domain.

4.4.2 Properties of an AOC Relationship

AOC relationships between the base modules and the aspect modules can be char-
acterized by a set of inherent properties of composition relationships. These prop-
erties are essential concepts in software composition to characterize relationships
between composed modules in a software system. We especially focus on the prop-
erties of the composition relationship that influence the level of coupling between
the modules.

We consider this level of coupling from the point of view of the developer of
a base module: to which extent can the application logic in the base module be
separated from the AOC relationships with the aspect modules.

• Is there an implicit or explicit relationship between the base module and the
aspect module? Explicit means there is an explicit syntactic reference in the
definition of the base module. Implicit means there is no explicit syntactic
reference to the aspect module.

• Is there a relationship directly to a specific kind of aspect (e.g. Persistence)
or through a generic aspect-based interface? The latter uses AOP concepts
to specify an interface of joinpoints in the base module, which can be used
by any AOC relationship with a middleware service.

• Is the relationship a reference, or a dependency? We define a reference as a
relationship to another software module that is not essential for the referring
entity, in order to function properly. A dependency is the specification of a
required software module. The specifying module is dependent on the re-
quired software module to function properly. Failing to satisfy a dependency
can result in unspecified behavior or complete failure - directly or over time.
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• Is the relationship defined in the (declarative) specification of the software
module or in the implementation code of the module? For example, in an
enterprise application setting, software modules are more than pure imple-
mentation code artifacts. A software module is defined by a declarative spec-
ification and an (executable) implementation. The specification defines what
a software module provides to other software modules as well as what it re-
quires from other software modules or its deployment environment [Szy02].

We have briefly introduced properties that can be used to describe various
AOC relationships. These properties are at the basis of the taxonomy which is
presented next.

4.4.3 Taxonomy

We have analyzed existing AOC techniques in AO-middleware platforms against
the four properties elaborated in subsection 4.4.2, in order to determine the effect
these techniques have on the developer of the base modules. This allows us to
distinguish six different types of AOC relationships.

4.4.3.1 Brief Overview of the Taxonomy

First, we briefly describe these types, ordered by the strength of the effect that
the AOC relationship has on the development of the base. Each next type thus
expresses a stronger form of coupling of the base with the AOC relationship (and
thus a lesser form of decoupling). We give a representing example for each type. We
then position DyMAC’s interfacing concepts for AO-composition in this taxonomy.

Syntactic decoupling: There is no syntactical reference or special structure re-
quired in the base component to establish the composition with an aspect.
For example, the AO-composition of intrusive aspects in AspectJ.

Imposed base-structure: The aspect-based composition has been taken into ac-
count when structuring the base component, but there is no explicit reference
in the base module related to the composition with aspects. However, the
structure of the base has been influenced to realize AO-compositions between
the base and potential aspects. For example: aspect bindings in Spring AOP,
the basic AO-composition model of DyMAC, and other aspect-component
technologies.

Generic aspect interface. The declarative specification of the base component
specifies a generic interface of joinpoints by means of AOP concepts. This
interface can be used for the composition of any aspect. For example, Generic
Aspect Integration Contracts in DyMAC.
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Figure 4.7: Overview of DyMAC’s interfacing concepts in the taxonomy

Export to aspect: The declarative specification of the base component spec-
ifies an aspect-specific interface of joinpoints that can only be used in a
composition with that specific aspect. For example, Aspect-specific Aspect
Integration Contracts in DyMAC.

Require the aspect: The declarative specification of the base component de-
fines a dependency towards a specific aspect-based middleware service. For
example, Aspectual Dependencies in DyMAC.

Calling the aspect: The implementation of the base component contains an ex-
plicit statement referring to a specific aspect. For example, explicitly calling
the demarcation operations on a transaction aspect.

DyMAC introduces three new interfacing concepts (Generic AICs, Aspect-
specific AICs and Aspectual Dependencies) that support three different types
of AO-composition relationships. These three types offer three new levels of de-
coupling in between 1) the implicit relationships (syntactic decoupling and im-
posed base-structure) and 2) explicit calls to the aspect in the implementation
of the base. This is illustrated in Figure 4.7. In total, the figure situates the
four AO-composition techniques of DyMAC (see Section 4.2). First it situates
the basic AO-composition model, that by default supports implicit interfaces
for AO-composition which are based on the components’ OO interfaces. This is
similar to other aspect-component technologies such as CaesarJ [MO03], CAM/-
DAOP [PFT05], JAsCo [SVJ03], FuseJ [SDFV06] and Spring [Spr08]. Further-
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more, it situates the three explicit interfacing concepts: Generic AICs, Aspect-
specific AICs, and Aspectual Dependencies. These interfacing concepts result in
three types of AOC relationship that have a weaker level of decoupling than
the implicit relationships, because the declarative specification of the base con-
tains explicit references related to the composition with aspects. However, these
three types of relationships have a stronger form of decoupling than the explicit,
implementation-level calls.

4.4.3.2 Mapping between the Taxonomy and the Properties

We first define the mapping of the different types in the taxonomy on the four
decoupling properties we have discussed above. The position in the taxonomy of a
given AOC relationship between two modules can be determined using the prop-
erties we have defined in subsection 4.4.2. These define four clearly distinguishable
positioning variables that each have a discrete, limited set of possible values. The
relation between the positioning variables and the different types of AOC relation-
ships is represented in table 4.1

4.4.3.3 Description of the Taxonomy

We now further describe and illustrate the types in the taxonomy. We first revisit
and further explain the summary presented above. Then, we present for each type
a set of representing examples of AO-middleware platforms or one of the supported
AOC techniques. For concrete code examples we refer to subsection 4.4.4 where we
discuss different AOC techniques applied to the composition of specific middleware
services .

Types
Properties Syntactic

decoupling
Imposed
base-
structure

Generic
aspect
interface

Export
to
aspect

Require
the
aspect

Calling
the
aspect

Implicit None Impl. Expl. Expl. Expl. Expl.
/Explicit

Generic N/A N/A Gen. Spec. Spec. Spec.
/Specific

Reference N/A N/A Ref. Ref. Dep. Dep.
/Dependency

Specification N/A N/A Spec. Spec. Spec. Impl.
/Implementation

Table 4.1: Mapping between the taxonomy and the positioning variables
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Syntactic decoupling:

The composition is an AOC relationship with complete syntactic de-
coupling in the base. With syntactic decoupling, there is no syntactic
reference or special structure required in the base module to establish
the AOC relationship.

As a result, the base developer is not confronted with the middleware concerns
while he is developing the base. However, this does not mean that he (or at least
the application composer) is not aware of the concerns themselves.

This type of relationship can be realized in AO-systems using JBoss AOP
and Aspect/J. For example the XML-based AO-compositions of JBoss AOP allow
complete separation of the Java classes and the compositions with the aspect
library or with third-party aspects. The same applies to the AOC relationship
between Java classes and AspectJ aspects. AO-compositions that are defined with
these technologies might need an intrusive joinpoint model in order to not influence
the base developer at all. As an additional condition for this type of relationship
we also postulate that the AO-compositions do not rely on annotations in the base
to specify their pointcuts. We consider annotations an additional enhancement in
the base code to establish the relationship, and thus the base developer is aware
of the aspects.

Imposed base-structure:

The composition is an AOC relationship with a base-structure reliance,
driven by the aspect. With imposed base-structure, the concept of as-
pects is taken into account when structuring the base, but there is
no explicit reference in the base module related to any specific aspect
type (e.g. persistence) or AOP concept (e.g. a pointcut). However, the
structure of the base has been influenced to realize AO-compositions
between the base and potential aspects.

The developer of the base structures the base module in such way that it can be
advised by a less intrusive joinpoint model, or with less complex pointcuts. There
is an implicit relation to the concept of aspects - i.e. in the mind of the developer
- but not in the software module itself.

For example, if one develops an application for the Spring AO-middleware, one
knows that method executions are the only joinpoints that can be advised. The
application developer can choose to decompose a method (in an application base
module) that contains multiple JDBC-based database operations, into multiple
application-level methods, each containing one database operation. This has as
an affect that aspect-based composition of runtime (middleware) services such as
transactions, security, tracing, etc. can be done in a more fine-grained way. It also
avoids to compose aspects on the JDBC API executions in order to be able to
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catch the different database operations as separate joinpoints. Imposing aspects
on the Java API is for some AO-technologies even impossible.

A second example is the usage of annotations, defined by the base developer
himself, or in a predefined ontology of annotations. The base developer can anno-
tate his implementation to specify semantic, stable interfaces on the base modules.
These annotations are typically semantic concepts in the application domain of
the base and can be used by potential aspects. These annotations however do not
explicitly refer to any aspect type or to the aspect programming system. They
are part of the definition, structure and interface of the base modules. This ap-
proach enables less complex pointcuts that quantify over the base. For example,
the annotation @sensitive and @public could be put on different classes, proper-
ties, and methods of an e-finance application. They define which information and
behavior must be treated with care. Depending on the deployment context, certain
aspects may be imposed that use these annotations in their pointcuts, such as an
encryption aspect, company-specific authorization aspect or audit aspect. These
annotations are explicit statements that enrich the base modules so that the as-
pect composer has more information about the base implementation, but they are
not part of any concrete aspect type or the aspect programming system. The base
developer is thus not explicitly confronted with the aspect programming system.

Generic aspect interface:

The composition is an AOC relationship through a generic, aspect-
based interface. It is aspect-based because it uses AOP concepts, such
as pointcuts, to define the interface. It is generic because any AOC
relationship can use this provided interface.

More concretely, the base developer uses AOP concepts, such as pointcuts, to
specify an interface of joinpoints on his base module, which can be used by any
AOC relationship. However, the specification does not refer to any concrete AOC
relationship with a specific aspect type in the middleware, but only generic aspect
concepts that serve as an interface of joinpoints in the base. An explicit reference
to the AOC technique is introduced in the base, but the relationship with a specific
aspect type (such as authorization) is realized later, based on the generic, aspect-
based interface.

An example of this type of relationship is found in Open Modules [Ald05],
XPI [GSS+06], and joinpoint encapsulation [LSS03]. All of these approaches use
AOP concepts to define an interface for aspects, and they define this interface in
the context of the base modules. This means that the base developer is responsible
for defining this interface. The end-result of this type and the previous one is the
same: a more stable interface on the base, that potential aspects could use. But this
type exposes the base developer to the aspect programming system. For example,
the annotation @sensitive in the previous type, could in this type be translated
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into an aspect Sensitivity defining pointcuts for the sensitive operations, properties
and classes.

A similar example can be found in [GSS+06]. The example is the well-known
display update, resulting from a state change in a set of figure elements. A generic
aspect FigureElementChange is defined as an interface of joinpoints on the base
modules (i.e. all the figure elements). A concrete aspect type DisplayUpdate is
then bound to the FigureElementChange interface. This binding could be done by
an application composer or deployer.

Export to aspect:

The composition is an AOC relationship through aspect-specific inter-
faces. The developer of the base takes into account specific aspects,
by specifying an interface of joinpoints especially for such a concrete
aspect (e.g Authorization, Persistence, Logging, etc).

This is reminiscent to the concept of friend classes in C++, or exporting features
in Eiffel to concrete classes. However, in this case, it is in the context of AO-
composition instead of OO-composition. Specific software elements in the system
are allowed special access to a software module, and that access is defined by that
(accessed) base software module. At that moment there is an explicit reference
in the base to a specific AOC relationship with a concrete aspect type. However,
this relationship is not a dependency, that must be fulfilled, but only an explicit
reference to an aspect type that might exist.

An example of this type of relationship is found in the aspect-specific form of
Aspect Integration Contracts in DyMAC.

Require the aspect:

The composition is an AOC relationship through a specification-level
dependency. The specification of the base module defines a specification-
level dependency towards a specific aspect type. The implementation
of the base however does not contain explicit references to any aspect.

An example of this type of relationship is found in Aspectual Dependencies. This
concept introduces explicit dependencies in the base module specification towards
specific aspect types. Another example of this type of relationship is using pre-
defined annotations in JBoss AOP, which are imported from the aspect library.
The specification of the base modules (class definitions and method signatures
in the Java code) can be annotated with predefined annotations in the platform.
These annotations are defined in the advising software modules (e.g. the aspect
library of an AO-middleware platform). The advising module also contains the
pointcut specification that captures all methods or classes with the annotations.
This pointcut belongs to the provided interface of the advising module, and the
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base developer depends on it to compose the aspect with his base code. It is thus
a dependency in the specification of the base module towards a specific aspect
module.

Note that plain Java integrates the concept of specification and implementa-
tion into one software artifact (a Java class). The method definitions and signa-
tures define the public interface, which is part of the specification, along with the
annotations on these signatures. The method bodies are the implementation. An-
notations on the signatures, that are imported from an aspect module, are thus
specification-level dependencies.

Calling the aspect:

The composition is an AOC relationship through an implementation-
level dependency. The base module contains an implementation-level
dependency towards a specific aspect. There is an explicit statement
in the base module implementation referring to that specific aspect.

We give two examples of this kind of relationship.

• The base module needs to communicate with a concrete aspect type to which
the base is bound through an AOC relationship. For example, an aspect
that advises all method executions of a certain base module, needs to be
initialized by that base module. Therefore the base module explicitly calls a
public initialization method of the aspect.

• The base module contains annotations in its implementation, that are de-
fined in an aspect library. This can e.g. be the annotation of a method call
with the @log annotation. Note that a method call is always part of the
implementation of a module, while a method definition or signature is part
of the specification of a software module.

We stress on this difference between dependencies in the specification or in the
implementation, because of its importance in the middleware context. To increase
separation of concerns and reuse of application modules, middleware platforms
attempt to avoid imperative calls to middleware libraries in the implementation of
application modules and prefer declarative composition and configuration in the
module specification (e.g. EJB annotations or XML deployment descriptors).

4.4.4 Evaluation of AOC Techniques in AO-Middleware

Based on our taxonomy, we evaluate DyMAC’s AO-composition and interfacing
techniques, as well as other AOC techniques in AO-middleware to compose ap-
plication and middleware services. We select the following common services in
middleware as a case study: transactions and security services. For each service,
we only discuss the relevant AOC techniques:
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1. the AspectJ solution, which is the most commonly used technique,

2. techniques that have been applied to that service in related work, and

3. techniques that support a better task division than the techniques above. In
this context, we discuss Aspect Integration Contracts for the composition
of security services, and Aspectual Dependencies for the composition of the
transaction service.

An overview of the specific techniques that are applied to the middleware services
are described in Table 4.2.

Middleware services
Technique Transactions Security
AspectJ X X
AspectJ with XPI X
AspectJ with annotations cfr JBoss X
JBoss AOP X cfr AspectJ
JBoss AOP annotations X X
CaesarJ X X
CAM/DAOP X X
DyMAC basic AOC model X X
Aspectual Dependencies X
Aspect-specific AIC X
Generic AIC X

Table 4.2: Overview of discussed AOC techniques

The section is structured as follows. For each service, we first briefly describe
the middleware service. Second, we discuss different approaches to compose the
application with the service using different AOC techniques. Third, we establish
which type of AOC relationship is used for each approach, and we evaluate the
achieved separation of concerns with that type of relationship in terms of decou-
pling and appropriate task division.

4.4.4.1 Transactions

Software transactions ensure data integrity in case of concurrent access or failure:
after recovery, the data will be in a consistent state. Software transactions rely
on three standard operations: begin, commit and abort. Each transaction groups
together a number of operations on transactional objects, that are encapsulat-
ing application data. The composition of application objects with the transaction
service is achieved by calling the begin, commit and abort operation at the ap-
propriate places in the application code (underlined in following code examples).
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This composition is also called transaction demarcation. Transaction demarcation
is a crosscutting concern, as illustrated in Listing 4.12, that one wants to untangle
from the component implementation.

Support for transactions with demarcation based on method executions is sat-
isfactory for most of the applications. Such demarcation is a generic composition
pattern that begins the transaction at the start of the method and commits when
the methods returns without an exception. The transaction aborts in case of an
exception. The result is a transactional method.

There are two important constraints on the role division for implementing
transaction management in a distributed application. The implementation of the
complex, generic composition patterns for method-based demarcation is the task
of the middleware vendor, which is specialized in the development of (reusable)
middleware services. The application-specific composition of such reusable demar-
cation patterns – on the methods of application components – should be speci-
fied by the component developer, because the required transaction support for a
method depends on its internal implementation.

Middleware containers have a built-in transaction service, that implements the
generic composition patterns, as well as have declarative composition support for
transactional methods. Such support has been widely used, e.g. in EJB [Sun01]
and .NET. Despite of the performance drawbacks, the reduced development ef-
forts for transactional methods are often considered more beneficial. However, the
implementation of this built-in service in the container is complex and hard to
modularize for the middleware developer.

AO-middleware can modularize this built-in service as a reusable library, while
still supporting declarative composition. As illustrated in Section 3.2.3.4, an aspect
library supports to define (reusable) around advice that call the begin, commit
and abort operations of transactions, thus offering a reusable composition pat-
tern. These around advice can be composed with method executions, by means
of AO-composition, to enforce the desired transactional behavior for those meth-
ods [KG02].

We illustrate multiple approaches to AO-composition between application and
transaction management. A first set are middleware frameworks with support
for AO-composition of middleware services: JBoss AOP, DyMAC, and CAM/-
DAOP. A second set of approaches offers language support for AO-composition:
AspectJ [KHH+01] and CaesarJ [MO03].

We use examples based on the banking application defined in section 3.2. We
focus on the business component, BasicBanking, which is a component offering
operations to manage checking accounts, and execute financial transactions. Each
financial transaction involves updating multiple data sources, but also involves
updating the same data by multiple concurrent clients. For example, the trans-
fer operation of BasicBanking with the transaction demarcation (underlined) is
illustrated in Listing 4.12.
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Listing 4.12: Typical transaction demarcation for the transfer operation
method transfer

begin transaction

c r e d i t source account
deb i t d e s t i n a t i o n account
update t r an sa c t i on l o g s

commit transaction
on error: abort transaction

end method

Listing 4.13: The abstract transaction aspect in AspectJ
abstract aspect TransactionMgmt{

abstract pointcut txs();

around : t r a n s a c t i o n s ( ){
//Get ongoing transact ion ,
//or create new one when previous i s nu l l .
Transact ion tx = TxManager . getTransact ion ( ) ;
try{
tx.begin();

proceed ( ) ;
//commit on success
tx.commit();

}
catch ( SystemException e ){
// ro l l b a c k on except ion
tx.abort();

}
}
}

AspectJ. AspectJ supports abstract aspects with abstract pointcuts to define
libraries with reusable advice. An inheriting aspect defines the concrete pointcut
to bind the aspect behavior to a concrete set of Java classes.

The provider of the TransactionMgmt aspect uses abstract aspects to deal
with the modularization of the generic demarcation in a reusable aspect [KG02].
Such an abstract aspect is provided as a built-in service in the aspect library of
an AO-middleware platform. The application composer deals with the binding of
the transaction aspect on the BasicBanking component by means of an inheriting
aspect that specifies the transactional methods. We illustrate the abstract and
concrete aspect for transaction management in Listings 4.13 and 4.14. Pointcuts
are highlighted in bold, the transaction demarcation pattern is underlined. We
define the BasicBanking class with the core application logic in Listing 4.15.

JBoss AOP. JBoss AOP is an AO-middleware approach that defines aspects
as pure Java classes. Advice methods are methods that have a special signature.
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Listing 4.14: The concrete transaction aspect in AspectJ
aspect BankingTransactionMgmt extends TransactionMgmt{
pointcut txs(): execution( * BasicBanking.transfer(..));
}

Listing 4.15: BasicBanking base module in Java
public c lass BasicBanking{

EntityManager em;
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){

// c r ed i t source account
Account acc1 = em. f i nd ( Account . class , from ) ;
acc1 . withdraw (amnt ) ;
// deb i t des t ina t ion account
Account acc2 = em. f i nd ( Account . class , to ) ;
acc2 . depos i t (amnt ) ;
//add entry to transact ion log
TxLog t x l = new TxLog( from , to , amnt ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( t x l ) ;

}
}

Aspects can provide multiple advice methods. The binding of the aspects with
the other classes is defined in separate XML-based composition descriptors. The
classes with the advice methods can therefore be provided as a reusable aspect li-
brary, and thus as a modular, built-in service in an AO-middleware platform. The
provider of the TransactionAspect can thus modularize the transactional behavior
as a reusable aspect that provides the aroundtx advice method, as illustrated in
Listing 4.16. We discuss three approaches to the composition of the transaction as-
pect with the BasicBanking component: an AO-composition based on the method
names, an AO-composition based on annotations, and an AO-composition with
explicit calls in the base component.

AO-composition based on method names. In the first approach, the
XML-based composition descriptor of the banking application defines pointcuts
based on the method names of the methods where transactional behavior must
be applied (illustrated in bold in Listing 4.17). This composition description is
specified by the application composer or deployer. The implementation of the
BasicBanking class is similar as in the AspectJ approach (Listing 4.15).

AO-composition based on annotations. In the second approach, the
provider of the transaction management aspect defines a pointcut that selects
any method that is annotated with ”@Tx” (highlighted in bold in Listing 4.18).
This pointcut is considered part of the public interface specification of the trans-
action aspect library. The base component provider composes his software module
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Listing 4.16: Reusable transaction aspect in JBoss AOP
class Transact ionAspect{
public ob j e c t aroundtx ( Invocat ion invoca t i on ){
//Get ongoing transact ion ,
//or create new one when previous i s nu l l .
Transact ion tx = TxManager . getTransact ion ( ) ;
try{
tx.begin();

i nvoca t i on . proceed ( ) ;
tx.commit(); //commit on succes

}
catch ( Exception e ){
tx.abort(); // ro l l b a c k on except ion

}
}}

Listing 4.17: JBoss approach 1: AOC based on the method name
<bind pointcut=”* * BasicBanking−>transfer(..)”>

<advice aspect=” Transact ionAspect ” name=” aroundtx ”/>
</bind >

with this transaction aspect library by importing the library and annotating the
signature of his methods with the ”@Tx” annotation. This means he is depending
on this provided pointcut in the aspect’s interface, and thus has a dependency
towards that concrete aspect module (illustrated in italic in Listing 4.19). The
implementation of the transfer operation of the BasicBanking class is similar as
in the AspectJ approach (Listing 4.15).

Explicit call to the aspect-based transaction service. The third ap-
proach is based on the JBoss aspect that implements the transaction service in
the EJB container of the JBoss application server [JBo08b]. This approach is
similar to the previous approach, but the composition also introduces an explicit
configuration call to the transaction service in the implementation of the base com-
ponent. This call to the transaction service triggers a rollback of the transaction.
This approach is illustrated in Listing 4.20.

The reason for this explicit call is the use of application-specific exceptions that
do not inherit from SystemException (e.g. InvalidAmountException). Therefore,

Listing 4.18: JBoss approach 2: AOC based on the transaction annotation
<bind pointcut=”@Tx * * *−>*(..)”>

<advice aspect=” Transact ionAspect ” name=” aroundtx ”/>
</bind >
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Listing 4.19: The transaction annotation on the method specification
import org.jboss.aspects.tx.*;
public c lass BasicBanking{
@Tx
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){

. . .
}
}

Listing 4.20: The BasicBanking base module with explicit rollback
public c lass BasicBanking{

EntityManager em;

@Tx
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){

try{
// c r ed i t source account
Account acc1 = em. f i nd ( Account . class , from ) ;
acc1 . withdraw (amnt ) ;
// deb i t des t ina t ion account
Account acc2 = em. f i nd ( Account . class , to ) ;
acc2 . depos i t (amnt ) ;
//add entry to transact ion log
TxLog t x l = new TxLog( from , to , amnt ) ;
em . p e r s i s t ( t x l ) ;

}catch ( InvalidAmountException ex ){
TxManager.setRollBack();

}
}

the around advice with the demarcation pattern can not trigger the rollback of
the transaction, because it only supports exceptions that inherit from SystemEx-
ception. This restriction is required by the EJB specification [Sun01]. However,
the other demarcation operations are still called by the around advice. The base
developer does not have to implement the complete demarcation pattern in the
application logic.

DyMAC’s basic AOC model. The basic AO-composition model of DyMAC
supports a similar approach as the first JBoss approach. The AO-composition
is based on implicit interfaces in the base component. The application composer
or deployer defines an AO-composition in the application descriptor between the
transactional operations of the base components and a reusable aspect-component
that implements the transaction demarcation in an around advice.

DyMAC’s Aspectual Dependencies. The composition model of DyMAC
also offers support for more advanced separation of concerns between component
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Listing 4.21: Interface of the BasicBanking component
interface IBasicBanking{

. . .
void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt ) ;
}

Listing 4.22: Interface of the aspect-component TransactionMgmtAspect
interface ITransactionMgmtAspect{

// the provided advice method
void aroundtx ( RuntimeJoinpoint r jp ) ;
//provided methods for oo composition
St r ing getTxId ( ) ;
void beginTx ( ComponentInstance c ,

MethodMessage msg , S t r ing id ) ;
void commitTx( ComponentInstance c ,

MethodMessage msg , S t r ing id ) ;
void abortTx ( ComponentInstance c ,

MethodMessage msg , S t r ing id ) ;}

developer, application composer, and middleware vendor by means of Aspectual
Dependencies, which we illustrate now.

First we illustrate the provided interface of the BasicBanking component and
we discuss the aspectual middleware service TransactionMgmtAspect. Next, we
illustrate the definition of the Aspectual Dependency in the base component. Fi-
nally we illustrate the composition specification of the required aspects and the
additional aspects.

The BasicBanking component provides the operations that can be executed in
the webbanking environment: e.g. transferring money (Listing 4.21).

The TransactionMgmtAspect provides an advice-method aroundtx that can be
executed around operations to manage the transactional behavior. It also provides
the begin, commit and abort operation, in case the application developer wants to
define the transaction demarcation in a more fine-grained, optimized way inside his
code. The implementation of this aspectual middleware service is specified in the
class TransactionMgmtAspectImpl : it starts a transaction before the operation,
then proceeds, then commits after the operation or aborts in case of an excep-
tion. We illustrate the interface and implementation of the aspect in listings 4.22
and 4.23.

The provider of the BasicBanking component defines Aspectual Dependen-
cies for the required aspects, for instance the required transaction support. Con-
cretely, the Aspectual Dependency in the component specification in Listing 4.24
expresses that the BasicBanking component requires a transaction around the
transfer method.

In this approach, the component developer specifies which methods require
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Listing 4.23: Implementation of the aspect-component TransactionMgmtAspect
class TransactionMgmtAspectImpl :

ITransactionMgmtAspect , ComponentInstance{
public void aroundtx ( RuntimeJoinpoint r jp ){

ComponentInstance c = r jp . Ca l l e e . In s tance ;
MethodMessage msg = r jp . Message ;
S t r ing id = getTxId ( ) ;
try{

beginTx(c, msg, id);

r j p . proceed ( ) ;
commitTx(c, msg, id);

} catch {
abortTx(c, msg, id);

throw ;}}}

Listing 4.24: The Aspectual Dependency for the transaction management aspect
Component BasicBanking{

. . .
Aspectual−dependency t r a n s a c t i o n s {

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion
I n t e r f a c e : IBasicBanking
S ignature : ∗ t r a n s f e r ( . . ) ; }

RequiredAdvice{
Aspec t In t e r f a c e : ITransactionMgmtAspect ;
AdviceMethod : aroundtx ;
AdviceType : Around ;

}
}

}

transaction support by means of Aspectual Dependencies. Thus the person who
provides the component also specifies the transactional methods, which is the
appropriate approach to separation of concerns for transaction management.

The application deployer needs to fulfill the Aspectual Dependency that is de-
fined in the specification of the BasicBanking component. We illustrate the compo-
sition of the transaction dependency with the TransactionMgmtAspect component
in Listing 4.25. This component is typically provided by the middleware vendor.

CaesarJ. CaesarJ offers the concept of provided and expected methods in the
aspect collaboration interfaces. These interfaces define the interfaces for OO-
composition between the object-based components (see TransactionProtocol in
Listing 4.26). Provided methods are implemented in the aspect implementation,
which is developed by the provider of an aspect library (TransactionProtocolImpl
in Listing 4.27). Expected methods are implemented in the aspect binding, which
is developed by the creator of the banking application. An advice can not be spec-
ified in the collaboration interface. It is always specified and implemented in the
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Listing 4.25: The binding of the Aspectual Dependency
Appl i cat ion BankingAppl icat ion{

. . .
Aspectual−dependency−binding {
Dependency : BasicBanking . t r a n s a c t i o n s ;
Component : TransactionMgmtAspect ;
}
. . .

Listing 4.26: The collaboration interface in CaesarJ
interface Transact ionProtoco l {

interface Transact iona lObject {}
interface TransactionMgmt{

provided St r ing getCurrentTxId ( ) ;
provided begin ( St r ing id ) ;
provided commit ( St r ing id ) ;
provided abort ( S t r ing id ) ;}}

aspect binding (TransactionProtocolBinding in Listing 4.29). This binding also
composes the aspect with the base modules (e.g. the base module BasicBanking
in Listing 4.28). Aspect implementations in CaesarJ are explicitly deployed to link
them to a certain aspect binding, as illustrated in Listing 4.30.

CaesarJ does not support the specification of advice in the provided interface
of the advising component or the specification of a required aspect in the advised
component.

The composition of the transaction service can be decoupled from the applica-
tion code. An around advice implements the generic demarcation pattern in the
aspect binding (underlined in Listing 4.29). This advice is composed by means
of a pointcut on the method name, also defined in the aspect binding (bold in
Listing 4.29). However the around advice with the generic demarcation pattern –
that deals with the complex composition of transaction demarcation – has to be
specified and implemented in the binding, thus by each composer or deployer of
an application that needs transactional behavior. It is not possible to provide a
reusable around advice in the aspect implementation. Therefore there is no sup-
port to define a reusable, generic around advice for method-based demarcation in
the aspect library, which should be supported by the (expert) middleware vendor.

CAM/DAOP. CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05] is an aspect-component frame-
work which supports two component types: OO-components providing normal
methods, and aspect-components providing advice. AO-compositions are defined
as pointcut-advice specifications in XML files, and bind the advices of the aspect-
components to a set of provided methods in the OO-components. Aspect-components
in CAM/DAOP do not support around advice – only before, after and after-
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Listing 4.27: The aspect implementation in CaesarJ
// aspect implementation
class Transact ionProtoco l Impl

implements Transact ionProtoco l {

class TransactionMgmt{
//implements provided methods

}}

Listing 4.28: The base component BasicBanking in CaesarJ
class BasicBanking{
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){
// implementation of t rans f e r method
}
}

Listing 4.29: The aspect binding in CaesarJ
// aspect binding
class Transact ionProtoco lBinding

binds Transact ionProtoco l {
class Transact ionalBas icBanking

binds Transact iona lObject
wraps BasicBanking{

ITransactionMgmt txMgmt ;
pointcut transactions(): execution( * *.transfer(..));
around ( ) : t r a n s a c t i o n s ( ){
//Get ongoing transact ion ,
//or create new one when previous i s nu l l .
St r ing tx = getCurrentTxId ( ) ;
try{

begin(tx);

proceed ( ) ;
//commit on succes
commit(tx);

}
catch ( Exception e ){

// ro l l b a c k on except ion
abort(tx);

}
}}

Listing 4.30: Aspect Deployment in CaesarJ
deployed class CTP
extends Tranact ionProtocol<Transact ionProtoco lBinding ,

Transact ionProtocol Impl >{};
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throwing advice is supported. As a result, a reusable around advice with the generic
demarcation pattern for transactional methods cannot be provided in an aspect
library. Therefore the AO-composition of the transaction management has to be
specified in terms of before, after and after-throwing advice, which are composed
by means of three AO-compositions: respectively one for starting, committing and
aborting the transactions. This involves a more complex composition between the
application logic and middleware service, which also has to be specified by each
application developer.

Discussion. We conclude the transaction example with discussing the realized
relationship types in each approach, and analyze which approaches offer better
separation of concerns.

Relationship types. The AspectJ solution realizes a relationship with syn-
tactic decoupling. DyMAC’s basic AOC model, CAM/DAOP and CaesarJ can
only advise methods that are explicitly defined in the interfaces of the compo-
nents, and thus realize a relationship with imposed base-structure. The Aspectual
Dependencies approach and JBoss AOP’s annotation-based composition both real-
ize a relationship through requiring the aspect. The JBoss AOP approach without
annotations is similar to the AspectJ solution and thus also offers a relationship
with syntactic decoupling. The JBoss AOP approach that explicitly triggers the
rollback realizes a relationship through calling the aspect.

Evaluation of Separation of Concerns. The AOC relationships with syn-
tactic decoupling or imposed base-structure typically define the methods that need
transaction management in a pointcut outside the context of the base module that
needs transaction management (e.g. the AspectJ approach, the first JBoss AOP
approach with pointcuts based on method names, CAM/DAOP, DyMAC’s basic
AOC model and the CaesarJ approach).

The declaration of the required transaction support however should be done by
the developer of the application component, because the configuration of transac-
tion management is always related to the internal implementation of the method.
This internal implementation should only be known by the developer of the soft-
ware module in case. Therefore, the methods of an application component that
need to be advised by the transaction aspect, need to be specified by the com-
ponent developer. The component developer should never rely on the application
composer or deployer to specify the required transaction management for the com-
ponent [KG02, Ble01].

This separation of concerns requirement is typically realized in a relationship
through requiring the aspect. The composition based on Aspectual Dependencies
in DyMAC or the one based on annotations in JBoss both decouple transaction
demarcation from the implementation of the application module, and define which
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methods need transactional behavior in the declarative specification of the mod-
ule. However, Aspectual Dependencies also modularize the composition logic in a
single pointcut in the component specification, while in the JBoss approach the
annotations are still scattered over the signatures of the operations in the compo-
nent.

Another difference in separation of concerns between the different aspect-
component technologies (DyMAC, CAM/DAOP and CaesarJ) is in the implemen-
tation of the advice for transactional method demarcation. Only DyMAC supports
the specification of a standardized aspect-based interface for a transaction service,
and a reusable third-party implementation by the middleware provider. The Cae-
sarJ approach forces the deployer or the application composer (the one specifying
the binding) to implement the transaction demarcation pattern in an advice. A
similar problem applies to CAM/DAOP. The person specifying the composition
with the application components, must also re-specify the pattern for the trans-
actional method demarcation. The DyMAC approach however allows to offer this
demarcation pattern as a reusable around advice in the aspect library. This makes
it possible that the (expert) middleware vendor can implement this composition
pattern, instead of the application composer or deployer.

Summary. DyMAC’s Aspectual Dependencies improve separation of con-
cerns by decoupling the transaction demarcation pattern into a reusable around
advice, by modularising the composition of this around advice in the component
specification, as well as by enabling appropriate task division between component
developer, application composer and middleware provider.

4.4.4.2 Security: Authentication and Authorization

The security policy of one application can vary depending on the deployment
context. It is the task of the application deployer to configure an appropriate
security policy for his deployment context.

As a an example we take authorization. Authorization services that are inte-
grated in state-of-the-art middleware, such as J2EE and .NET, only support au-
thorization policies with limited expressiveness (as illustrated in Section 3.2.3.2).
These platforms typically enforce only an invocation access policy, which only
takes into account user names or roles, and fails to include application state or
context in the access decision process. Existing non-AO platforms provide an API
to interact with the authorization service and the developer must implement the
application-specific authorization policy in the code. This imperative authoriza-
tion makes it difficult to adapt the access logic to deployment-specific policies.
Different AO-approaches can be used to bind an authorization service to an appli-
cation’s operations and state. However, as it is a deployment-specific concern, the
deployer should specify the AO-composition of the application and the appropriate
deployment-specific authorization service.
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Listing 4.31: Implementation of the BankingSession component
public c lass BankingSess ion{
private Person user ;
public void authent i ca t e ( S t r ing username , St r ing pswd){
// v e r i f y password
// authent ica te sess ion when passwd ok
user = <f e t ch person data>
}
public void createAccount ( St r ing accid , S t r ing owner ){}
public void withdraw ( St r ing accid , double amount ){}
public void depos i t ( S t r ing accid , double amount ){}
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){}
}
class Person{

St r ing username ;
private byte [ ] p r ivatekey ;
S t r ing r o l e ; //( customer or employee )
St r ing name ;
St r ing address ;
}

We take the banking system from the previous subsection as an example. Each
bank is a deployment environment with its own authorization rules, which the
deployer needs to enforce. Listing 4.31 presents the code of the base module. The
BankingSession class is the facade on the application server of the system, and the
only publicly accessible class for the banking clients. It stores information about
the current user after successful authentication, and provides the key methods
implementing the financial operations. The following requirements apply to the
composition of an authorization aspect.

First, the deployer that binds a specific authorization aspect to the application
i) needs to know what the key financial operations are to secure and ii) might
need access to application state related to the current user or current financial
operation. Such application-specific information might be hard to determine at
deploy-time, when the authorization aspect is bound. Therefore, it is beneficial
that the application developer specifies a (stable) provided interface for the au-
thorization aspect.

Second, the application’s state and user credentials that can influence the au-
thorization decision might be highly sensitive. For example, a private key that is
fetched from a key store after authentication can be used to authorize financial
transactions by signing them with that private key. This private key is application
state that should only be accessible by security aspects. Other aspects should not
have access to this sensitive state, e.g. a persistence aspect. In effect, private keys
are never stored on the hard disk in their plain format. They are stored in a key
store, encrypted with the user’s password. The same restriction applies to certain
operations in the application. For example, a password should never be stored in
plain text on a hard drive or in a database, but only in a hashed format. Therefore
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Listing 4.32: Approach 1: the privileged aspect in AspectJ
p r i v i l e g e d aspect Author i zat ion {
Person cur r en tu s e r ;
pointcut user(Person p):

set( * BankingSession.user) && args(p);
a f t e r user ( Person p){

cu r r en tu s e r = p ;}
// access dec i s ion for employees .
pointcut employees: execution( * *.createAccount(..));
around employees ( ){
// eva luate s p e c i f i c author i za t ion po l i cy for employees
}
// access dec i s ion for customers
pointcut customers:
execution( * *.transfer(..)

| | * *.withdraw(..)
| | * *.deposit(..));

around customers ( ){
// eva luate s p e c i f i c author i za t ion po l i cy for customers

}}

the authenticate() operation should not be advised by typical logging, tracing or
persistence aspects.

Aspect-component techniques based on implicit interfaces cannot make such
composition limitations explicit (e.g. DyMAC’s basic AOC model, CaesarJ [MO03],
CAM/DAOP [PFT05], JAsCo [SVJ03], FuseJ [SDFV06] and Spring [Spr08]). There-
fore, we do not discuss these approaches in detail.

Concretely, we’ll illustrate the following approaches. In the first composition we
use a privileged aspect Authorization with pointcuts based on method names and
field names to bind the authorization service to the banking logic. In the second
approach we use an XPI-based composition that establishes a more stable interface
on the base modules of the banking application. For these first two approaches, we
use AspectJ. The third composition uses annotations to define a semantic inter-
face on the base. This is possible with both AspectJ and JBoss AOP, and results
in a similar solution. Therefore we’ll only illustrate this approach with AspectJ.
Fourth, we present a composition based on Generic and Aspect-specific Aspect In-
tegration Contracts. Composition five uses JBossAOP authorization annotations.
Afterwards, we evaluate all approaches on the realized type of AOC relationship
and on the realized separation of concerns.

Approach 1: AspectJ with privileged aspects. In this approach – illus-
trated in Listing 4.32– we define pointcuts that are based on the names in the
signature of methods and private fields. The pointcut to get the user information
captures the set operation on the private field user. The employee operations are
specified by name in the pointcut employees. The customer operations are iterated
by name in the pointcut customers.
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Listing 4.33: Approach 2: AspectJ aspect defining the XPI on BankingSession
// def ined in context of base module
p r i v i l e g e d aspect BankingXPI{
po intcut user ( Person p ) :

s e t ( ∗ BankingSess ion . user ) && args (p ) ;
po intcut employees : execut ion ( ∗ ∗ . createAccount ( . . ) ) ;
po intcut customers : execut ion ( ∗ ∗ . t r a n s f e r ( . . ) | |

∗ ∗ . withdraw ( . . ) | |
∗ ∗ . d epo s i t ( . . ) ) ;

}

Listing 4.34: Approach 2: Authorization aspect using the XPI
p r i v i l e g e d aspect Author i zat ion {
Person cur r en tu s e r ;
a f t e r BankingXPI . user ( Person p){

cu r r en tu s e r = p ;}
// access dec i s ion for employees .
around BankingXPI . employees ( ){
// eva luate s p e c i f i c author i za t ion po l i cy for employees
}
// access dec i s ion for customers
around BankingXPI . customers ( ){
// eva luate s p e c i f i c author i za t ion po l i cy for customers
}}

Approach 2: AspectJ with XPI. XPI is a design approach for AspectJ to
define more stable interfaces for AO-composition. The goal is to hide concrete
implementations details of the base. These XPIs are defined by the base developer
as a declarative specification in the context of his base modules. These XPIs are
defined as generic aspects, that can be used later by any AOC relationship to bind
a specific aspect module. The application deployer can thus use this (aspect-based)
interface to compose a deployment-specific authorization aspect. In this example,
the developer of the base application defines the BankingXPI interface on his
implementation (illustrated in Listing 4.33). It provides a pointcut to capture user
information, customer operations, and employee operations. The deployer uses
these pointcuts in his deployment-specific authorization aspect, as illustrated in
Listing 4.34.

Approach 3: AspectJ with semantic annotations. Information about the
person that can execute the operations can also additionally be provided in the base
as annotations (illustrated in Listing 4.35). The base developer annotates financial
operations as customer- or employee-operations with @customer or @employee.
The current user information is annotated as @user. These annotations give the
deployer additional information about the application in order to bind security-
related middleware aspects such as authorization, encryption or audit logging. But
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Listing 4.35: Approach 3: Semantic annotations on the method specification
public c lass BankingSess ion{
@user
private Person user ;
public void authent i ca t e ( S t r ing username , St r ing passwd ){}
@employee
public void createAccount ( St r ing accid , S t r ing owner ){}
@customer
public void withdraw ( St r ing accid , double amount ){}
@customer
public void depos i t ( S t r ing accid , double amount ){}
@customer
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){}}

Listing 4.36: Approach 3: AOC based on the semantic annotations
p r i v i l e g e d aspect Author i zat ion {
Person cur r en tu s e r ;
pointcut user(Person p): set(@user * * ) && args(p);
a f t e r user ( Person p){

cu r r en tu s e r = p ;}
pointcut employees: execution(@employee * *.*(..));
around employees ( ){
//implement author i za t ion po l i cy for employees
}
pointcut customers: execution(@customer * *.*(..));
around customers ( ){
//implement author i za t ion po l i cy for customers
}
}

they also abstract the deployer away from code-specific, syntactic details such as
method names and private field names. The annotations provide a more stable
interface towards the deployer to define AO-compositions. The AO-composition of
authorization, based on the semantic annotations, is defined in Listing 4.36. The
pointcuts are highlighted in bold.

Approach 4: DyMAC’s Aspect Integration Contracts. The additional
regulations on the composition of the authorization aspect require explicit provided
interfaces for AO-composition, which is supported by means of Aspect Integration
Contracts in DyMAC. However, such explicit interfaces should not be considered
a strong security measure such as the authentication, authorization or encryption
aspect itself that will be composed on the interface. It is only a development aid,
defined by the base developer, and assisting the composition with the (security
enforcing) security aspects. We first illustrate a solution based on Aspect-specific
AICs, then we illustrate Generic AICs.
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Listing 4.37: Aspect-specific AIC for the BankingSession component (4a)
[ AIC( Defau l tAccess . Deny ) ]
public c lass BankingSess ion{

[ AICState ( ” Author i zat ion ” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
private Person user ;

[ AICBehavior ( ”∗” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
[ AICBehavior ( ” Encryption ” , Access . Allow , Action . Al l ) ]
[ AICBehavior ( ” Logging ” , Access . Deny , Action . Al l ) ]
public void authent i ca t e ( S t r ing username , St r ing pswd){}

[ AICBehavior ( ”∗” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
public void createAccount ( St r ing accid , S t r ing owner ){}

[ AICBehavior ( ”∗” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
public void withdraw ( St r ing accid , double amount ){}

[ AICBehavior ( ”∗” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
public void depos i t ( S t r ing accid , double amount ){}

[ AICBehavior ( ”∗” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){}
}
class Person{

[ AICState ( ” Author i zat ion ” , Access . Allow , Action . In spec t ) ]
private byte [ ] p r ivatekey ;

. . .
}

4a: Aspect-specific AICs. Listing 4.37 illustrates the Aspect-specific AICs
for the following aspects: authorization, logging and encryption. The default con-
tract denies all access by aspects, and is specified as an annotation on the class.
The base developer exports the user of the banking session only to the authoriza-
tion aspect, and only allows to inspect it. The authenticate operation is exported
as read-only to all aspects, except for the encryption aspect, which is allowed to
modify the arguments. The logging aspect is denied all access to this operation.
The other operations – to create accounts and to perform financial operations –
are exported to all aspects as read-only.

4b: Generic AICs. An alternative solution, by means of Generic AICs, is
illustrated in Listing 4.38. The authenticate operation and the user state are sen-
sitive for inspection as well as for modification. Further AO-compositions on these
members – by the application composer or deployer – should therefore be declared
privileged for inspection as well as modification. The operations to create new
accounts and to perform financial operations are declared sensitive for modifica-
tion. Only the AO-compositions that are privileged for modification are allowed to
modify these operations. All other AO-compositions are allowed to inspect these
members.
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Listing 4.38: Approach 4b: Generic AIC for the BankingSession component
Component BankingSess ion{

provided{
create−interface : IBankingSess ionCreate ;
method−interface : IBankingSess ion ;
}
implementation : BankingSess ionImpl ;

aspect−i n t e g r a t i o n {
s e n s i t i v e [ a l l ]{
method : void authent i ca t e ( . . ) ;
s t a t e : Person user ;
}
s e n s i t i v e [ mod i f i c a t i on ]{
method : ∗ createAccount ( . . ) ;
method : ∗ depos i t ( . . ) ;
method : ∗ withdraw ( . . ) ;
method : ∗ t r a n s f e r ( . . ) ;
. . .
}
}
}

Listing 4.39: Approach 5: JBoss Authorization
public c lass BankingSystemSession{

@RolesAllowed ({”employee”})
public void createAccount ( St r ing accid , S t r ing owner ){}
@RolesAllowed ({” customer ”})
public void withdraw ( St r ing accid , double amount ){}
@PermitAll
public void depos i t ( S t r ing accid , double amount ){}
@RolesAllowed ({” customer ”})
public void t r a n s f e r ( S t r ing from , St r ing to , double amnt){}
}

Approach 5: JBoss Authorization annotations. JBoss provides a set of
predefined annotations to configure authorization. The financial operations in the
example in Listing 4.39 are annotated by the base developer using JBoss’s prede-
fined authorization annotations. However, this approach binds a concrete autho-
rization service to the base code, which is hard to change in a concrete deployment
environment. This authorization engine only can enforce general role-based rules,
and cannot deal with application-specific state, such as the amount of a financial
transaction.

Discussion. We conclude the security example with discussing the realized re-
lationship types in each approach, and analyze which approaches offer better sep-
aration of concerns.
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Realized type of AOC relationship. Approach 1, with privileged aspects
in AspectJ offers an AOC relationship with syntactic decoupling. There is no
explicit statement in the base with relation to the authorization aspect or any
generic aspect concept at all. The structure of the base is also not influenced by
the AOC relationship.

Approach 2, AspectJ with XPI, offers an AOC relationship through a generic,
aspect-based interface. It requires the base developer to specify an interface that
is accessible by any aspect. In order to do that he has to specify a generic aspect
BankingXPI, which is an explicit relationship with a generic aspect concept, but
not with a specific aspect module in the AO-middleware. The relationship with
the specific aspect module is realized outside the scope of the base module.

Approach 3, using domain-specific annotations in the code, is similar to the
XPI approach. It defines a more stable semantic interface abstracting from the
implementation details. The annotations are typically defined by the base devel-
oper so that the AO-composition defined by the application composer or deployer
can use these annotations as the provided interface. This approach thus realizes
an AOC relationship with imposed base-structure: the base code is structured in
order to facilitate AO-compositions, but there is no explicit reference to any aspect
concept.

Approach 4a, using Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Contracts, offers an AOC
relationship through exporting to the aspect. The base developer needs to specify
an interface specific for the Authorization aspect. In this specification he defines
an explicit reference to a specific aspect module: i.e. Authorization.

Approach 4b, using Generic Aspect Integration Contracts, offers and AOC re-
lationship through a generic aspect-based interface. This is similar to the XPI
approach: a stable, explicit interface is defined in the specification of the base
components, which can be used by any aspect. The Generic AIC makes use of
pointcuts to specify the members of the component that belong to the explicit
interface. Therefore the AIC is considered aspect-based.

Approach 5, using JBoss authorization annotations, offers an AOC relationship
through specification-level dependencies. It introduces an explicit dependency in
the specification of the base to a specific aspect-module: the JBoss role-based
authorization aspect. The problem is here that the deployer no longer can bind
the authorization policy at deployment time, because the base developer already
hard-wired role-based authorization to his base module.

Obtained Separation of Concerns. Approach 5 using JBoss authorization
annotations fails to realize the separation of concerns between application devel-
opment and deployment-time security configuration. Approach 1 with privileged
aspects fails to abstract the deployer away from internal implementation details
about the application. The base application lacks an explicit and stable inter-
face that the deployer can rely on and therefore has worse separation of concerns.
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Approach 2, 3 and 4 – respectively using XPI, semantic annotations and Aspect
Integration Contracts – all specify a more stable interface in the base that can be
used by aspects. However, Approach 4 offers more control on the set of aspects
that can use this interface, and what their effect is on the base component.

When certain (sensitive) members of the base module only should be accessed
by a limited set of privileged aspects, e.g. security aspects of trusted developers,
Generic Aspect Integration Contracts offer the expressive power to define an in-
terface specific for that group of developers. The interference with the internal
implementation can thus be restricted to a specific subset of aspects and develop-
ers that are declared privileged. This set of privileged aspects is specified for each
deployment environment by the application deployer.

Aspect-specific AICs (approach 4a) can further limit the set of aspects to one
specific aspect that can make use of the explicit interface. Such approach can for
example be used for known aspects that are built in by the middleware provider,
or application-specific aspects that are created by the same development team as
the base developer. (e.g. a known authorization aspect)

Summary. Aspect Integration Contracts offer improved separation of con-
cerns for the composition of security aspects. The composition requirements that
we defined are both supported.

Generic Aspect Integration Contracts specify a subset of sensitive operations in
the base component. The deployer can bind a privileged aspect to these sensitive
operations that deals with the deployment-specific authorization.

Aspect-specific Aspect Integration Contracts offer most fine-grained control for
interference between aspects and the base components. The base developer can
export different subsets of the state and behavior to specific aspects, and make
distinction between inspection and modification. In such way, well-known trusted
aspects in the middleware, such as the built-in security services of the middleware
developer, or aspects created by the base developer, can access sensitive state and
behavior in a controlled way.

4.4.4.3 Revisiting Separation of Concerns

Considering the results from the previous section, we conclude that involving the
base developer in the AOC relationship can result in better separation of con-
cerns. For example, Aspect Integration Contracts in the base component improve
task division for the composition of security services. Aspectual Dependencies in
the base component improve the task division for the composition of transaction
management.

The reason for these results is to find in the original meaning of separation
of concerns. Separation of concerns is also – if not mainly – about appropriate
task division between the different roles and experts in the development process.
This division should be reflected in the modular design. High cohesion within
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modules and loose coupling between modules is fundamental to modular design
in software. However, the original meaning of modular design was expressed in
terms of information hiding and providing a stable interface on the implementation
details (the details that are more likely to change).

Achieving low coupling is often realized by reducing dependencies between
modules. AO-middleware platforms can reduce explicit dependencies in the base
module through the mechanism of AO-composition. However, several dependen-
cies do specify required modules that are essential for the correct behavior of the
base module. If the (ordinary) OO-composition with such an essential module is
a crosscutting concern, then creating an AOC relationship with complete syntac-
tic decoupling would offer lower coupling at the price of removing the explicit
dependency. An AOC relationship through specification-level dependencies, e.g.
by means of Aspectual Dependencies, can remove the crosscutting composition
from the implementation and realize it by means of declarative composition in the
specification of the base module.

The AO-systems that do not involve the base developer in the AOC relation-
ship between base modules and aspects can also result in AO-compositions that
depend on internal implementations of the base module. This results in a less sta-
ble interface between the modules. Furthermore, a good task division sometimes
requires that the base developer deals with some of the concerns in the context
of his base module. For example, transaction configuration must be specified by
the component developer; some one who knows about the implementation of the
component. Transaction configuration depends on the way a component is im-
plemented. Some AO-solutions for transaction composition do not respect this
separation of concerns requirement, and therefore result in worse separation of
concerns. In effect, there is a third-party composition that has an (implicit) de-
pendency on the implementation of the component. In summary, such a solution
has a less stable interface between the modules, and a bad division of the tasks,
and thus worse separation of concerns.

The middleware services in the evaluation illustrate that the different levels of
decoupling in the taxonomy are necessary modalities when one wants to achieve
appropriate separation of concerns. Some of the AO-composition relationships re-
sult in better separation of concerns when the solution with a weaker form of
syntactic decoupling is chosen.

This conclusion contradicts the proposition that more obliviousness does always
mean better AO-systems with better separation of concerns [FF00]. We argue that
more obliviousness does not always mean better AO-systems.

Literally, obliviousness means the condition of being uninformed or unaware.
In an aspect-oriented programming system, obliviousness means that the places
where aspects are applied, did not have to be specifically prepared to receive these
enhancements [FF00]. Obliviousness states that you can’t tell that the aspect code
will execute by examining the body of the base code [FF00, FECA04]. Such a
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definition is very code centric - which makes the obliviousness property very black
or white: there is a statement in the base module or there is none. Obliviousness
has also been defined as program as you always did and we’ll add the aspects
later [FECA04]. Systems where the base developer is exposed to the aspect system,
are considered to offer incomplete obliviousness. It has frequently been assumed
that obliviousness systematically yields better AOP systems, even though some
of the definitions even suggest total unawareness about the features and semantic
dependencies that aspects implement.

When we consider the levels of decoupling in the different types of AOC rela-
tionships in our taxonomy, they evolve from complete (syntactic) decoupling in the
base (relationship with syntactic obliviousness) towards incomplete obliviousness
(a relationship where the base is calling the aspect). The different types of AOC
relationships we present, unambiguously describe different shades of gray between
syntactic and incomplete obliviousness in terms of four properties that affect the
level of decoupling. The results show that these weaker levels of decoupling, with
aspect-related statements in the context of the base module, can improve sepa-
ration of concerns depending on the task at hand, and thus can result in better
AO-systems.

4.5 Related Work

In this section we discuss other related work on interfaces and interference between
base and aspects. First we discuss related work with support for explicit interfaces
for aspects. Then we discuss other approaches to classify and control interference
between base and aspects.

Interfaces for aspects. In the previous sections, we have already discussed
different approaches in related work on provided interfaces for aspects, including
implicit interfaces (e.g. CaesarJ [MO03], CAM/DAOP [PFT05], JAsCo [SVJ03],
FuseJ [SDFV06] and Spring [Spr08]), as well as explicit interfaces (e.g. Open Mod-
ules [Ald05] and XPI [GSS+06]). These approaches are all applicable in a middle-
ware context. Adaptive Programming with Demeter Interfaces, by Skotiniotis et
al. [SPL06], is also related to these approaches. Demeter Interfaces define explicit
provided interfaces for Adaptive Programming, which is also a modularization
technique that supports advanced modularization of concerns. However, Adaptive
Programming focuses on advanced modularization of traversal related concerns
over data-structures in object-oriented programs. The behavior that must be ex-
ecuted when traversing the data structure is defined through specialized visitors.
A well-known example of such programs is a compiler, which requires modulariza-
tion of features such as type-checking, data-flow analysis and code output. With
Adaptive Programming, such features can be modularized as an (object-oriented)
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visitor that travels over the abstract syntax tree – i.e. the data-structure represent-
ing the program within the compiler. Such visitors provide before, after and return
behavior, which is executed when the visitor respectively enters a node, leaves a
node or returns from a node in the tree-based data-structure. The Traversal Spec-
ification defines on which entities in the data structure a visitor must be applied,
and which behavior must be executed. Such specification selects the entities in the
data-structure in terms of the Demeter Interface, which is an interface abstraction
over the concrete implementation of the data structure. This interface abstraction
supports evolution scenarios in the implementation of the object-oriented data
structure such as the introduction of new classes between existing entities - e.g.
in the inheritance tree, or in between class relations. Because the Traversal Spec-
ification – i.e. the composition of the visitors on the data structure – is defined
in terms of the Demeter interface, it only has to be changed when the Demeter
interface changes. The Demeter Interface is thus an explicit provided interface
that can be used by advanced – aspect-alike – composition logic in the Traversal
Specifications.

Other related work on interfaces for aspects supports the specification of re-
quired interfaces for aspects, such as Aspect Requirements by Douence et al. [DFS04].
Douence et al. discuss different language features for the composition, reuse and
interaction analysis of aspects, defined upon a generic framework for the formal
definition and interaction analysis of aspects. One of these features is the support
for Aspect Requirements, a means to define applicability conditions for aspects.
Aspect Requirements define explicit requirements on the base programs, and thus
are part of the aspect’s required interface towards the base modules. The ratio-
nale behind this approach is that an aspect is not valid for all base programs,
but only for some, because it relies on certain implicit context conditions. Aspect
Requirements make these context conditions explicit, and thus define which base
programs are supported by the aspect. The rationale behind this approach is that
making dependencies explicit results in safer, robust compositions. This is also the
rationale behind Aspectual Dependencies in DyMAC.

Aspect Requirements can be expressed as a second companion aspect. This is
an additional aspect that defines sequences of joinpoints that must be generated
by base programs in order to apply the first, original aspect. This approach to
define a required interface is in some way similar to the XPI approach, which is
also based on a companion aspect. However, XPIs define a provided interface for
the base modules.

Finally, Aspect-aware Interfaces by Kiczales et al. [KM05] define interfaces for
software modules in an aspect-oriented software system. These interfaces are com-
puted after that the modules have been composed with aspects. The rationale
behind this approach is that the complete interface of a module can only be deter-
mined once the complete composition of all modules in the final system is known.
The authors state that aspects cut new interfaces through the modules on which
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they are applied. The members in the interface of the module must then be ex-
tended with the advice that has been applied to those members. For example, the
composition of an Authorization aspect on a BasicBanking module would result
in the following interfaces for BasicBanking and Authorization:
BasicBanking{

. . .
void t r a n s f e r ( Str ing , Str ing , double ) :

Author i zat ion − around execut ion Author i zat ion . s e n s i t i v e ( ) ;
void withdraw ( Str ing , double ) :

Author i zat ion − around execut ion Author i zat ion . s e n s i t i v e ( ) ;
}
Author izat ion {

around execut ion : Author i zat ion . s e n s i t i v e ( ) :
BasicBanking . t r a n s f e r ( Str ing , Str ing , double ) ,
BasicBanking . withdraw ( Str ing , double ) ;

}

Aspect-aware Interfaces thus define abstractions of the behavior of the overall
software system. However, our opinion is that this definition of interfaces is not
applicable in component-based development of software systems. An interface of
a component is a predefined3 abstraction of the implementation of the module
and defines how the module can be reused and composed in a third-party soft-
ware system. Aspect-aware Interfaces are computed after the composition between
the different modules. Nevertheless, Aspect-aware Interfaces could serve a certain
function in a component-based system. More concretely, Aspect-aware Interfaces
could define the interface of a composite component that encapsulates a set of base
modules and a set of aspects composed on those base modules.

Controlling base-aspect interference. In Section 4.2.2, we discussed that
Aspect-specific AIC’s offer a very fine-grained way of controlling interference be-
tween base and aspects, on a per aspect basis. Controlling interference is expressed
in terms of allowing or prohibiting the inspection and modification of state mem-
bers as well as behavioral members of the base. More coarse-grained control of
interference is possible by means of default contracts per base entity, or by means
of Generic AIC’s. Generic AIC’s support to control base-aspect interference based
on sensitivity of the members that are accessed. Sensitivity of the members is a
property specified by the developer of the base component, and it can apply to
inspection by the aspects as well as modification. If an aspect accesses sensitive
members, the aspect must be declared privileged by the deployer.

Other approaches in related work offer different classifications of aspects to
control interference in a more coarse-grained way. These classifications are based
on the behavior of the aspect, and on how the aspect may influence the properties
of the base concerns. Sihman and Katz [SK03] categorize aspects into:

• Spectative: those only observing the behavior of the base;
3Note that interfaces are often even defined before the actual implementation of the module.

An interface can even be a predefined standard of which multiple implementations exist.
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• Regulative: those that may enforce constraints, e.g., contracts, in addition
to observing, but without adding additional state or behavior into the base
concerns’ control flow;

• Invasive: those that add additional state or behavior into the base concerns’
control flow.

Clifton and Leavens [CL02] propose a similar categorization into observers and
assistants, which are analogous to spectative and invasive aspects in Sihman’s and
Katz’s categorization. These categorizations thus classify the influence of aspects
on the base into two categories: non-invasive aspects that only inspect the base and
invasive aspects that also modify the base. In these approaches, invasive aspects
are considered to be potentially more harmful than non-invasive aspects. This
assumption is also present in the distinction between harmful and harmless advice
in the work of Dantas and Walker [DW06]. Clifton and Leavens [CL02] support
that base modules can accept or deny interference by harmful, invasive aspects.
Other approaches always deny harmful aspects.

Such coarse-grained distinction and control of interference is also supported by
Aspect Integration Contracts, as it supports default contracts that allow or deny
inspection and/or modification by all aspects. A default contract that allows or
denies modification is similar to the approach discussed above that can accept or
deny invasive aspects.

However, the sensitivity property defined in Generic AICs – and the associated
status of privileged for the aspects composed on those members – is orthogonal to
the distinction between harmless inspection and harmful modification. Indeed, as
discussed in the introduction, aspects can be harmful, even if they only inspect (e.g.
inspection of the balance of an account). Aspect Integration Contracts support to
control the interference between base and aspects based on a sensitive interface,
that is specified in terms of inspection as well as modification of members, and
that is specified explicitly by the base developer.

The distinction between privileged aspects and non-privileged aspects in Dy-
MAC is thus orthogonal to the distinction between invasive or non-invasive aspects
as discussed above. Instead, our distinction is based on domain knowledge of the
application developer, which is reflected in the explicit, sensitive interface. Note
that our distinction is also orthogonal to privileged and non-privileged aspects in
AspectJ, which is only based on access to a private member. The private property
of members is part of the object-based interface of the module, which is an implicit
interface for the aspects – as we discussed in the first section of this chapter.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a set of new interfacing concepts for AO-
composition between advising and advised modules by means of explicit specifica-
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tion of essential dependencies (as Aspectual Dependencies) and provided interfaces
(as Aspect Integration Contracts). Application components on AO-middleware
must be able to articulate such essential dependencies and provided interfaces for
AO-composition to achieve correct separation of concerns. This includes 1) realiz-
ing stable interfaces to abstract implementation details, 2) appropriate decoupling
of modules, but 3) also appropriate task division between the different roles in the
development process. Aspect Integration Contracts and Aspectual Dependencies
offer a solution to this challenge, which we have illustrated for security services
and transaction management.
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Chapter 5

Distributed AO-Composition

In this chapter we present DyMAC’s distributed aspect-component model. This
component model for distributed computing is an extension to the DyMAC (local)
unified component model presented in the previous chapter. The extension intro-
duces distributed AO-composition to the component model, to support non-local
aspect-based composition.

The extension for distributed AO-composition offers the following features for
distributed computing, to support modularizing complex distributed compositions:
advanced remote pointcuts and transparent remote advice. The remote pointcuts
can evaluate on calls and executions of remote method invocations and can also
evaluate on the distributed and component-related context. The remote advice can
be executed transparently in a remote environment while still respecting the full
semantics of existing types of advice, including around advice. Furthermore, the
distributed aspect-component model extends the unification in the local DyMAC
model to achieve unification of remote entities as well as remote interactions.

DyMAC middleware thus extends the concepts of aspect-oriented composi-
tion, presented in the previous chapter, to distributed computing. The goal of
the distributed AO-composition model is to offer advanced separation of concerns
of distributed composition logic by decoupling and modularizing the composition
logic into modular composition specifications. The contribution of distributed AO-
composition is to support expressive abstractions for complex compositions that
involve dependencies between multiple components residing in different contexts
and locations in the network.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the next section we refine the prob-
lem statement and motivate why transparent distributed composition of aspect-
components should be an important feature of AO-middleware. Section 2 describes
the distributed aspect-component model of our solution, the DyMAC middleware.
Section 3 illustrates the implementation of the e-finance case study on top of the
DyMAC prototype. Section 4 evaluates and discusses the challenges and require-
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ments (as introduced in Section 1.3) that we achieved, such as powerfulness and
expressiveness. We discuss related work in Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6.

5.1 Problem Illustration

To illustrate the problem statement and to illustrate the requirements for the solu-
tion we propose, we revisit the e-finance case study. We focus on the components
of the banking application that manage checking accounts and offer support to
perform transactions on the checking accounts. The component with the core ap-
plication logic is BasicBanking, which is a component offering operations to create
new checking accounts, and execute transactions: withdrawals, deposits and trans-
fers. This component is located at the application server. The employees at the
branch offices use the EmployeeClient component at their workstations to handle
the requests of the customers to create a new checking account or perform a trans-
action. The clients send the requested operations to the BasicBanking component
at the application server. We have depicted the deployment view of the application
in Figure 5.1. It also describes the set of additional middleware services that are
part of the application.

1. A client-side, local service CredentialGathering asking the employees for cre-
dentials, before the EmployeeClient component starts up.

2. An authentication service to authenticate the credentials of the employees
and to add an authentication token to their execution context. This authen-
tication service is located at the central authentication server and is called
after the client has provided his credentials.

3. An authorization service at a central authorization server that verifies the
application-level rights associated with the authenticated user. This autho-
rization server is called before the execution of a remote method invocation
on the BasicBanking component.

4. A load-balancing and fail-over service to increase availability of the banking
system. This service delegates the calls of the clients to one of the application
servers, based on the load or availability of the servers. It is located at a
dedicated server (typically called a reverse proxy-server).

5. A security logging service at the central audit server that keeps track of all
authentication and authorization attempts and of the results.

These services described above are typically deployed in the final production en-
vironment. During the implementation process, the developer of the distributed
system is also faced with the complexity and invisibility of the interactions in the
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distributed software system. Therefore, the middleware also has to support moni-
toring and debugging of the interactions in the executing distributed system. The
following two services assist the development of the application, and are thus only
deployed into the distributed system at development time:

1. A distributed monitoring service that monitors and visualizes the different
users, the different hosts in the distributed system, the deployed components
and the distributed interactions.

2. A distributed debugging service that supports breakpoints on the distributed
interactions and also supports inspection of the interaction context.

Figure 5.1: The deployment architecture of the banking application

Decoupling and modularizing the composition logic of these middleware ser-
vices should solve the problem of crosscutting calls to the services in the core
application components, and should allow a clean separation of concerns as well
as better reuse of the components. Therefore, the component and composition
model as introduced in the previous chapter, should also support non-local en-
tities and interactions. It needs to extend the pointcut-advice model to support
(advanced) remote pointcuts as well as transparent remote advice with full se-
mantics. Furthermore, both aspects and components should comply with a unified
distributed component model that supports recursive distributed AO-composition:
remote aspect-components can be advised remotely by other aspect-components.

We motivate and refine these key features with illustrations from the example.

I. Advanced remote pointcuts.

1. Remote pointcuts that are able to refer to joinpoints before and after call-
ing and executing remote method invocations in a distributed system. This
notion extends the kind of the joinpoint for distributed systems. E.g. for the
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load balancing service: whenever a client machine calls the BasicBanking
component, load balancing advice should be called before that call.

2. Remote pointcuts that can evaluate over the contextual properties related
to the components involved: the calling and receiving component name, the
interface of the receiving component or the dependency name of the send-
ing component. E.g. for the authorization service: it has to be called each
time a method is executed at the BasicBanking component. But this service
is duplicated for load balancing as different components and has different
names. By using the interface of the component as contextual property of
the receiving component, all duplicated BasicBanking components can be
captured in one pointcut.

3. Remote pointcuts that allow to evaluate over the contextual properties re-
lated to the distributed location of sending and receiving component. E.g. for
the load balancing service: the composition policy above uses the contextual
property hostgroup1 of the calling component. This scales better when other
client-side components are using the BasicBanking component.

II. Transparent remote advice with full semantics.

4. Transparent remote execution of advices, based on the deployment speci-
fication of an advising component. E.g. for the authorization service. The
deployment location of that service should be transparent when defining the
composition.

5. Remote before, after and around advice with full remote semantics2. This al-
lows to capture remote behavior that is associated with calling and executing
remote invocations.

– E.g. for the validation at the authentication server of the given creden-
tials, remote after advice is needed after the client has provided the
credentials.

– E.g. for the evaluation of the load balancing policy, remote around ad-
vice is needed: based on the load or availability of the application server
it can replace the original call with a call to an other server or it can
just let the original call continue.

Furthermore, the distribution extension of the unified aspect-component model
also implies unification of the remote entities as well as unification of remote

1A name for a group of hosts in the application, e.g. workstations.
2The executions of the advice and the proceed both have remote semantics. Some approaches

only offer remote advice with local proceed semantics. In which case the joinpoint is duplicated
to the execution location of the remote advice and executed in the context of that remote advice,
instead of in the joinpoint’s original context.
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interactions. Therefore, advices and regular methods are considered normal remote
method invocations and can both be subject to (distributed) AO-composition. For
example, the remote authentication advice for validating the credentials is remotely
advised by the logging component at the audit server.

State-of-the-art aspect-oriented middleware fails to define the complete range of
compositions as sketched above. For instance, the contextual information provided
for pointcut expressions is too limited and remote around advice with full semantics
is not supported. We further discuss the shortcomings and the consequences in the
related work section.

5.2 The Distributed Aspect-Component Model

In this section we present the distributed aspect-component model of the DyMAC
middleware platform. First, we describe the basic concepts of the distributed com-
ponent model, and explain how these concepts extend the basic local component
model presented in the previous chapter. Second, we explain the support for aspect-
oriented composition in a distributed environment.

5.2.1 The Basic Distributed Component Model

The distributed component model of DyMAC is based on the local component
model described in the previous chapter. It extends the local component in two
ways: 1) operations in the interfaces can be remotely invoked in the context of
OO-compositions as well as AO-compositions, and 2) components have an explicit
deployment location specified in a deployment descriptor.

The following concepts of the distributed component model are analogous to
the local component model. DyMAC components are object-based entities that
separate interfaces and implementation. DyMAC components declare their re-
quired interfaces explicitly by means of dependencies. The provided interface con-
sist of a create-interface, and a method-interface. The implementation of the com-
ponent implements the members of the two interfaces. The component descriptor
defines the component name, the provided interfaces, the implementation file and
the dependencies of the component. The application descriptor defines a name
for the application, then it defines the set of components used in the applica-
tion. Then the compositions of the components are defined. These compositions
can be normal compositions between dependencies and components, as well as
aspect-oriented compositions.

The distributed component model introduces the concept of distributed deploy-
ment. A DyMAC application consists of a set of components that are deployed
across a distributed infrastructure. This distributed infrastructure has a hierarchi-
cal structure: a hostgroup contains multiple hosts, (E.g. the client workstations), a
host can contain multiple framework instances, which are processes. A framework
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instance can host multiple applications, each in an application domain. Multiple
application domains are typically used on web servers and application servers to
host multiple applications in one process. An application domain is a contextual
unit of isolation for an application. The isolation guarantees that an application
can be independently stopped. Furthermore an application cannot directly access
code or resources in another application. A fault in an application cannot affect
other applications. Processes with multiple application domains are only used for
server processes, e.g. web servers and application servers. For the client tier of
distributed applications, each application starts a different process at the client,
containing one application domain with the client tier components. For one dis-
tributed application, the deployment infrastructure consists of a set of application
domains that are located on multiple processes and hosts. The deployment descrip-
tor of an application defines those deployment locations of the components. For
a remotely accessible component, this location is unique in the infrastructure and
is defined by the name of a host, framework instance and application domain. A
component can also be deployed as a local component, then it is deployed in every
application domain of the distributed application. When components are deployed
locally, then an instantiation call always creates a local instance of the component.

5.2.2 Distributed Aspect-Oriented Composition

The distributed aspect-oriented compositions are defined in the application de-
scriptor. These AO-compositions consist of two main parts: a remote pointcut
and one or more remote advices. We first explain the remote pointcut expres-
sions, then we explain remote advice. We also discuss the distributed instantiation
scopes of an advising component. For each concept, we emphasize how it supports
AO-composition in a distributed environment. Finally we briefly illustrate AO-
compositions in DyMAC by means of the example from Section 5.1. The basic
syntax of a distributed AO-composition is specified in Listing 5.1.3

Remote Pointcut Expressions. Pointcuts are logical expressions that eval-
uate over the kind and context properties of the joinpoints. DyMAC’s remote
pointcuts evaluate over properties of a joinpoint model that is based on remote
method invocations in a distributed component model. The kind of the joinpoint
can be restricted to calling and executing remote method invocations. The point-
cut expressions to support that are a call and execution pointcut. Pointcuts can
further evaluate over two sets of contextual properties.

1. The component-related properties of the joinpoint model: the message signa-
ture, the dependency name of the sending component, the interface of the
receiving component, and the names of the sending and receiving component
and the name of the distributed application they belong to.

3The detailed syntax definition is specified in Appendix A.
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Listing 5.1: Syntax of a distributed AO-composition
<d i s t r i bu t ed−ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ]{
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

[ Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Hostgroup : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Framework : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Appdomain : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
Cal l e e {

[ I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Hostgroup : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Framework : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Appdomain : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
}

(
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;
AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;

}
)∗

}
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2. The infrastructure-related properties of the joinpoint model: the host names
of sending and receiving component, their hostgroups, their framework and
the application domain they belong to.

This breakdown of the contextual properties implies that pointcuts can be remote
in an implicit and explicit way. Pointcuts evaluating on the component-related
contextual properties only, are implicit remote pointcuts. They allow to refer to
distributed components, without being aware (containing no information) of their
distributed location. Notice that in this way the concept of a pointcut is trans-
parently remote. Pointcuts that evaluate on the infrastructure-related contextual
properties are explicitly aware of remote locations of components in the infrastruc-
ture. But, even with explicit remote pointcuts, AO-compositions in applications
can be made reusable in third party deployment scenarios by means of hostgroups.
These are deployment-independent groups of hosts, defined by the application. The
deployment descriptor defines which hosts belong to the groups.

Remote Advice. Each component can specify and implement one or more re-
mote advices. These advices can be used in distributed AO-compositions. Three
types of advice are supported: before, after and around advice.

Remote advice is specified in the interface of components with a special signa-
ture: it always has one parameter, the current joinpoint. This is analogous to the
specification of advice in the basic aspect-component model, as discussed in the
previous chapter.

First, we discuss the remote execution semantics for advice in general, and the
three different types of remote advice. Second, we explain the implementation of
advice and the joinpoint API.

Remote execution semantics of advice. Advice is considered a normal remote
method invocation when it is called from the joinpoint context and executed at
the receiving component. It is advisable like any other method invocation. The
sending component of an advice is the component instance in whose context the
advised joinpoint is situated. In case of a call, the sending component instance
of the advice is the sending component of the invocation that currently is being
advised. In case of an execution, the sending component instance of the advice is
the receiving component of the invocation that currently is being advised.

Next we discuss the execution semantics for the three types of remote advice
(before, after and around advice). Before and after advices are respectively called
after and before the call or execution of a remote method invocation. Around
advice replaces the actual remote invocation it advises, but a proceed operation
can be called in the advice to continue with the original remote method invocation.
In case multiple advices have to be called on a certain joinpoint, the proceed call
continues with the next advice in the advice chain. In case the advice is terminal
in the chain, the call or execution of the original method invocation continues.
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After the execution of the advices later in the chain, the control flow returns to
the rest of the around advice where the proceed was called.

Advice implementation and the joinpoint API. The implementation of a com-
ponent implements the behavior of the advice methods specified in the interface.
In this implementation the joinpoint API can be used to reflect on the current join-
point. In DyMAC the current joinpoint is accessed using the RuntimeJoinPoint
parameter of the advice. It contains information about the kind and context of
the joinpoint. The joinpoint API contains contextual properties about the remote
method invocation that is being advised and the calling and executing component
instance of that invocation. Component properties like component name, interface
and dependency names are read only. Infrastructure properties are read only too.
Arguments of the method invocation can be altered. In case the joinpoint’s kind
is after a call or execution, the return message can also be inspected and altered.
The joinpoint API also contains the proxies to the sending and receiving compo-
nent instance. Remote method invocations can be called on those remote instances
out of the advices. This can be required to pull state of the component instances,
that is needed in the advice, for example to evaluate an authorization policy using
application-level domain knowledge. Another advantage of those proxies is that
additional application-level behavior can be called out of the advice.

Defining Distributed Instantiation Scopes. Instances of advising compo-
nents are created implicitly. Aspect scopes [KHH+01, FECA04] define the creation
moment and usage scope of the instance. Typical instantiation scopes in single-
process AOP systems are: per joinpoint, per class, per instance, per thread, per
VM. The per instance instantiation scope, for example, means that there is one
instance of the advising aspect for each object instance that is advised. For every
new object a new aspect instance is created. That instance is reused for all advised
method invocations on the advised object. DyMAC supports distributed instan-
tiation scopes for components that are used to remotely advise in a distributed
system, and thus includes scopes beyond process boundaries.

• Singleton: one instance in the distributed system.

• Per hostgroup: one instance per group of hosts.

• Per host: one instance per host.

• Per application domain: one instance per application domain.

• Per application: one instance per distributed application

• Per component type: one instance per component type in the distributed
system
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• Per component instance: one instance per component instance in the dis-
tributed system

• Per logical thread: one instance per logical thread (or distributed thread),
which is used for remote control flows.

Example. We define the AO-compositions for load balancing and security log-
ging as an example. They illustrate remote around advice and after advice, but
also the supported kinds of pointcuts and their evaluation on contextual proper-
ties. In the next section we elaborate on the full implementation of the e-finance
case study. The full implementation illustrates in more detail the powerful and
expressive composition in DyMAC’s distributed aspect-component model.

The load balancing composition is illustrated in listing 5.2. The pointcut refers
to all calls from the workstations hostgroup to the components with the IBa-
sicBanking interface. They are advised by the LoadBalancer aspect-component
using the Balance method as around advice. Based on load and availability of the
application servers, the load balancer decides to proceed with the message or it
calls one of the other servers itself, thus replacing the original call of the client.
We assume that the BasicBanking component is stateless, and therefore, all re-
mote invocations to the instances can be redirected to another instance on another
server. The location of the LoadBalancer aspect-component is transparent in this
composition. It is defined in a separate deployment descriptor.

The composition of the SecurityLogger aspect-component in listing 5.3 specifies
that the log advice is called after each execution on the authentication server or
on the authorization server. This log method uses the joinpoint API to check the
return message. If it contains an exception, an authentication failure is logged with
the contextual properties of the caller in the joinpoint.

Listing 5.2: AO-composition of the LoadBalancer
ao−composit ion loadba lanc ing {

Pointcut {
Kind: c a l l ;
S i gna tu r e : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e r {

Hostgroup: works tat ions ;
}
Cal l e e {

I n t e r f a c e : IBasicBanking ;
}
}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent: LoadBalancer ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: around ;
AdviceMethod: Balance ;
}

}
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Listing 5.3: AO-composition of the SecurityLogger
ao−composit ion s e c u r i t y l o g g i n g {

Pointcut {
Kind: execut ion ;
S i gna tu r e : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Host : Authent i cat ionServer | | Author i za t i onServer ;
}
}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent: Secur i tyLogger ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: a f t e r ;
AdviceMethod: Log ;
}

}

5.3 Illustration of the E-finance Case Study

In this section we illustrate the implementation of the e-finance case study on the
DyMAC middleware platform.

We discuss the important components and distributed AO-compositions in
the application, as they are implemented on the DyMAC prototype. In the code
samples we especially focus on how the composition logic of the services is realized.
The challenges and problems for the composition of the services in the case study
have been explained in Section 5.1

First, we illustrate the base components and the base application of the e-
finance case study. Second we illustrate the composition of the application with
the middleware services and the development services. Concretely, we describe
the composition of the following middleware services: load balancing, security log-
ging, authentication and authorization. The development services we discuss are
distributed monitoring and remote debugging.

5.3.1 The Base Components

The implementation of the banking application on the DyMAC prototype con-
tains two base components that have remote interactions: the server-side compo-
nent BasicBanking, providing the core application logic, and a client component
EmployeeClient that runs on an employee’s workstation. Within the scope of this
illustration, we omit the local Account component behind the BasicBanking fa-
cade, as this is only a local composition without remote interactions. The account
entity is implemented as an ordinary helper class in the implementation of the
BasicBanking component.
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5.3.1.1 The Basic Banking Component

We first describe the BasicBanking component of the application. The compo-
nent is defined in a component descriptor that specifies its name (BasicBanking),
and that refers to the provided interfaces (IBasicBanking and IBasicBankingCre-
ate) as well as the implementation class (BasicBankingImpl). All these are .Net
types and are defined in the namespace banking. The file banking.dll contains the
assembly banking which contains these three .Net types. Note that the implemen-
tation class BasicBankingImpl inherits from ComponentInstance and implements
the method-interface of the component: IBasicBanking. The component descriptor
of the BasicBanking component is illustrated in Listing 5.4. The three .Net types
– IBasicBanking, IBasicBankingCreate and BasicBankingImpl – are described in
Listing 5.5.

Listing 5.4: The component descriptor of the basicbanking component
Component BasicBanking{

// d e f i n e provided i n t e r f a c e
prov ides {

create−i n t e r f a c e : banking . IBasicBankingCreate ;
method−i n t e r f a c e : banking . IBasicBanking ;
assembly : banking . d l l

}
// d e f i n e the implementation a r t i f a c t ( compiled binary )
implementation{

c l a s s : banking . BasicBankingImpl ;
assembly : banking . d l l

}
}

5.3.1.2 The Client Component

A client component is a component that provides a point of entry to start the
execution of an application (a so called main method). The implementation of the
client component inherits from the DyMAC super type Client and overrides the
abstract main method. All client components only provide the main method and
have no other provided interface.

The component descriptor and implementation of the client for the banking
application are described respectively in Listing 5.6 and Listing 5.7. In its com-
ponent descriptor, the client component specifies it requires a component that
provides the IBasicBanking and IBasicBankingCreate interface. The dependency
name bankingservice that is specified for the required interfaces is also the name
that is used in the implementation to instantiate the component. Concretely, the
implementation of the client component uses the following method to instantiate
a component instance that provides the IBasicBanking interface.
Factory . c r e a t e ( s t r i n g dependencyname )
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Listing 5.5: The implementation of the basicbanking component
namespace banking{
. . .
public interface IBasicBanking
{
void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id ) ;
void Trans fer ( s t r i n g from , s t r i n g to , double amount ) ;
. . .
}

public interface IBasicBankingCreate
{

IBasicBanking c r ea t e ( ) ;
}

public c lass BasicBankingImpl : ComponentInstance , IBasicBanking
{

private stat ic Dict ionary<s t r i ng , Account> accounts
= new Dict ionary<s t r i ng , Account >() ;

public void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id )
{

Account acc = new Account ( ) ;
acc . Id = id ;
acc . Balance = 0 ;
accounts . Add( id , acc ) ;
}

public void Trans fer ( s t r i n g from , s t r i n g to , double amount )
{

Account fromAcc = accounts [ from ] ;
Account toAcc = accounts [ to ] ;

fromAcc . Balance −= amount ;
toAcc . Balance += amount ;
}

. . .
}}
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Listing 5.6: The component descriptor of the client component
Cl i en t EmployeeClient{

// de f ine required in t e r f a c e of the BasicBanking component
// as oo−dependency named ” bankingserv ice ”
oo−dependency bank ingse rv i c e {

create−interface : banking . IBasicBankingCreate ;
method−interface : banking . IBasicBanking ;
assembly : banking . d l l

}
// de f ine the implementation a r t i f a c t ( compiled binary )
implementation{

class : c l i e n t s . EmployeeClientImpl ;
assembly : c l i e n t s . d l l

}
}

5.3.1.3 The Banking Application

The application descriptor specifies the components used in the application and the
compositions between the components. These compositions can be OO-compositions
(dependency bindings) as well as AO-compositions. The descriptor of the banking
application is illustrated in Listing 5.8. This illustration contains the two OO-
compositions that bind the dependencies in the components LoadBalancer and
EmployeeClient. The dependency of the client component EmployeeClient is bound
to the BasicBanking component, the dependency of the LoadBalancer aspect-
component is bound to the BackupBanking component. The AO-compositions in
the application descriptor are illustrated in the next two sections about the mid-
dleware services and the development services.

5.3.2 Distributed Middleware Services

We now discuss the aspect-based middleware services in the distributed software
system. These services will be deployed into the final deployment environment.
They are aspect-based, as they are services that are implemented as aspect-
components and that are bound to the application through AO-compositions.
First we describe the specification and implementation of some of the aspect-
components, and how these aspect-components use the joinpoint API in their
implementation. Then we discuss the AO-compositions.

5.3.2.1 Aspect-components

We describe two aspect-components in detail – LoadBalancer and SecurityLog-
ger – and then summarize the functionality and interface of the other aspect-
components. We describe these two aspect-components in detail as they illustrate
four common advice implementation patterns using the joinpoint API:
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Listing 5.7: The implementation of the client component

namespace c l i e n t s
{

public c lass EmployeeClient : C l i en t
{

public ove r r i d e void main ( s t r i n g [ ] a rgs )
{

try
{

// generate two random account numbers
Random r = new Random ( ) ;
s t r i n g a = r . Next ( ) . ToString ( ) ;
s t r i n g b = r . Next ( ) . ToString ( ) ;

// get basicbanking instance using dependency
IBasicBanking ibb =

Factory . c r e a t e ( ” bank ingse rv i c e ” ) as IBasicBanking ;

// create two accounts
ibb . CreateAccount ( a ) ;
ibb . CreateAccount (b ) ;

// t rans f e r money
ibb . Trans fe r ( a , b , 1 0 0 . 0 0 ) ;

}
catch ( Exception e )
{

Console . WriteLine ( ” Exception : ”+ e . Message ) ;
Console . WriteLine ( e . StackTrace ) ;

}
}

}
}

Listing 5.8: BankingApplication’s Application Descriptor
Appl i cat ion BankingAppl icat ion{

use : EmployeeClient ;
use : BasicBanking ;
use : BackupBanking ;
use : LoadBalancer ;
. . .
oo−dependency−binding {

Dependency : EmployeeClient . bank ingse rv i c e ;
Component : BasicBanking ;
}

oo−dependency−binding {
Dependency : LoadBalancer . o t h e r s e r v i c e ;
Component : BackupBanking ;
}
}
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1. Proceeding with a joinpoint. The advice implementation can continue with
the invocation in the current runtime joinpoint using the proceed() operation
in the joinpoint API.

2. Replacing a joinpoint. The advice implementation can replace the invoca-
tion in the current runtime joinpoint, and replace the associated return mes-
sage and return value.

3. Inspection of exceptions. The advice implementation can inspect the cur-
rent runtime joinpoint if an exception occurred during the execution of the
invocation. This is only possible after the invocation has effectively executed.

4. Inspection of the joinpoint context. The advice implementation can in-
spect the context properties of the current joinpoint, such as the invocation
signature, as well as the component, host, and process of the caller or callee.
DyMAC supports to inspect this context information using the joinpoint
API.

LoadBalancer. The first aspect-component that we illustrate in detail is the
Loadbalancer component. The descriptor of the aspect-component is illustrated in
Listing 5.9, the .Net types are illustrated in Listing 5.10. The implementation of
this aspect-component especially illustrates replacing joinpoints and proceeding
with joinpoints.

The aspect-component provides and implements the around advice balance,
that will redirect the calls that it advises to an other banking component or to the
component to which the call was originally directed. The other banking component
is specified as a dependency of the LoadBalancer component. The other component
to which this dependency will resolve in the final deployment environment must
also provide the create-interface IBasicBankingCreate and the method-interface
IBasicBanking.

SecurityLogger. The implementation of SecurityLogger is illustrated in Listing
5.11. It illustrates the inspection of exceptions in the current joinpoint as well as
the inspection of context information. Concretely, the advice implementation first
inspects the Exception property of the return message associated with the current
joinpoint. In case the associated exception is not null, the aspect-component will
log the information about the ongoing invocation in the current joinpoint. This
information contains all relevant context properties of the current joinpoint such
as invocation signature, as well as caller and callee context.

Authentication and Authorization services. Three aspect-components en-
capsulate the authentication and authorization services of the banking application.
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Listing 5.9: The component descriptor of the load balancing component
Component LoadBalancer{

// de f ine provided in t e r f a c e
prov ides {

create−interface : a spec t s . ILoadBalanceCreate ;
method−interface : a spec t s . ILoadBalance ;
assembly : a spec t s . d l l

}
// de f ine the implementation a r t i f a c t ( compiled binary )
implementation{

class : a spec t s . LoadBalanceImpl
assembly : a spec t s . d l l

}
oo−dependency o t h e r s e r v i c e {

create−interface : banking . IBasicBankingCreate ;
method−interface : banking . IBasicBanking ;
assembly : banking . d l l

}
}

Their interfaces are depicted in Listing 5.12. The CredentialGathering aspect-
component provides the client-side authentication behavior as three advices: gath-
ering credentials (authenticate), storing the authentication token (storetoken) and
pushing the authentication token along with remote calls (pushtoken). The Au-
thenticationService aspect-component provides the remote verify advice for the
validation of the credentials at the authentication server, and to generate an au-
thentication token. The AuthorizationService aspect-component provides remote
advice for the authorization of financial transactions (verify).

5.3.2.2 Distributed AO-Compositions

The AO-compositions of the LoadBalancer and the SecurityLogger have been
presented as an illustration in the previous section. The AO-compositions for
the different authentication aspect-components are explained next. These AO-
compositions are illustrated in Listing 5.13.

• The first AO-composition authenticateOnStartup specifies that the authen-
ticate advice, that gathers the credentials of the user, is executed before the
main method of a component on a workstation is executed.

• The second AO-composition verifyAfterAuthenticate specifies that the verify
advice of the AuthenticationService component is also executed before such
a main method. The order of the AO-compositions implies that this advice
will execute after the authenticate advice on the same joinpoint.

• The third AO-composition storeTokenAfterVerification specifies that after a
call of the verify advice of the AuthenticationService component, the storeto-
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Listing 5.10: The interfaces and implementation of the LoadBalancer component
namespace a spec t s
{

public interface ILoadBalance
{
void balance ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
}
public interface ILoadBalanceCreate
{

ILoadBalance c r ea t e ( ) ;
}
public c lass LoadBalanceImpl : ComponentInstance , ILoadBalance
{

private IBasicBanking ibb ;
private bool r e d i r e c t = true ;

public LoadBalanceImpl ( ){
// create the other instance
ibb = Factory . c r e a t e ( ” o t h e r s e r v i c e ” ) as IBasicBanking ;
}

public void balance ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp )
{

r e d i r e c t = ! r e d i r e c t ;
i f ( r e d i r e c t )
{
// c a l l the other banking instance ins tead
ob j e c t o = r jp . Message . MethodBase . Invoke ( ibb , r jp . Message . Args ) ;

ReturnMessage rm = new ReturnMessage (
o ,
null ,
0 ,
null ,
( IMethodCallMessage ) r jp . Message ) ;

r j p . ReturnMessage = rm ;
} else {
// c a l l the o r i g i na l bas ic banking instance
r jp . Proceed ( ) ;
}
}
}
}
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Listing 5.11: The implementation of the security logger component

public void l og ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp )
{

i f ( r jp . ReturnMessage != null )
i f ( r jp . ReturnMessage . Exception != null ){
Console . WriteLine ( r jp . Message . MethodBase . ToString ( ) ) ;

Console . WriteLine ( ” from : {0} .{1} ({2} .{3}@{4}) ” ,
r j p . Ca l l e r . app l i c a t i on ,
r jp . Ca l l e r . component ,
r j p . Ca l l e r . conta iner ,
r j p . Ca l l e r . appdomain ,
r jp . Ca l l e r . host ) ;

Console . WriteLine ( ” to : {0} .{1} ({2} .{3}@{4}) ” ,
r j p . Ca l l e e . app l i c a t i on ,
r jp . Ca l l e e . component ,
r j p . Ca l l e e . conta iner ,
r j p . Ca l l e e . appdomain ,
r jp . Ca l l e e . host ) ;

}
}

Listing 5.12: The interfaces of the authentication and authorization components
interface ICredent ia lGather ing {

void authent i ca t e ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void s to r e token ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void pushtoken ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;

}
interface IAuthen t i c a t i onSe rv i c e {

void v e r i f y ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
}
interface IAutho r i z a t i onSe rv i c e {

void v e r i f y ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
}
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ken advice of CredentialGathering is executed. The call of the verify advice
has to come from the workstations.

• The fourth AO-composition pushTokenOnCall specifies that before each call
from the workstations to the BasicBanking component, the pushtoken advice
of the CredentialGathering component will be executed.

Listing 5.14 illustrates the AO-composition of the AuthorizationService aspect-
component. The AO-composition authorizationOnBasicBanking specifies that the
verify advice of the AuthorizationService component must be executed around
each execution of an operation of the IBasicBanking interface.

5.3.3 Distributed Development Services

The services illustrated in the previous section, are typical runtime middleware
services, deployed in the final production environment. However, during the im-
plementation process, the developer of the distributed system is also faced with
the complexity and invisibility of the interactions in the distributed software sys-
tem. Therefore, the middleware also has to support to monitor and debug the
interactions in the executing distributed system for development purposes.

We now illustrate the aspect-based implementation of such development ser-
vices in the distributed software system. These are services that only are deployed
into the development environment. Concretely, there are two of such services in
the banking example: distributed monitoring and remote debugging.

The distributed monitoring service draws a runtime sequence diagram of the
executing distributed system. The result is depicted in Figure 5.2. Invocations
between instances of the base components are depicted blue. These are the result
of OO-compositions. Invocations of advice methods are depicted red. These are
the result of AO-compositions. The remote debugging service depicts a similar
sequence diagram, but also supports to halt the execution on certain break points.
The result is depicted in Figure 5.5. Both services are implemented as aspect-
components (DistributedMonitor and RemoteDebugger) and are bound through
AO-compositions.

5.3.3.1 Aspect-Components

The aspect-components DistributedMonitor and RemoteDebugger are used as re-
mote advice in the distributed AO-composition of the two development services.
We briefly discuss their implementation.

DistributedMonitor. This aspect-component provides one remote advice: log-
Around. For any given joinpoint, the advice first inspects the joinpoint context for
the calling component instance, the called component instance, and the invoca-
tion signature. The advice then draws the invocation message between the objects
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Listing 5.13: AO-composition of the authentication aspect-components
// authent i ca t e user on s tar tup ( be f o r e main method execut ion )
ao−composit ion authent icateOnStartup {

Pointcut {
Kind: execut ion ;
S i gna tu r e : System . Void main ( System . St r ing [ ] ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Hostgroup: works tat ions ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent: Credent ia lGather ing ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: be f o r e ;
AdviceMethod: authent i ca t e ;
}}

// v e r i f i c a t i o n a f t e r authent i ca t e
ao−composit ion v e r i f i c a t i o n A f t e r A u t h e n t i c a t e {

Pointcut {
Kind: execut ion ;
S i gna tu r e : System . Void main ( System . St r ing [ ] ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Hostgroup: works tat ions ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent: Authent i ca t i onSe rv i c e ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: be f o r e ;
AdviceMethod: v e r i f y ;
}}

// s t o r e token in c l i e n t s i d e au then t i ca t i on component
ao−composit ion s t o r eTokenAf t e rVe r i f i c a t i on {

Pointcut {
Kind: c a l l ;
S i gna tu r e : System . Void v e r i f y ( RuntimeJoinPoint ) ;
Ca l l e r {

Hostgroup: works tat ions ;}
Cal l e e {
Component: Authent i ca t i onSe rv i c e ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent: Credent ia lGather ing ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: a f t e r ;
AdviceMethod: s to r e token ;
}}

// push authen t i ca t i on token along with each c a l l to s e r v e r
ao−composit ion pushTokenOnCall{

Pointcut {
Kind: c a l l ;
S i gna tu r e : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e r {

Hostgroup: works tat ions ;}
Cal l e e {
Component: BasicBanking ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent: Credent ia lGather ing ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType: be f o r e ;
AdviceMethod: pushtoken ;}}
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Listing 5.14: AO-composition of the authorization service
// author i ze on create and t rans f e r
ao−composit ion author izat ionOnBasicBanking{

Pointcut {
Kind : c a l l ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
interface : IBasicBanking ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent : Author i zat ion ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : v e r i f y ;
}}

in a sequence diagram, and proceeds with the invocation. After proceeding, the
return message is inspected and the advice draws the return message in the se-
quence diagram. The return message is annotated with the exception message if
an exception occurred during the invocation. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 depict the
generated sequence diagram in case of an authentication exception and in case of
an authorization exception.

RemoteDebugger. This aspect-component provides two advices: the logAround
advice of the previous aspect-component as well as an advice debug to apply to
the breakpoints. The aspect-component thus only supports breakpoints on the
joinpoints. On such a breakpoint, the distributed system is halted and a dialog
window is then shown with the context information of the joinpoint. This context
information includes runtime arguments of the invocation as well as caller and
callee information. The user has to proceed explicitly with the execution of the
system using the continue button.

5.3.3.2 AO-Compositions

The aspect-components discussed above are composed with the distributed appli-
cation by means of AO-compositions that use remote pointcuts. Next, we explain
these distributed AO-compositions.

Distributed Monitoring. Listing 5.15 illustrates the AO-compositions of the
runtime monitor. Four AO-compositions apply the log advice to monitor the key
interactions 1) on the application servers (main and other server), 2) on the security
servers (authentication and authorization server), 3) on the reverse proxy and
finally, 4) on the client-side workstations.

For illustration purposes, the AO-compositions of the distributed monitoring
service use all the different context properties of the joinpoint model in one or more
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of the pointcuts. Some pointcuts could have been defined differently, for example
using the component name instead of the host name or the appdomain name.
However, using a less restrictive context property, such as the host group or host,
scales and evolves better when additional application components are deployed on
those hosts, appdomains, or host groups. Concretely, the AO-compositions define
the four pointcuts as follows.

• The pointcut to capture the executions on the application servers is specified
as: all executions of operations in the IBasicBanking interface of components
that are deployed on the application servers host group. This captures the
main BasicBanking component as well as the other banking component.

• The pointcut to capture the executions of the verify advice of authentication
and authorization is specified as follows: all executions on the components
in the security appdomain of any server. This pointcut includes the execu-
tions on the authentication server as well as the authorization server, as all
security-related aspect-components are deployed on the security appdomain
of these servers.

• The pointcut to monitor the load balancing behavior captures all executions
on the proxy host.

• The pointcut to monitor the behavior on the client machines captures all
interactions in the client container, which is always named runclient.

Remote debugging. The RemoteDebugger aspect-component provides advice
to halt the call or execution of a method invocation between the components of an
application. An AO-composition using this advice specifies in a pointcut the actual
breakpoints where to halt the distributed system. Analogous to the previous AO-
composition, the remote debugging AO-composition also monitors the executing
invocations in the system by means of the logAround advice. In a concrete scenario
for the banking example, we put the break point on the execution of the transfer
operation. The result is depicted in Figure 5.5.

The AO-compositions for the generation of the sequence diagram are similar to
the distributed monitoring AO-compositions. The AO-composition for the break
point applies the debug advice to the execution of the Transfer operation on all
application servers. This AO-composition is illustrated in Listing 5.16.

5.4 Evaluation and Discussion

DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition model tackles multiple challenges and re-
quirements that we introduced in Section 1.3. In summary, the following require-
ments are achieved.
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Listing 5.15: Distributed monitoring of the e-finance application
// log execut ions on the IBasicBanking in t e r f a c e
ao−compos it ion monitorBankingServers{

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {

I n t e r f a c e : IBasicBanking ;
Hostgroup : a p p l i c a t i o n s e r v e r s ;
}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent : Dist r ibutedMonitor ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : logAround ;
}
}
// log execut ions in the secur i t y appdomain
ao−compos it ion monitorSecur i ty {

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e r {

Appl i cat ion : BankingAppl icat ion ;}
Cal l e e {
Appdomain : s e c u r i t y ;}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent : Dist r ibutedMonitor ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : logAround ;
}
}
// log execut ions on the load balancing proxy
ao−compos it ion monitorProxy{

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Host : proxy ;}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent : Dist r ibutedMonitor ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : logAround ;
}
}
// log execut ions in the runc l i en t container
ao−compos it ion moni torCl i ent s {

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {

Container : r u n c l i e n t ;}}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : Dist r ibutedMonitor ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : logAround ;
}}
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Figure 5.2: Monitoring of the distributed control flow
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Figure 5.3: Monitoring of a remote authentication exception

Figure 5.4: Monitoring of a remote access control exception

Listing 5.16: Remote debugging of a transfer operation
// breakpoint on the execut ion of Transfer .
ao−compos it ion breakpo intTrans f e r {

Pointcut {
Kind : execut ion ;
S ignature : void Trans fer ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {

I n t e r f a c e : IBasicBanking ;
Hostgroup : a p p l i c a t i o n s e r v e r s ;
}

}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : RemoteDebugger ;
Scope : S ing l e ton ;
AdviceType : around ;
AdviceMethod : debug ;
}
}
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Figure 5.5: Halting the system on a remote breakpoint
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DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition model offers advanced separation of con-
cerns of distributed and crosscutting composition logic. The key feature in the Dy-
MAC composition model is the remote pointcut. It offers a powerful and expres-
sive composition technology that facilitates ease-of-composition. In this section,
we further evaluate DyMAC on these requirements and we discuss and illustrate
how DyMAC realizes them.

Advanced separation of concerns. Aspect-based composition abstractions
enable decoupling and modularizing the composition logic into modular composi-
tion specifications. As illustrated in the previous section, the application compo-
nents only contain the core application logic. The composition of the middleware
services is completely modularized in the aspect-based composition specifications.

For example, the aspect-component for load balancing (Listing 5.10) modular-
izes all behavior of this middleware service in the middleware platform, and the
AO-composition (Listing 5.2) decouples and modularizes the composition logic
of this service. As a consequence, the core DyMAC middleware platform has no
hard-coded service behavior for load balancing, and the e-financing application
logic contains no service calls related to load balancing (as illustrated in Listing
5.7, the implementation of the client component).

Powerfulness. The powerfulness of the composition technology is in the remote
interception of remote interactions, as well as in the intercession of remote advising
behavior on those interception points. This remote interception and intercession is
the key to decouple the crosscutting composition logic of the middleware services,
and to implicitly execute those services where needed. Indeed, the composition
technology adds the service behavior to the application components without the
need to explicitly call the middleware services in the application components.

For example, the load balancing aspect-component in the case study provides
behavior that has the power to intercept a remote call, and subsequently has
the power to proceed with this call, or to replace it with its own behavior. This
interception and replacement occur completely transparent to the calling client as
well as the called banking service.

Ease-of-composition. Powerful composition technologies can be hard to use
(e.g. reflection and interception by means of an API). The aspect-based composi-
tion specifications are declarative composition statements, and abstract the com-
plexity of the powerful composition technology underneath. The event-condition-
action paradigm at the basis of the declarative AO-compositions enables an easier
way of defining middleware service composition logic.

For example, the AO-composition of the authentication service supports declar-
ative composition of the (remote) verification behavior, on a specific set of events in
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the distributed environment: executions on the workstations (as illustrated in List-
ing 5.13). Without DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition model, this composition
would require local advices on the clients, which must include hard-coded checks
about the distributed infrastructure, as well as explicit calls to the authentication
server.

Expressiveness. At the basis of this expressiveness is the remote pointcut fea-
ture. The remote pointcut feature enables reasoning about events and conditions
that are part of the key domain of distributed applications: the call and execution
of remote interactions between the distributed software entities.

For example, the composition logic of the authentication service is completely
modularized in the four declarative specifications illustrated in Listing 5.13. These
declarative specifications contain all composition logic related to when and where
the authentication behavior interacts with the application, expressed as modular
event-condition-action statements.

Furthermore, the remote pointcuts can evaluate over a rich set of context prop-
erties of the joinpoints. The component-related and infrastructure-related proper-
ties of the caller and callee of the remote interactions enable the specification of
composition policies that are based on such properties. Note that such a rich join-
point model is not only a nice-to-have. As the base application is created in terms
of distributed components, the properties of the distributed infrastructure and
components are context properties that are inherently necessary to specify a com-
position between that application and the middleware services in the distributed
system.

For example, the AO-composition of the distributed monitoring service uses
all the different context properties in the joinpoint model. In that way, the com-
positions can express a specific set of joinpoints, in terms of the properties that
directly denote the relevant scope: e.g. a host group or a distributed application.
Without this expressive power, the composition would need to enumerate explic-
itly all components that are part of the intended scope (e.g all components of an
application, or all components deployed in a certain host group). This approach
would duplicate the information that is in the application descriptor or deployment
descriptor, and also hard-code this information in the AO-compositions.

5.5 Related Work

This section focuses on existing distributed AOP technologies that support to
a certain extent distributed aspects with a notion of remote pointcut and remote
advice. We first discuss two aspect-component frameworks that support distributed
AO-composition: JAC [PDFS01] and CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05]. Then we
discuss two AOP languages that offer language constructs for distributed AOP:
DJCutter [NCT04] and AWED [LSV+06].
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JAC (Java Aspect Components [PDFS01]) is a Java-based framework that
offers an aspect model to advice objects locally. Using this aspect model, a lot
of internal middleware services of the framework itself are developed as aspects
on the framework. The framework also supports distribution of components and
distributed deployment. Both services are even implemented as aspects on the
framework. JAC simulates the semantics of remote advice by executing local advice
on a local copy of the aspect (aspects are replicated on each host). The states of the
aspect instances are synchronized at each state change. The example from section
2 cannot be modeled using JAC. For instance, the security of the authentication
service would be broken by duplicating private keys. Moreover, the workaround in
JAC causes a lot of extra communication (chattiness). Finally, JAC has a limited
joinpoint model when it comes to evaluating distributed context information.

CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05] is a framework for distributed applications
that offers aspect-components and regular distributed components supporting broad-
casting, events, synchronous and asynchronous messages. The aspect-components
can offer remote before and after advice on sending and receiving messages. The
CAM component model supports defining provided and required interfaces for
components and aspect-components. DAOP does not offer remote around advice.
The example from section 2 needs remote around advice for security services and
for load balancing. The security services could be simulated with critical aspects,
in which the before advice has to evaluate to true in order to let the message con-
tinue. But for the load balancing service this is not a solution. DAOP also has very
limited pointcut expressions that do not allow to evaluate on contextual properties
apart from the sending and receiving component role. Support for context prop-
erties concerning the distributed location or other component-related properties
like interfaces are not supported.

DJCutter [NCT04] is an extension to AspectJ for distributed AOP. DJCut-
ter introduces a language construct to support a (less powerful) form of remote
pointcuts and remote advice. Concretely, the supported joinpoints are local Java
method calls and method executions on a set of hosts, and thus not remote calls
between the hosts as in DyMAC. The remote pointcut of DJCutter can evaluate
on the current host of the local call or local execution, in order to restrict the set of
joinpoints based on the host property. All advices related to the remote pointcut
are executed on a dedicated aspect server as remote advice.

AWED [LSV+06, BNSVV06] is a language for distributed AOP and offers ex-
plicit remote pointcuts and explicit remote advice. Although DyMAC and AWED
both support the concept of remote pointcuts and remote advice, these distributed
AOP technologies still are quite different at the level of the base programming
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model, the kind of joinpoints they support in the joinpoint model, as well as how
remote advice is executed.

The base programming model of AWED is plain Java, while DyMAC’s base
model is a distributed component model. Consequently, the kind of joinpoints
in AWED are local events, such as calls and executions of local Java methods,
which however can occur distributed over the multiple hosts. DyMAC’s joinpoint
model is based on remote invocations between distributed components. The AWED
pointcut language offers the keyword host() to evaluate on the host of the joinpoint,
similarly to DJCutter. Remote advice can be explicitly remote using the on()
keyword to specify the host on which the advice should execute. AWED’s remote
pointcuts thus support to predicate on where advice is executed.

AWED can deploy an aspect to multiple hosts. Basically, remote advice exe-
cutes on each host where the aspect is deployed. However, using the on() keyword
in the pointcut, one can refine the hosts on which the advice is executed, for ex-
ample based on the host name. AWED employs a model where upon occurrence
of a joinpoint, pointcuts are evaluated on all hosts where the corresponding aspect
is deployed. This approach implies that the joinpoint information is duplicated to
each deployment host of the aspect. However, the advice is only executed if the
on() part of pointcut evaluates to true. AWED aspects are thus able to predicate
on the host of the advice, because this host is a key property in the joinpoint
model that automatically distributes joinpoints to all possibly advising hosts.

DyMAC does not include information about the advising host in the pointcut
construct, as this property is not part of the context information in the joinpoint
model. A DyMAC application specifies an explicit deployment host for an advising
component in the deployment descriptor. The remote advice is then executed on
this single remote deployment location. This design choice in DyMAC is based on
the assumption that defining the deployment location of the advising component
in the pointcut destroys the separation of composition and deployment. This also
mixes up the separation of the specification of pointcut and advice. A pointcut
should express the events in the system that need to be advised. In DyMAC, the
host of the advice itself is not part of that, but part of the advice’s deployment
specification. In AWED however, pointcuts should be able to predicate on the
advising host, because it is an inherent property of the automated distribution of
joinpoints.

The proceed statement in the remote around advice of AWED can have remote
or local semantics. In the former approach, a proceed continues with the original
joinpoint on the original (remote) host. In the latter approach, the original join-
point is executed at the host where the around advice is executed. This approach
only works if the destination component is a static class or singleton deployed on
every host where the aspect is deployed.

As discussed above, remote invocations between distributed entities are not
part of the base programming model or joinpoint model of AWED. Instead, dis-
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tribution can be implemented as an aspect on top of AWED [BNSVV06]. For
example, all invocations on a BasicBanking class in the client are executed re-
motely on the bank’s server as follows, using the distributed AOP features host(),
on() and localproceed():

po intcut d i s t r i b u t i o n ( BasicBanking b ) :
t a r g e t (b) && c a l l ( ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ) && ! host ( bankserver ) && on ( bankserver ) ;

syncex Object around ( BasicBanking b ) : d i s t r i b u t i o n (b){
return l o c a l p r o c e e d ( BasicBanking . g e t In s tance ( ) ) ; }

The pointcut distribution captures all call joinpoints on BasicBanking (call(...)),
that are not located on the bank’s server (!host(...)), and executes the associated
around advice synchronously (syncex ) on the banking server. This advice uses
the localproceed() statement to execute the joinpoint on the local BasicBanking
singleton.

Other approaches have been proposed to integrate AOP into distributed com-
ponent middleware, but without integrating the distributed component model,
only the class model of the programming language: JBOSS AOP [FR03, JBo08a],
AspectWerkz [Asp08], and Spring AOP [Spr08]. This design choice is clearly re-
flected in the kind and context of joinpoints that can be specified in pointcut
expressions. The above mentioned approaches do not offer support for distributed
AO-composition anyway: they do not support a distributed joinpoint model, re-
mote pointcuts or remote advice. AspectJ2EE [CG04] however, has the same ap-
proach offering a local AOP framework on Java classes, but with the difference
that it offers one special kind of pointcut: remotecall, to advise remote calls from
clients to EJBs. The use of contextual properties about location or components is
not supported.

5.6 Conclusion

Complex and crosscutting distributed compositions cannot be expressed effec-
tively in state-of-the-art AO-middleware. A distributed aspect-component and
AO-composition model is a promising technology that can assist in improving
the situation.

In this chapter we presented the distributed aspect-component and compo-
sition model of the DyMAC middleware. Such component model for distributed
computing is an extension to the DyMAC (local) component model presented in
Chapter 4. The extension introduces distributed AO-composition to the component
model, to support non-local aspect-based composition.

The AO middleware platform offers transparent distributed composition by
means of advanced remote pointcuts that can evaluate on distributed context,
transparently remote advice with full semantics and a unified distributed compo-
nent model.
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To our knowledge, this is the first middleware architecture that transparently
and completely extends the power of AO-composition (joinpoint model and advice
execution) in a distributed context [LJ06]. This approach offers a powerful and
expressive composition technology.
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Chapter 6

Role-based Task Division,
Reuse and Refinement

Throughout this dissertation we discussed different facets of separation of concerns:
implementation abstraction, decoupling and task division. In this chapter we focus
on appropriate task division in the development process.

In the previous chapter we have introduced distributed AO-composition. As
such AO-composition specifications become more expressive and extensive devel-
opment entities, there is a growing need for role-based task division of such ex-
pressive composition logic, to decompose such logic into separate, reusable and re-
fineable development entities. However, state-of-the-art aspect-component models
in AO-middleware lack appropriate separation of concerns, reuse and refinement
to achieve this. AO-middleware should support to divide the AO-compositions
within the development process based on the roles and tasks inherent to the de-
velopment process. To achieve this, aspect component models need to integrate
AO-composition with the different stages, roles and tasks of the component-based
development process, which we explained in Section 1.3.1.1 and Section 2.2.1.

In this chapter we present the M-Stage development model. M-Stage offers role-
based, multi-stage AO-composition throughout the component-based development
and deployment process of AO-middleware based applications. The M-Stage devel-
opment model enables appropriate separation of concerns for all AO-compositions
that are involved in the process: each AO-composition can be assigned to the ap-
propriate task, executed by the appropriate role, in the appropriate stage. M-Stage
also offers separation of concerns within the definition of a single AO-composition:
an AO-composition specification can be divided over multiple stages. Furthermore,
M-Stage enables systematic reuse and refinement of existing AO-composition logic
in distributed applications that are built on AO-middleware: M-Stage offers direc-
tives to reuse and refine existing composition logic, without the need to copy-paste
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or edit the original composition logic.
The key features in the M-Stage development model that realize such ap-

propriate separation of concerns, reuse and refinement are the multi-stage AO-
composition model and the multi-stage join point model. The multi-stage AO-
composition model supports modularization and refinement of AO-composition
logic across multiple composition and deployment stages. The multi-stage join-
point model enables abstraction of irrelevant context information in the early
composition stages.

This chapter is structured as follows. The first section elaborates and illustrates
the problems with current AO-middleware. In Section 2 we describe the M-Stage
aspect-component model. In Section 3 we validate the M-Stage model by means
of a case study. In Section 4 we evaluate reusability in the M-Stage model – based
on the case study – and discuss other important properties such as separation
of concerns and adaptability. Section 5 discusses related work. We conclude in
Section 6.

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we presented distributed AO-composition as an abstrac-
tion for complex compositions of distributed software components. That chapter
explicitly focused on the interaction and composition standard of the distributed
component model. However, there are other facets to a distributed component
model beyond the interaction model, as discussed earlier in Section 2.2.1. A dis-
tributed component model can also define the different stages in the software
development process of component-based distributed applications: developing and
packaging the component, the assembly of the components into an application, and
the deployment of the applications in a distributed environment. This process in-
volves multiple composition steps that are strictly divided over the different stages,
that are separated in time, and that are executed by different roles: the component
developer, the application assembler and the application deployer [AF01, Ble01].
This task division over stages is based on separation over time, and separation over
appropriate roles, which are two key facets of separation of concerns [GJM02], as
we elaborated in Section 2.1.1. However, such task division is hard to realize with
the aspect-based composition abstractions in state-of-the-art middleware.

Aspect-based abstractions for the composition logic of distributed applications
result in modular and expressive composition specifications. A key element in
the specification of the composition logic is the concept of a pointcut. Pointcuts
select joinpoints by declaratively specifying the kind and context of joinpoints.
Which kind of context and which available context that are supported by an AO-
middleware, are defined by the AO-middleware’s joinpoint model. In general, the
richer the joinpoint model, the more expressive compositions can be supported.

For example, in aspect-component platforms for distributed applications, such
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as DyMAC, the joinpoint model typically offers support to evaluate over the con-
text of the different components in the distributed deployment environment: the
host they are deployed on, and their deployment name and container. We observe
the following result of this evolution in expressive power. The expressiveness of
aspect-based composition specifications is continuously evolving, which results in
more extensive and complex development artifacts. This is problematic when such
composition specifications are created, shared and changed by multiple roles in
the development process.

Current aspect component platforms fail to offer appropriate separation of
concerns for the specification of AO-compositions: i.e. separating the different
specifications between tasks in the aggregation, assembly and deployment stage,
or separating the specification of one complex AO-composition between tasks in
those stages. As a consequence, due to the lack of appropriate separation of con-
cerns, aspect-component models also have no mature model for reuse of aspect
composition logic and stepwise refinement of complex aspect composition logic.

Specifically, aspect-oriented compositions are often only supported within one
single artifact, i.e. the application assembly or deployment descriptor – for exam-
ple in Spring AOP, as we explained in Section 3.2.4. Such approach results in a
large and monolithic composition artifact that is difficult to understand, main-
tain and evolve. Other approaches only support the definition of aspect-oriented
composition in the aspect-component implementation itself, which limits reusabil-
ity, as the aspect-component developer must already deal with the composition
of its component. Both approaches result in composition specifications in which
AO-compositions cannot be separated in a hierarchical structure over aggregation,
assembly and deployment. Furthermore, the pointcuts of the aspect-oriented com-
positions have to evaluate on contextual properties that sometimes are not yet
known (and cannot be known) within the defining artifact. For example, the con-
crete deployment host is not known during component implementation, composite
aggregation or application assembly. If pointcuts evaluate on the host before de-
ployment, reusability of the artifact is limited, and this also breaks localization of
the deployment specification.

First we illustrate and elaborate these problems in the context of the e-finance
case study, then we summarize the key features of the M-Stage solution.

6.1.1 Problem Illustration

In this section we revisit the e-finance case study to illustrate the problems with
AO-composition specifications as discussed above: a lack of separation of concerns
and a lack of reusability within such composition specifications.

The goal is to identify shortcomings of current AO-middleware with respect
to i) supporting appropriate separation of concerns for composition logic and ii)
supporting the development of reusable composition logic for various components,
applications and deployment environments.
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To illustrate the shortcomings in this section and to illustrate the basic solution
in the next section, we first introduce a concise example in the scope of the e-finance
case study. For the validation of the solution in Section 6.3, we then define a more
elaborate scenario in the context of the case study, based on the example defined
in this section.

Consider the construction of a family of banking applications from a set of
components using AO-composition and traditional OO-composition. One of these
components is the Authorization component which verifies the application-level
rights of authenticated users when a banking transaction is executed. Another
component is the Account component which is a generic software module that can
be reused for different banking products such as a basic checking account service,
for custody accounts in an investment application, or to keep track of loan balances
in a loan application. This component also keeps track of all executed transactions
with the involved amount and message.

Consider in particular two specific banking products, a basic banking service
and an investment application that use the Account and the Authorization com-
ponent. Each application has a facade component that uses the Account entity:
BasicBanking and Investment. The interfaces of Account, Transaction, BasicBank-
ing and Investment are defined in Listing 6.1.

Listing 6.1: Interfaces of Account, Transaction, BasicBanking and Investment
interface IBasicBanking {

void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id , s t r i n g owner ) ;
void Deposit ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void Withdraw ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void Trans fer ( s t r i n g from , s t r i n g to , double amount ) ;
}

interface I Investment {
void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id , s t r i n g owner ) ;
void Deposit ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void Withdraw ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void BuyStock ( s t r i n g account , s t r i n g StockId , int amount , double p r i c e ) ;
}

interface IAccount {
s t r i n g GetId ( ) ;
double GetBalance ( ) ;
void Deposit (double amount ) ;
void Withdraw (double amount ) ;
L i s t<ITransact ion> GetTransact ions ( ) ;
}

interface ITransact ion {
s t r i n g GetId ( ) ;
double GetAmount ( ) ;
s t r i n g GetMessage ( ) ;

}

Authorization is a crosscutting concern in the banking application. Therefore,
it is composed using AO-composition of an aspect-component Authorization. The
specification of this AO-composition in DyMAC is illustrated in Listing 6.2. The
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listings contain the AO-composition of Authorization with the basic banking appli-
cation and the investment application respectively. The underlined specifications
are the same in both AO-composition descriptors. Deployment-specific composi-
tion logic is tangled into the composition logic of basic banking. The specification
in bold indicates the evaluation of deployment-specific context info.

Listing 6.2: AO-composition specifications for Authorization in DyMAC
ao−composit ion {

Pointcut {
Kind : execution ;
S ignature : void Deposit(..) OR void WithDraw(..)

| | void Trans fer ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Component : Account OR BasicBanking ;}

Ca l l e r {
Host : NOT *.intranet.bank.com}}

Advice{
AdvisingComponent : Authorization;

AdviceMethod : authorize;}}

ao−composit ion {
Pointcut {
Kind : execution ;
S ignature : void Deposit(..) OR void WithDraw(..)

| | void BuyStock ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Component : Account OR Investment ;}

Ca l l e r {}
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : Authorization ;
AdviceMethod : authorize ;

}}

The AO-composition of Authorization with the basic banking application spec-
ifies for example that the authorize method of the Authorization component should
be executed around the execution of the Deposit and WithDraw operation of Ac-
count, but also around the execution of the Transfer operation of BasicBanking.
The second listing shows the AO-composition descriptor that composes the Au-
thorization component in the investment application.

This example illustrates four problems we defined briefly in the introduction
chapter:

1. Lack of support for appropriate separation of concerns to specify an AO-
composition in the right task and stage

2. Lack of support for appropriate separation of concerns to decompose a com-
plex AO-composition across multiple tasks and stages, so that the appropri-
ate role can deal with the different parts in the appropriate task and stage.

3. Lack of support to reuse AO-composition logic across multiple applications.
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4. Lack of support to reuse AO-composition logic across multiple deployment
environments.

Problem 1: Specifying an AO-composition in the right task and stage.
In state-of-the-art distributed component middleware, such as J2EE/EJB [Sun01]
or CCM [WSO01], the component models supports the composition of compo-
nents and middleware services in each of the following stages: component develop-
ment, component aggregation, application assembly and application deployment.
In the context of AO-middleware, aspect-component models do not support AO-
composition of components and (aspectual) middleware services in each of those
stages.

For example, in DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition model, as described in
the previous chapter, as well as in the Spring AO-middleware, all AO-compositions
are specified in one application assembly specification, typically created in the ap-
plication assembly stage. This means that all AO-compositions have to be specified
at one location and during one stage, no matter which components are composed.
For example, in the second specification of Listing 6.2, the AO-composition of
Authorization and Investment should be specified by the person responsible for
the task of composing the investment component with the account component,
typically during component aggregation. Another example is illustrated in the
first specification of Listing 6.2: the AO-composition of Authorization and Ba-
sicBanking evaluates over deployment hosts and should therefore be the task of
the deployer, during application deployment.

Problem 2: Dividing complex AO-compositions across multiple tasks.
When reconsidering the AO-composition of Authorization and BasicBanking, this
AO-composition should ideally be specified in two steps.

1. The part that evaluates over the component names and operation signatures
should be specified by the person responsible for the task of composing the
BasicBanking component with the Account component, as he knows how
those two components interact. This composition task typically occurs during
component aggregation.

2. The part that evaluates over the deployment hosts is related to context in-
formation that is only known by the application deployer. He is not directly
concerned with the fine-grained interactions between BasicBanking, Autho-
rization and Account, but only with their deployment location. Therefore he
should specify that part -and only that part- that evaluates over deployment
information, typically during application deployment.

Problem 3: Reuse of composition logic across applications. Notice that a
large part of the composition logic of Authorization in the investment application
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is the same as in the basic banking application.
Yet currently, the developer has no option but to duplicate this common com-

position logic in two separate descriptors. This is obviously problematic in the
presence of maintenance and evolution. A preferable solution is to modularize this
common part in a separate AO-composition descriptor, reuse it for a particular
application, and non-invasively refine it to the needs of the specific application.

Problem 4: Reuse across deployment environments. Similarly, AO com-
position logic cannot easily be reused across multiple deployment environments.
The composition of Authorization may also depend on deployment-specific infor-
mation in order to enforce a deployment-specific policy. For example in the first
listing, a security policy is imposed that authorization should not be performed
when the call originates from the trusted intranet zone. However, this distributed
context information is specific to the concrete deployment environment of the basic
banking application. Embedding this deployment-specific composition logic inside
the application assembly, will cause difficulties when trying to reuse the applica-
tion and its composition logic for another deployment environment. To support
reusability of the common composition logic, it should be possible in each de-
ployment environment of the application to non-invasively extend pointcuts with
evaluation of deployment-specific context information.

In order to enable reusability of composition logic across deployment envi-
ronments, the AO-composition model should also enforce abstraction of context
information that is specific to a particular deployment environment. For example,
a component developer who has to create a reusable secure account component
(by composing Account and Authorization) should not be permitted to specify
pointcuts that evaluate over the host name of calling components. This context
information should not be made inaccessible for the developer; rather it should be
made irrelevant at a certain level of abstraction.

Summary of the problem. One of the key challenges in AO-middleware is
the ability to express complex AO-compositions that evaluate over a wide range
of contextual information. This strength, however, is also a weakness. The AO-
composition specifications defining the composition logic become more expressive
and extensive. The AO-composition model must therefore support advanced sep-
aration of concerns, reuse and refinement of such specifications to achieve well-
separated and reusable composition logic. A lack of such support leads to two key
problems.

1. When composition logic can not be separated across the appropriate tasks
and roles, issues of separation of concerns arise.

2. When common composition logic in a family of applications must be dupli-
cated in separate deployment descriptors, issues of reuse arise.
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In summary, all AO-middleware that use a monolithic representation of pointcuts
or apply invasive adaptation to pointcuts have difficulties defining well-separated
and reusable composition logic.

6.1.2 The M-Stage Solution

In this chapter we present M-Stage, a development model for AO-middleware based
systems that supports role-based task division, reuse and gradual refinement of
AO-composition logic. An essential element of our solution is that M-Stage inte-
grates AO-composition with the hierarchical and multi-stage development model
of Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE). State-of-the art component
models in middleware such as J2EE [Sun04] and CCM [WSO01] typically or-
ganize software deployment in multiple subsequent stages. These stages include
hierarchical component aggregation first, then application assembly and finally
application deployment. M-Stage supports specification and gradual refinement of
AO-composition logic across these multiple stages. We call this multi-stage com-
position. The key contributions of M-stage are:

• Support for hierarchical modularization of AO composition logic in separate
aggregation, assembly and deployment descriptors.

• Support for gradual refinement of AO-composition logic across these multiple
stages.

• A joinpoint model that supports abstraction of certain context properties in
the stages of aggregation and assembly. These details are thus made irrel-
evant for the developer at a certain stage to ensure reusability of common
composition logic across multiple applications and deployment environments.
We call this a multi-stage joinpoint model, which is graphically depicted in
Figure 6.1.

6.2 M-Stage

The development of a distributed component-based application involves multiple
composition and configuration tasks. These tasks can be classified in four stages:

1. The specification of elementary components, which specifies the provided
and required interfaces of elementary components and their implementation.
The specification of one specific component is thus considered only one of
the tasks that belong to this stage.

2. The aggregation of composite components, which consists of repetitive, hi-
erarchic composition of elementary and composite components.
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Figure 6.1: Multi-stage joinpoint model

3. Assembling the application, which includes composing the different (aggre-
gate) elements of the application and defining an abstract architecture for
it.

4. The deployment specification of the application, which maps the software
components to their concrete deployment location.

Each stage leads to a specific kind of artifacts, such as elementary components,
composite components, application assemblies and deployment specifications. Each
task in a stage leads to a one specific instance of an artifact, such as the specifi-
cation of one specific composite component.

These artifacts are produced by different stakeholders: component providers,
application assemblers and application deployers. Within the component specifica-
tion and aggregation stages, multiple stakeholders can be involved, each producing
(possibly) multiple artifacts. The application assembly stage assumes one assem-
bly specification per application, and we also assume one deployment specification
per deployment environment of an application. An overview of the stages and the
artifacts for an abstract application is presented in Figure 6.2. As illustrated, the
composition of the components occurs in multiple tasks that are divided over one
or more of the three composition stages: hierarchical component aggregation, ap-
plication assembly and application deployment. M-Stage supports modular spec-
ification and gradual refinement of AO-composition logic across these multiple
stages. Refinement of an AO-composition can occur (repeatedly) within one stage,
and also across stages. The M-Stage AO-composition model offers a multi-stage
joinpoint model (Figure 6.1), in such way that it supports contextual properties
specific to each stage. The model also restricts the visibility of those properties to
the appropriate stages.
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Figure 6.2: Multi-stage composition of an application

These features of the M-Stage development model have been integrated into the
DyMAC aspect-component model. Concretely, the resulting M-Stage component
and composition model extends the DyMAC aspect-component model with multi-
stage AO-composition which offers hierarchical modularization, gradual refinement
and a multi-stage joinpoint model.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. First, we define the basic
component model of M-Stage. We define what kind of artifacts are created in each
of the different stages. Second, we define the extended AO-composition model,
including the multi-stage joinpoint model, multi-stage AO-composition and the
support for composition refinement.

6.2.1 The M-Stage Component Model

We define the basic component model with the four different stages and we explain
which information is specified in the different kinds of artifacts in each stage.
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Elementary components. The elementary components are the basic compo-
nents as described in the DyMAC component model in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.
We briefly revisit and summarize their structure. An elementary component has a
create-interface and a method-interface. It can also have a set of dependencies that
specify the required interfaces of the component. The specification (or descriptor)
of an elementary component defines (1) the component name, (2) the provided
interfaces, (3) the implementation file and (4) the dependencies of the component.
A dependency is defined by a dependency name and an interface that is expected
to be bound to the dependency.

As an example we describe the Account component in Listing 6.3. It provides
the IAccount interface as defined in Section 1. It has a dependency tx for the
required ITransaction interface. The implementation is defined in AccountImpl.
The numbered labels in comment refer to the enumeration of the elements as
introduced above.

Composite components. A composite component is a hierarchical composi-
tion of a set of components. The components that are part of the composite com-
ponent can be elementary or composite components. The specification of a com-
posite component defines (1) a name for the composite, (2) the set of components
it contains, and (3) composition specifications. These compositions can be nor-
mal dependency-component mappings or AO-compositions. AO-compositions are
further discussed in detail in the next subsection.

An example of a composite component is illustrated in Listing 6.3. We define
the bank’s generic account component: SecureAccount, an aggregation of Account,
Transaction and Authorization. We define the dependency-component mapping of
Account with Transaction. The AO-composition of Authorization in this composite
is discussed later.

Application assemblies. M-Stage application assemblies are based on Dy-
MAC’s distributed application model, as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.
However, M-Stage application assemblies also include abstract architectural infor-
mation about the distributed application.

The application assemblies thus define distributed component-based applica-
tions that are deployable to multiple environments. They consist of a set of compo-
nents (elementary or composite), similar to composite components. Furthermore,
the assembly specification also contains reusable architectural information about
the application by specifying an abstract deployment topology. This is a set of ab-
stract hosts on which the components are allocated. A possible architecture that
could be included is a multi-tier architecture or a simple client-server architecture.

Concretely, the specification of an application assembly contains (1) a name
for the application, (2) the set of components it contains, (3) definitions of ab-
stracts hosts, (4) mappings of components to abstract hosts and (5) composition
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Listing 6.3: Specification of elementary and composite components
Component Account { // 1. name of elementary component

// 2. de f ine provided in t e r f a ce
prov ides {

create−interface : IAccountCreate ;
method−interface : IAccount ;

}

// 3. de f ine the implementation a r t i f a c t ( compiled binary )
implementation : AccountImpl ;

// 4.
// de f ine required in t e r f a c e of the Transaction component
// as oo−dependency named ’ tx ’
oo−dependency tx{

create−interface : ITransact ionCreate ;
method−interface : ITransact ion ;

}
}

composite SecureAccount { //1
conta in s : Account , Transaction , Author i zat ion ; //2

//3
compos it ion {

dependency : Account . tx ;
component : Transact ion ;

}
ao−composit ion {
. . .
}

}

specifications specific to the application.
The example in Listing 6.4 illustrates an abstract architecture for a banking ap-

plication: SecureAccount and BasicBanking are located on the abstract appserver,
EmployeeClient on the workstations and ATMClient on the ATM machines.

Deployment specification. A deployment specification of an application spec-
ifies (1) the application it deploys, (2) unique deployment names for the public
accessible components, (3) mappings of abstract hosts to concrete hosts, (4) map-
pings of a component to a container on a concrete host, (5) a set of already deployed
components it uses and (6) compositions specific to the deployment environment.

The deployment example in Listing 6.4 deploys the banking application de-
fined above. The descriptor maps the abstract host appserver to the concrete
host appserver1.mybank.net, and deploys the BasicBanking component with the
unique name MyBasicBanking on a concrete container on the application server. It
also declares that it uses an already deployed component in the environment: the
RuntimeMonitor aspect-component, which will monitor and log the distributed
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execution trace of all sessions on the application server’s containers. We illustrate
the deployment-specific compositions further on.

Listing 6.4: Application assembly and deployment specification
a p p l i c a t i o n BasicbankApp { // (1)

conta in s : SecureAccount , BasicBanking ,
EmployeeClient , ATMClient ; // (2)

abs t r a c tho s t : atm , workstat ion , appserver ; // (3)

l o c a t e { // (4)
component : BasicBanking , SecureAccount ;
ab s t r a c tho s t : appserver ;
}

l o c a t e {
component : EmployeeClient ;
ab s t r a c tho s t : workstat ion ;
}
. . .
// (5) : compositions

}

deployment MyBank{

conta in s : BasicbankApp ; // (1)

map{ // (3)
abs t r a c tho s t : BasicbankApp . appserver ;
host : appserver1 . mybank . net ;
}

deploy{ // (4)
component : BasicbankApp . BasicBanking ;
deploymentname : MyBasicBanking ; //2
host : appserver1 . mybank . net ; //4
conta ine r : conta ine r1 ;
}

usedeployed : RuntimeMonitor ; // (5)

// (6) compositions
}

6.2.2 AO-Composition Model

Composition of components is supported in three stages: (a) composite compo-
nent aggregation, (b) application assembly and (c) deployment. We continue the
description of the composition model by focusing on AO-composition. We first
explain the multi-stage joinpoint-model. Then we elaborate on the multi-stage
AO-compositions with support for composition refinement.
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Multi-stage joinpoint model. The joinpoint model defines the kind and con-
text of joinpoints. The kind of the joinpoint can be either a call or an execution of
a method. The contextual information available about the calling and called com-
ponent depends on the stage in which the AO-composition is defined. For each
stage we define a set of contextual properties in the joinpoint model that can be
evaluated in that specific stage. The joinpoint model enforces that a stakeholder
specifying a certain AO-composition in a certain stage only has to reason over the
contextual information that is relevant at that stage. A definition of the contextual
properties in each stage is explained next, and is also depicted in Figure 6.1.

In the composite aggregation stage, the contextual properties about the calling
component are the component name and the dependency that is used. Contextual
properties about the called component are the component name and the interface
on which the method is invoked. In the application assembly stage, the application
name and abstract host of caller and callee become available, next to the already
available properties of the composite aggregation stage. The contextual properties
that become available in the deployment stage are the component’s deployment
name, host, and container.

Multi-stage AO-composition. AO-compositions can be specified in each stage
that supports composition of components. Such an AO-composition consists of
three parts: (c1) a name for the AO-composition, (c2) a pointcut expression and
(c3) a set of advices. This is analogous to the distributed AO-composition spec-
ifications of DyMAC in the previous chapter. Listing 6.5 defines the high-level
grammar, which is the same for all stages. The concrete grammar specifications
for each stage are defined in Appendix A.

Listing 6.5: Grammar for AO-compositions
ao−composit ion <name>{ //( c1 )

Pointcut <name>{ //( c2 ) , ( p1)
Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ; //(p2)
Signature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; //(p3)
Ca l l e r {

[<property >: <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr > ; ]∗} //(p4)
Cal l e e {

[<property >: <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr > ; ]∗}} //(p5)
[ Advice <name>{ //( c3 )

AdvisingComponent : <name>;
AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >

} ]∗
}

As illustrated in the grammar, a pointcut expression consists of (p1) a name
for the pointcut and evaluates over (p2) the kind of joinpoint, (p3) the method
signature, (p4) caller properties (contextual properties about calling component)
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and (p5) callee properties (contextual properties about the called component).
The available contextual properties about caller and callee depend on the stage in
which the pointcut is specified.

Two examples are illustrated in Listing 6.6. A first example is SecureAccount ’s
AO-composition, specified in the aggregation stage. It illustrates the use of join-
point properties that are only visible in the aggregation stage. A second example is
RuntimeMonitor ’s AO-composition, defined in the deployment stage. It illustrates
the modularization of deployment specific composition logic: the pointcut as well
as the advice are deployment-specific.

Listing 6.6: AO-composition in a composite and deployment specification
composite SecureAccount{

conta in s : Account , Transaction ,
Author i zat ion ;

. . .
ao−compos it ion aoc1{

Pointcut s e n s i t i v e {
Kind : execut ion
S ignature : void Deposit ( . . ) | | void Withdraw ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Component : Account ;
}

}
// advices of Authorizat ion to c a l l .
Advice check ro l e {

AdvisingComponent : Author i zat ion ;
AdviceMethod : Ver i fyRole ;
. . .

}}
}

deployment MyBank{
. . .
ao−compos it ion monitor{

Pointcut monitort race {
Kind : execut ion
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Host : appserver1 . mybank . net ;}}

Advice l o g t r a c e {
AdvisingComponent : RuntimeMonitor ;

. . .
}}

Refining AO-compositions. When a composition artifact is used in another
artifact, of possibly another stage, it might be necessary to further refine the
pointcuts. This refinement can be a different evaluation of an existing contextual
property or the use of a newly available property in the actual stage. The with
directive allows to refine the pointcut in an AO-composition or in parts of it.
The old keyword allows to refer to the previous pointcut definition. The refined
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pointcut is expressed by referring to the pointcut name within its naming path. In
Listing 6.7, we first define the structure of the naming path, then we define the
specification of a refinement.

Listing 6.7: Specifying refinement of an AO-composition
<namingpath> =
<a r t i f a c t >[.< c o n t a i n i n g a r t i f a c t >]∗.<ao−composit ion>

<a r t i f a c t t y p e > <name> {
. . .
with <namingpath>.<pointcut> {

Signature = <new value >;
with Ca l l e r {

// refinement of proper t i e s
}

with Ca l l e e {
// refinement of proper t i e s
}}}

As an illustration of reuse and refinement we reconsider the examples from
the introduction. SecureAccount ’s AO-composition of Account and Authorization
has already been defined earlier. The stepwise refinement of the AO-composition
for the basic banking application is defined in Listing 6.8. The AO-composition of
Authorization is refined in the definition of the basic banking application assembly,
in such way that it is applied to BasicBanking too, and not applied to Account
when the calls come from BasicBanking. In the deployment specification of the
basic banking application, the authorization is refined so that it is never enforced
when the calls originate from the trusted intranet zone.

6.3 Validation

In this section, we validate M-Stage by applying the model to a family of e-finance
applications. Figure 6.3 depicts the core assets of this family, which are (1) a set of
reusable elementary components, which can be reused for different e-finance appli-
cations, (2) a set of reusable composite components encoding reusable composition
logic, and (3) reusable application assemblies encoding reusable architectures that
are deployable to multiple deployment environments.

We illustrate how M-Stage supports this and how a concrete family instance is
built, using multi-stage composition and gradual refinement. In the next section,
we evaluate this approach against the reuse potential of DyMAC’s distributed
AO-composition model, applied to the same e-finance case study. We also discuss
other properties such as separation of concerns and adaptability.
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Listing 6.8: Refinement of the AO-composition for Authorization
Appl i cat ion BasicbankingApp{

conta in s : SecureAccount ;
conta in s : BasicBanking ;
with SecureAccount . aoc1 . s e n s i t i v e {

Signature : o ld . S ignature | | void Trans fer ( . . )
with Ca l l e e {

Component : o ld . Ca l l e e . Component | | BasicBanking ;
}

with Ca l l e r {
Component : ! BasicBanking ;
}

}
}

deployment MyBank{
. . .
with BasicBankingApp . SecureAccount . aoc1 . s e n s i t i v e {

with Ca l l e r {
Host : ! ∗ . i n t r a n e t . bank . com ;
}

}
}

6.3.1 The Elementary Components.

Three elementary components are typical business components: CustomerRegister,
BasicBanking and Account. The CustomerRegister and BasicBanking components
are remotely accessible services that offer the core business operations to manage
customers, create new accounts and execute transactions. The BasicBanking com-
ponent uses the Account component, which is an entity that contains the basic
information about accounts: a unique account id, a balance, and a record of trans-
actions executed on the account. The Account component is a generic account
that offers two operations: deposit and withdraw. The interfaces of the three core
business components are defined in Listing 6.9.

The employees at the branch offices of the bank use the EmployeeClient com-
ponent at their workstations to manage the customers’ accounts and to handle
customer requests. The customers can also use an ATM to withdraw money from
their accounts. The CashWithdrawal component on the ATM terminals as well
as the EmployeeClient component uses the BasicBanking component to execute
the transactions. The different components in the application are depicted in Fig-
ure 6.4. Figure 6.4 also describes the set of elementary aspect-components. The
interfaces of these advising components in the example are defined in Listing 6.10.

There are four collaborating aspect-components for authentication in the appli-
cation. First, a client-side component, EmployeeCredentials, asks the employees for
credentials, before the EmployeeClient component starts up. A second component,
which is a local component on the ATM, ATMCredentials, asks the ATM-users
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Figure 6.3: Multi-stage AO-composition

for credentials when they want to withdraw cash. Third, a server-side component
EmployeeAuthenticationService authenticates the credentials of the employees and
generates an employee authentication token. Fourth, the ATMAuthenticationSer-
vice authenticates the credentials of ATM users and generates an ATM authentica-
tion token. Both authentication services are located at the central authentication
server and are called after the client has provided his credentials. The returned
authentication token is stored in the client side credential components. Each time
a call is made from the clients to the application server, an advice in the client
side credential components will push the stored authentication token along with

Listing 6.9: Interfaces of BasicBanking, CustomerRegister and Account
interface IBasicBanking {

void CreateAccount ( s t r i n g id , s t r i n g owner ) ;
void Deposit ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void Withdraw ( s t r i n g id , double amount ) ;
void Trans fer ( s t r i n g from , s t r i n g to , double amount ) ;

}
interface ICustomerRegister {

void CreateCustomer ( s t r i n g id , s t r i n g name , . . . ) ;
}
interface IAccount {

s t r i n g GetId ( ) ;
double GetBalance ( ) ;
void Deposit (double amount ) ;
void Withdraw (double amount ) ;
L i s t<ITransact ion> GetTransact ions ( ) ;

}
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Figure 6.4: Application overview

the call. A fifth aspect-component is the Authorization component that verifies
the application-level rights associated with the authenticated user when a banking
transaction is executed. Employees can only do transactions during office hours.
ATM-users can only withdraw from their own account, with a maximum of a cer-
tain transaction amount limit. The sixth aspect-component is the SecurityLogger
component at the central audit server. It keeps track of all authentication and
authorization attempts and of the results.

Listing 6.10: Interfaces of the Aspect-components
interface I C r e d e n t i a l s {

void GetCredent ia l s ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void StoreToken ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void PushToken ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;}

interface IAtmAuthent icat ionServ ice {
void Veri fyAtmCredent ia ls ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;}

interface IEmployeeAuthent icat ionServ ice {
void Ver i fyEmployeeCredent ia l s ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;}

interface IAuthor i za t i on {
void Ver i fyRole ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void VerifyTime ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void VerifyOwner ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;
void VerifyAmount ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;

interface ISecur i tyLogger {
void Log ( RuntimeJoinPoint r jp ) ;}
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6.3.2 Composition and Deployment

The composition of the basic banking application, as depicted in Figure 6.3, defines
11 AO-compositions (9 definitions + 2 refinements) across the composite compo-
nents (5+1), the application assembly (2+0) as well as the deployment specifica-
tion (2+1). Next, we present the different stages to compose the basic banking
application and we explain each of the involved compositions.

Composite components. The composite components in the systems are Se-
cureAccount, BusinessLogic and DistributedAuthentication. The composite com-
ponent SecureAccount contains Authorization and Account, and is illustrated in
Listing 6.11. It specifies one AO-composition enforcing the authorization rules on
the transaction operations of Account.

Listing 6.11: Specification of composite component SecureAccount
composite SecureAccount{

conta in s : Account , Author i zat ion ;
ao−compos it ion aoc1{

Pointcut s e n s i t i v e {
Kind : execut ion
S ignature : void Deposit ( . . ) | | void Withdraw ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Component : Account ;
}
}
// advices of Authorizat ion to c a l l .
Advice check ro l e {

AdvisingComponent : Author i zat ion ;
AdviceMethod : Ver i fyRole ;

}
. . .
}
}

BusinessLogic is a composite component containing SecureAccount and Ba-
sicBanking. When the SecureAccount composite is reused in the BusinessLogic
composite, the AO-composition is refined to also enforce authorization on the ba-
sic banking service. Security checks need to be verified as early as possible in the
call-chain. Calls coming from BasicBanking to SecureAccount then need no au-
thorization. Concretely, the Signature property of the pointcut will be broadened
with the Transfer method, and the component name of the callee will be broadened
with the BasicBanking component name. The component name of the caller will
be restricted from its default value (*) to !BasicBanking because authorization
would not occur twice. This is illustrated in Listing 6.12.

DistributedAuthentication is a composite component containing the authen-
tication components in the application. This component encapsulates four AO-
compositions specifying the following internal interactions between the authen-
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Listing 6.12: Specification of composite component BusinessLogic
composite Bus inessLog ic {

conta in s : SecureAccount ;
conta in s : BasicBanking ;
with SecureAccount . aoc1 . s e n s i t i v e {

Signature : o ld . S ignature | | void Trans fer ( . . )
with Ca l l e e {

Component : o ld . Ca l l e e . Component | | BasicBanking ;}
with Ca l l e r {

Component : ! BasicBanking ;
}

}
}

tication components. First, after gathering the credentials of the employee, the
employee authentication service is called to verify the credentials and return an
employee authentication token. Second, after the authentication token is returned
it is stored in the employee credential component at the client side. In Listing
6.13, we define these two AO-compositions of the aspect-components Employee-
Credentials and EmployeeAuthentication in the composite DistributedAuthentica-
tion. The other two AO-compositions for ATM authentication are similar. The
AO-compositions of the DistributedAuthentication composite with the application
are thus based on the abstract architecture that has been defined earlier in the
same application assembly.

Application assembly. The application BankingApplication assembles 4 com-
ponents: BusinessLogic, CashWithdrawal, EmployeeClient and DistributedAuthen-
tication. The two AO-compositions between DistributedAuthentication and the
other application components are defined in the application assembly. Concretely,
the two advices that get the credentials, defined in the aspect-components ATM-
Credentials and EmployeeCredentials, are composed as before advice on the entry-
methods of the client components (e.g. the main method of EmployeeClient). In
Listing 6.14, we illustrate the composition in BankingApplication of DistributedAu-
thentication with the employee client and BusinessLogic: the employee authen-
tication token is pushed along with all calls leaving a workstation towards the
appserver. The other AO-composition to push the atm token is similar.

Deployment specification. In the deployment specification in Listing 6.15,
the security logger at the audit server of a specific deployment environment is
composed with the authentication services and with the Authorization component.
A failed credential verification or authorization will be recorded in the audit trail
by the security logger. The host name of the authentication server is used in
the pointcut in stead of enumerating all authentication services. Failures of any
authentication service on the host will thus be logged.
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Listing 6.13: Specification of composite component DistributedAuthentication
composite D i s t r ibutedAuthent i ca t i on {

conta in s : EmployeeCredentials , EmployeeAuthent icat ionService , . . . ;
ao−compos it ion checkEmployee{

Pointcut c r e d e n t i a l s {
Kind : execut ion
S ignature : ∗ GetCredent ia l s ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Component : EmployeeCredentia ls ;
}
}
Advice {

AdvisingComponent : EmployeeAuthent icat ionServ ice ;
AdviceMethod : Ve r i f yCr eden t i a l s ;
. . .

}
}
ao−compos it ion storeEmployeeToken{

Pointcut v e r i f y {
Kind : c a l l ;
S ignature : ∗ Ver i f yCr eden t i a l s ( . . ) ;
}
Advice storeToken{

AdvisingComponent : EmployeeCredentia ls
AdviceMethod : StoreToken ;
. . .
}
}
ao−compos it ion checkAtmUser { . . . }
ao−compos it ion storeAtmToken { . . . }
}

The refinement of the authorization pointcut in the deployment specification
is a refinement based on new contextual information: all components in the Busi-
nessLogic composite are deployed on the same container on the application server.
Therefore, if an invocation comes from within the application server, authorization
should not be applied. The host property of the caller will therefore be restricted
from its default value (* or all) to !applicationserver.

6.4 Evaluation and Discussion

In this section we first evaluate the reusability of AO-composition logic in the M-
Stage model. We therefore compare the M-Stage approach to the case study with
the DyMAC approach (as defined in the previous chapter). We then analyze and
discuss the key achievements of M-Stage.

6.4.1 Evaluation of Reusability

The goal of this evaluation is to quantify to what extent M-Stage improves reusabil-
ity of AO-composition logic. To achieve this goal we have measured how many
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Listing 6.14: Application assembly specification of the banking application
a p p l i c a t i o n BankingAppl icat ion{

conta in s : Di s t r ibutedAuthent i cat ion , . . .
EmployeeClient , ATMClient ;

ab s t r a c tho s t : atm , workstat ion , appserver ;

l o c a t e {
component : Bus inessLog ic ;
ab s t r a c tho s t : appserver ;}

l o c a t e {
component : EmployeeClient ;
ab s t r a c tho s t : workstat ion ;}

ao−compos it ion pushEmployeeToken{
Pointcut employeeCal l s {
Kind : c a l l
S ignature : void ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e r {

abs t r a c tho s t : workstat ion ;}
Cal l e e {

abs t r a c tho s t : appserver ;}}
//Advice push employee token . . .
}
ao−compos it ion pushATMToken { . . . }
}

AO-compositions in the above banking application can be reused in another hypo-
thetical usage context (for example, the investment application) and we have com-
pared this with composition descriptors in DyMAC’s distributed AO-composition
model. We have used the following metrics in particular:

A The total number of AO-compositions defined.

B The number of lines of code defined.

C The number of AO-compositions that can be reused across multiple applica-
tions.

D The number of AO-compositions that can be reused across multiple deployment
environments.

Table 6.1 gives an overview of our results of this comparison. For this – relatively
small – composition specification (83 LOC), M-Stage allows to reuse 55% of the
AO-composition logic across applications, and 72% across deployment environ-
ments. This gain of reuse comes at the cost of 22% more AO-compositions that
must be specified due to the gradual refinement, and an increase of 18% in total
lines of code. We have achieved the increase of reuse because of four main points:
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Listing 6.15: Deployment specification of the banking application
deployment MyBank{

. . .
with BankingAppl icat ion . Bus inessLog ic

. SecureAccount . aoc1 . s e n s i t i v e {
with Ca l l e r {

Host : ! a p p l i c a t i o n s e r v e r ;}}
ao−compos it ion a u t h e n t i c a t i o n a u d i t {

Pointcut ope ra t i on s t oaud i t {
Kind : execut ion
S ignature : ∗ ∗ ( . . ) ;
Ca l l e e {
Host : a u t h e n t i c a t i o n s e r v e r ;}}

//Advice : l og a f t e r except ion
}
ao−compos it ion a u t h o r i z a t i o n a u d i t {
}

platform A B C D
DyMAC 9 83 n/a n/a
M-Stage 11 (9+2) 98 6 (5+1) out of 11 8 (7+1) out of 11
Increase +22% +18% n/a n/a

Table 6.1: Reusability of AO-compositions in DyMAC and M-Stage

1. Pointcuts in the application assembly per definition do not contain deploy-
ment host information and therefore don’t tie the application to a fixed
deployment environment.

2. Deployment-time AO-compositions do not need to be defined in the appli-
cation assembly.

3. Reusable AO-compositions that should already be defined in a reusable com-
posite component can be localized in a separate descriptor.

4. It is possible to refine existing AO-compositions.

Next, we further analyze these results, and also discuss other properties of the
M-Stage solution.

6.4.2 Analysis and Discussion of Key Achievements

In this section we revisit the key achievements of M-Stage with relation to separa-
tion of concerns, reuse and refinement of composition logic. Concretely, we analyze
and discuss the following software engineering properties with respect to aspect-
oriented composition in M-Stage: appropriate task division for the AO-composition
logic, modularity of the application assembly and deployment concern, as well as
reusability and adaptability of AO-composition logic.
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Appropriate task division for the AO-composition logic. Multi-stage AO-
composition enables appropriate task division: it allows to specify AO-compositions
in the right artifact, in the right stage, by the right stakeholder, depending on
which kind of contextual properties an AO-composition evaluates. Furthermore,
refinement allows to split the definition of an AO-composition over the different
stages. This supports stepwise configuration of the application. In each subsequent
artifact, an AO-composition can be refined based on the context of that artifact.
This increased separation of concerns is illustrated in the AO-composition of au-
thorization throughout the different stages.

Modularity of application assembly and deployment. Multi-stage AO-
composition with stage specific views increases the localization of the applica-
tion assembly and deployment concern: all AO-compositions evaluating on the
abstract application architecture are specified in the application assembly, and
all AO-compositions evaluating on the deployment infrastructure are localized
in the deployment specification. In summary, all configuration and composition
with respect to application architecture or deployment is well localized in the
appropriate artifacts: respectively the application assembly and the deployment
specification. For example, the application assembly of the banking application
contains all configuration and composition that is related to the three abstract
hosts: atm, workstation and appserver. It contains the definition of the abstract
hosts, which components are mapped on them as well as the AO-composition of
DistributedAuthentication, which is evaluating over the abstract hosts to compose
the authentication components with the application.

Reusability. The stage specific views in the joinpoint model enforce that contex-
tual information that is not a concern to a stakeholder specifying a certain artifact
in a certain stage, is not visible to that stakeholder. This increases the reusability
of the artifact in later stages. Reusability is also increased by the reuse and re-
finement of pointcuts. The reuse of pointcuts enables reuse of domain-knowledge
contained in the composition logic. Refinements enable cleaner reuse of provided
AO-compositions that need changes due the specific reuse context. The original
artifacts are not edited, but refined in the artifact that reuses the AO-composition.

Adaptability. Multi-stage AO-composition with refinement increases adaptabil-
ity by allowing to adapt the AO-compositions in a step-wise, fine-grained way. The
stakeholder reusing a certain artifact can refine the AO-compositions per contex-
tual property, in each stage or intermediate artifact until deployment. A good
example is the AO-composition of Authorization across the different stages and
artifacts.
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6.5 Related Work

In this section we present related work. We discuss the relation between M-Stage
and other AO-middleware platforms from two points of view: 1) which concrete
AO-middleware platforms support role-based task division, reuse and refinement
of AO-composition to a certain extent, as well as 2) which type of platforms would
benefit the most of introducing those features.

The general relation between M-Stage and AO-middleware platforms has al-
ready been discussed in the introduction of this chapter. In summary, M-Stage
augments existing AO-middleware with multi-stage AO-composition, which di-
vides AO-composition logic across multiple stages, and with a multi-stage join-
point model, which enables abstraction of certain context information during the
early stages.

Multi-stage composition pays off for all AO-middleware, whereas the multi-
stage joinpoint model only pays off for AO-middleware with a rich joinpoint model.
AO-middleware technologies such as JBoss AOP [JBo08a], AspectWerkz [Asp08],
Spring AOP [Spr08], GlueQoS [WTM+04], CAM/DAOP [PFFT02], DADO [WD06],
FAC [PSCD06] and Prose [NA05] only benefit from multi-stage composition be-
cause these platforms do not support the evaluation of context properties con-
cerning the application architecture or deployment. On the other hand, platforms
such as JAC [PDFS01], DJCutter [NCT04], AWED [LSV+06] and DyMAC also
benefit from a multi-stage joinpoint model because they do support the evaluation
of distributed context and application architecture.

Hence, there is an important distinction to make between the different aspect
component platforms based on the context on which AO-compositions can evalu-
ate. We discuss some of the platforms above in more detail.

A first set of platforms only support aspect-oriented composition based on
the class model of the programming language: Spring AOP [Spr08], AspectWerkz
[Asp08], JBOSS AOP [JBo08a]. This design choice is clearly reflected in the kind
and context of joinpoints that can be specified in pointcut expressions: the call
and execution of methods of implementation classes of the different components.
Contextual properties concerning the component model, application architecture
or deployment are not supported. Due to this very limited joinpoint model, a
multi-stage joinpoint model is not necessary.

Concerning support for hierarchical AO-composition: the aspect-oriented com-
positions are typically defined in an XML file associated with the application
or by means of metadata tags in the code of the aspect-component. In the first
approach the AO-compositions are all defined in a monolithic XML file. In the
second approach the AO-compositions are defined in the elementary component
implementation. Both approaches make it difficult to manage the AO-compositions
across aggregation, assembly and deployment. It does not allow multi-stage AO-
composition and refinement across the different stages. Editing a provided com-
position file to adapt the pointcut to the new context where it is used is not
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considered clean reuse. In the second approach, AO-composition is strictly lim-
ited to the stage of elementary component development and excludes any form of
reuse or adaptation. We can conclude that in both approaches there is a lack for a
hierarchically structured, multi-stage AO-composition with support for reuse and
refinement.

CAM/DAOP [PFFT02, PFT05] however supports to evaluate over a limited
set of contextual properties of the component model: the component names of the
caller and callee. Context properties concerning the application architecture or
deployment are not supported. In CAM/DAOP, all stages are located in a single
XML file which also includes all AO-compositions, hence excluding hierarchical
AO-composition.

JAC [PDFS01] and DyMAC are distributed aspect-component platforms that
support to evaluate over the distributed context of the component-based applica-
tion. In JAC a pointcut can evaluate over the host of the current joinpoint. Like
the first set of platforms, JAC supports defining pointcuts in the implementation
file. It also supports a separate composition file per aspect. The first approach re-
sults in the same drawbacks as the first set of platforms that use metadata tags, as
the composition logic is hard-coded in the implementation. The second approach
allows to define the pointcut for an aspect once in the appropriate stage, but
does not allow refinement. It also does not support hierarchical composition. JAC
does not offer a multi-stage joinpoint model to separate the host-property from
the rest of the pointcut and therefore scatters the deployment concern across all
composition files.

The component model of DyMAC as defined in Chapter5 has three stages:
component development, application assembly and deployment. AO-composition is
only supported in the application assembly stage. DyMAC offers a joinpoint model
that supports all contextual properties concerning component model, application
architecture (by means of hostgroups) and deployment. But, the pointcuts have to
evaluate over all these properties in the application assembly. Hence, multi-stage
AO-composition and refinement are not supported.

6.6 Conclusion

M-Stage is an aspect-component model that offers appropriate separation of con-
cerns, reuse and refinement for AO-composition in distributed applications. Key
elements in M-Stage are its support for multi-stage composition and its multi-stage
join point model. Multi-stage composition supports modularization and refinement
of AO-composition logic across multiple composition and deployment stages. The
multi-stage joinpoint model enables abstraction of certain context information
during the early composition stages. We have illustrated the power of M-Stage by
applying the model in a realistic distributed application where we analyzed the
reuse and adaptation potential of the M-Stage model.
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Chapter 7

Prototype

In this chapter we describe the architecture, implementation and performance
evaluation of the prototype. This middleware prototype supports the DyMAC
distributed AO-composition model and the multi-stage development model of M-
Stage.

First we discuss the basic middleware architecture to support distributed AO-
composition. Second we evaluate the performance of this architecture. Third we
discuss how we integrated support for the M-Stage development model as an ex-
tension to the basic architecture of the DyMAC platform.

7.1 The DyMAC Middleware Architecture

In this section we present the architecture and implementation of the middleware
support for distributed AO-composition. First, we explain how the middleware
supports the concepts of the distributed component and composition model. Con-
cretely, we explain the top-level architecture of the middleware and describe the
important subsystems that support distributed joinpoints, remote pointcuts and
the coordination of remote advices. We also motivate the architectural decisions
in the middleware that manage performance overhead. Second, we present a de-
scription of the .NET implementation of DyMAC.

7.1.1 The Middleware Architecture

In this description of the middleware architecture we first describe briefly the top-
level architecture and its distributed deployment on the network. Then we focus
on the essential subsystems that support the key features of the component and
composition model: the aspectbinder and interception core that process the remote
pointcuts at load-time and at run-time, the distributed joinpoint architecture that
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supports advanced remote pointcuts with acceptable performance overhead, and
the advice coordination infrastructure supporting multi-threaded, remote around-
advices. In addition we discuss instance management, especially the component
factory and instance registry for distributed instantiation scopes of aspect compo-
nents.

The top-level architecture. The top-level architecture offers middleware sup-
port for the deployment model of DyMAC applications. In Chapter 5, Section
5.2.1, we described the deployment model as follows.

A distributed DyMAC application consists of a set of components that
are deployed across a distributed infrastructure. This distributed in-
frastructure has a hierarchical structure: a hostgroup contains multi-
ple hosts, (E.g. the client workstations), a host can contain multiple
framework instances, which are processes. A framework instance can
host multiple applications, each in an application domain.

A concrete deployment scenario for the framework middleware, application
domains, application middleware and some application components is depicted
in Figure 7.1. An overview of the subsystems of the framework and application
middleware is depicted in Figure 7.2. Each DyMAC framework hosts multiple ap-
plication domains for different distributed DyMAC applications. The framework
middleware offers a remote interface framework facade to deploy, startup, stop
and undeploy applications on the framework. The deployer distributes the appli-
cation binaries and descriptors to the framework middleware to store them on the
application repository. Then the distributed application can start up. The frame-
work middleware first instantiates an application domain and loads the application
middleware into it. The application middleware loads and manages the different
components that are deployed in its application domain. We now focus on the
different subsystems of the application middleware.

The following subsystems are involved in the loading process. First the ap-
plication descriptor is handled by the ApplicationParser and an ApplicationSpec
model is built. After parsing successfully, the application domain loads the binaries
and the ApplicationVerifier checks the ApplicationSpec model to verify if it con-
forms to the component model, and whether all binaries referenced are loaded. If
the ApplicationSpec is sound, the application builder builds an application meta
model (ApplicationType). This model contains a component type for each com-
ponent spec in the application spec model. Each component type contains a list
of dependencies with a list of method definitions. The component type also con-
tains a list of provided method definitions. In this step of the loading process all
method definitions have an empty advice chain. Next, the AspectBinder handles
the AO-compositions to determine the advices that must be inserted in the advice
chain.
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Figure 7.1: Deployment view of the DyMAC architecture

The AspectBinder. We first explain the common approach for call-pointcuts
as well as execution-pointcuts in the AO-compositions. Then we refine the expla-
nation for each kind of pointcut.

For each AO-composition, the properties of the pointcut that are known at
loadtime are evaluated. If the loadtime known properties of a method defini-
tion match, an advice thunk is inserted into the advice chain of the method.
Advice thunks define a set of properties to evaluate at runtime (the pointcut
residue [HH04]) and an advice method to be called when the runtime properties
evaluate to true.

In case of an execution pointcut, the method signature and the properties of the
callee in the pointcut are evaluated at loadtime. The properties of the caller can
only be evaluated at runtime when a method message arrives at the component.

In case of a call pointcut, the method signature and the properties of the
caller in the pointcut are evaluated at loadtime. The properties of the callee are
evaluated at runtime when the message is sent to the component instance that
is bound to the dependency. This binding can be different at runtime because of
possible runtime changes to the component satisfying the dependency, such as its
location.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the runtime meta model of the BasicBanking compo-
nent with its provided and required interface and woven advice thunks. After the
AspectBinder has bound the authentication aspect, the methods of the provided
interface contain the advice thunk with the VerifyEmployeeToken advice. The
pointcut residue specifies that the caller must belong to the hostgroup worksta-
tions. This will be evaluated at runtime when the method is executed. The runtime
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Figure 7.2: Subsystem view of the DyMAC architecture

view of the architecture is explained next.
Once the application is running, the interception core processes the remote in-

vocations between components. This process is illustrated in the runtime view of
the interception core, which is depicted in Figure 7.4. The interception of invoca-
tions is triggered by the virtual machine underneath the middleware. The virtual
machine does a call back to the DyMAC middleware, where the interception core
handles the intercepted invocation. This interception core has two important ser-
vices. The first one is the distributed joinpoint infrastructure, that creates and
manages the runtime representations of distributed joinpoints. The second ser-
vice is the remote advice coordinator. This service selects and evaluates the advice
thunks for a joinpoint (using the AdviceCombiner), iterates the resulting advices
and handles the execution of them (using the AdviceHandler).

The distributed joinpoint infrastructure. Joinpoints in DyMAC contain
runtime information about calling or executing method invocations between com-
ponent instances in the distributed infrastructure. Four different kinds of joinpoints
are distinguished at runtime : before a call, before an execution, after an execu-
tion and after a call. The distributed joinpoint infrastructure creates a runtime
representation of these joinpoints, that localizes all information that is needed to
select and evaluate the advice thunk. Figure 7.5 illustrates and guides the following
explanation of the joinpoint construction process.

Before a remote invocation is called a before-call joinpoint is constructed using
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Figure 7.3: ApplicationType meta model for the BasicBanking component

the following information: (1) the contextual properties of the sending component,
which are locally stored in the component type model, and (2) the contextual
properties of the receiving component, stored in the proxy to the receiving com-
ponent instance. The properties of the sending component are added to the call
context of the method message. The call context containing the caller properties
is serialized as a piggy back on the remote invocation.

Before a remote invocation is executed at the destination component, a before-
execution joinpoint is created. The call context of the message is deserialized and
the caller’s contextual properties are added to the execution-joinpoint. The callee’s
contextual properties are stored locally in the type model of the receiving appli-
cation and are added to the joinpoint After the execution the kind of the before-
execution joinpoint is changed to after-execution, and the return message is added
to the joinpoint. After the call, the call-joinpoint’s kind is changed to after-call
and the received return message is added to the joinpoint.

Architectural decisions about the management of the contextual properties are
incorporated, such as supporting a context-complete communication style, which
is an architectural pattern to avoid chattiness [New04]. Chattiness could have
occurred when the information that is remote to the location of a joinpoint is
pulled from the remote host by need. This could have occurred during call-joinpoint
evaluation, when information about the callee is needed and during execution-
joinpoint evaluation when information is needed about the caller. It could also
have occurred when contextual information about caller and callee is accessed
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Figure 7.4: Runtime view of the interception core

Figure 7.5: Handling context info in the Distributed Joinpoint Infrastructure

using the joinpoint API at the execution location of the remote advice.

Therefore, when a component is instantiated, its contextual properties are
stored in its proxy. Every remote client of the component receives the contextual
properties along with the proxy. This does involve an initial transport overhead
when the proxy is created, but the properties of the callee are always local for
the call-joinpoint. To achieve locality of the caller-properties for an execution-
joinpoint, the properties of the caller are added as a piggy back on the remote
message to the callee. This omits a call-back of the callee to the caller to query
contextual information during runtime evaluation. When the remote advice meth-
ods access the contextual properties of the joinpoint parameter, that information
is also local. The joinpoint object is a composite value object, and therefore a com-
plete local copy is available in the execution context of remote advice methods.
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The remote advice coordination infrastructure. The interception core of
DyMAC coordinates remote advice by means of the advice handler. The advice
handler of DyMAC is instantiated when advice needs to be executed for a certain
joinpoint. The list of advices matching the joinpoint is handed over to the new
advice handler instance. In case the advice chain contains a remote around advice,
the advice coordinator is a remotely accessible instance. This remote access is
necessary to give back the control flow in case a proceed is called in the remote
around advice. In case the advice bindings do not contain remote around advices,
the advice handler instance is a local object. This avoids expensive instantiation
of a remotely accessible advice handler. In case the advice is local around advice,
the proceed call to the advice handler is also local, and no remote advice handler
is needed. In case the advice is remote before advice or remote after advice, the
control flow returns to the local advice handler automatically after the execution
of advice. We show the message flow for the execution of the withdraw operation
in picture 7.6. Only the around advice of the LoadBalancer aspect-component as
well as the AdviceHandler at the client are illustrated.

Figure 7.6: Remote AdviceHandler for remote around advice

Component factory. Instantiation of components is supported by the DyMAC
factory. This service provides a create-operation with as first argument a depen-
dency name and then a variable number of arguments. When the create-operation
is called, the factory looks up the dependency name, binds a component to it and
creates an instance of the component, using the appropriate constructor in the im-
plementation. This instance can be remote, depending on the deployment location
of the component. The remote interface of the application middleware containing
the component is called to create the remote instance.

Distributed instance registry. The instance of an advising component is im-
plicitly created when it is needed in an AO-composition. It is registered in the
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aspect registry at the deployment location of the component. If a new instantia-
tion request arrives at the instance registry, the registry checks if there is already
an instance bound to the requested instantiation context. This can be deducted
from the caller properties that are a piggyback on the instantiation call. If such
an instance exists, a proxy to the existing instance is returned to the requesting
advice binding.

The application middleware of an application domain has a local cache of the
aspect registry. It contains the proxies to the remote instances that are related
to the application domain. This avoids expensive remote lookups before advice
is executed, and also reduces chattiness. Concretely, the application middleware
has a hash-based cache structure that is divided into substructures for the differ-
ent instantiation scopes : group, host, framework, application domain, distributed
application, component type and component instance.

For the logical thread instantiation scope, DyMAC supports another optimiza-
tion for the distribution of the instance proxy along the distributed call flow. The
proxy is piggy backed with a method message whenever the call flow is transferred
to the next application middleware instance. This again avoids a lot of chattiness.
Chattiness could have occurred due to lookups for the remote component instance
handling the advice. In fact, these lookups would be performed at every application
domain.

7.1.2 Implementation

The DyMAC middleware platform has been prototyped on .NET 2.0. It is imple-
mented as a framework and does not involve any language extension. Component
interfaces and implementation can be defined in any CTS/CLS compliant lan-
guage. Remote method invocations are normal method calls and do not involve
any meta object protocol as in some other AO middleware approaches [PFFT02].
This implies that components and their interactions are statically verified by a
production .NET compiler.

The InterceptionCore in the middleware is built on the Context Bound Object
technology [Low03] to intercept invocations. This interception happens in the vir-
tual machine (the .NET CLR). The CLR then activates the DyMAC message sink
of the InterceptionCore, which creates a runtime joinpoint and starts the DyMAC
AdviceCombiner. This way of dynamic interception does not require byte code
weaving on components and does not require the CLR to run in debug mode.

The remote method invocations between component instances are implemented
on .NET remoting. Piggy backs added by the DyMAC middleware are stored in
the call context of a remote message. This is a hashtable associated with the call
flow and .NET remoting serializes this information along with the remote method
invocation.
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7.2 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the runtime overhead introduced by the middleware platform to sup-
port the features of the component model. This runtime overhead is evaluated in
terms of three kinds of resource usage: increased data access, increased network
usage and increased usage of computation resources. We compare the runtime over-
head of a DyMAC based application with an application based on state-of-the-art
distributed component technology. For this comparison we use the .NET imple-
mentation of DyMAC. The distributed aspect-component model of DyMAC.NET
is built on top of .NET remoting. So the first version of the application has been
built on DyMAC, the second version of the application uses only the .NET remot-
ing infrastructure.

Performance analysis. The runtime overhead of DyMAC is evaluated in terms
of increased data access, increased number of remote messages, increased size of
remote messages, and increased usage of computation resources. DyMAC does not
introduce additional data access at runtime. The application descriptors and con-
figuration files are loaded at startup time of the application. So in case data access
is involved in an application operation, that latency is the main performance bottle
neck, because it is orders of magnitude larger than the networking and computing
overhead. If we ignore data access, then the network overhead is the next impor-
tant performance overhead. We evaluate network overhead in the next paragraph
in detail. The overhead of calculating advice activation caused by the middle-
ware layer is neglectable in comparison with the latencies of the network access.
However, when using the framework for pure single-process, single-user AOP appli-
cations, without network communication or data access, the framework’s overhead
is significant. Offering features like client-specific middleware extensions and dy-
namic adaptability does involve a large computation overhead, due to the use of
runtime interception, reflection and access of data-structures containing compo-
nent metadata. That overhead is acceptable for large-scale distributed enterprise
applications, and even unavoidable for the features required in that domain.

Note that for AOP systems focusing on single-user, single-process applications,
different requirements exist. It is one of the key features to minimize overhead
of activation of advice added by aspects. The application domain of one of the
first AOP papers was the implementation of computation intensive algorithms
for image processing [KLM+97]. In that domain, the performance overhead of
activating added advice is crucial. Appropriate AOP tools, focusing on optimal
advice weaving should be used then.

Network overhead. The network overhead of DyMAC has to be evaluated on
two properties : the number of additional messages involved, and the increased
message size. If a remote before or after advice is used in stead of an ordinary
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method message, the number of messages stays the same. If an around advice is
used with a proceed call, the proceed call seems to involve an additional remote
call: i.e. the call-back to the advice coordinator. But, implementing the behavior
of around advice in the pure .NET remoting environment also involves two normal
method messages: one to query if the remote message should be executed, and
then another message to execute the behavior that normally would come after the
proceed call.

The second element to compare is the overhead caused by increased message
sizes. A method message in DyMAC carries additional information about the caller
in its call context. This causes overhead in the transmission time. The parameter
of advising method messages in DyMAC is a value copy of the joinpoint object,
which contains kind and distributed context information. This also introduces a
transmission overhead. To measure the network overhead, we compare the execu-
tion time of four kind of messages:

1. A pure .NET remoting method message with empty body, no parameters
and no return value. We call this a minimal method message.

2. A DyMAC method message with the caller properties piggybacked.

3. A DyMAC advising method message, with caller properties piggybacked, but
without the joinpoint object (the parameter is null).

4. A DyMAC advising method message with the joinpoint object.

First, the messages are sent between two processes on the localhost and second,
between two different hosts on a 100MBit network. The first test simulates an
optimal network. The second one compares messages in a real-life network. Timing
started after 10 calls, to avoid delays by the .NET JIT compiler, because that would
scale down the overhead. The timing results for each 1000 executions are:

Loca lhost : 100 Mbit :
1 : 1 .1093750 sec 1 : 1 .3785850 sec
2 : 1 .1875000 sec 2 : 1 .4935000 sec
3 : 1 .1875000 sec 3 : 1 .5175150 sec
4 : 1 .4075000 sec 4 : 1 .7695000 sec

The caller properties add a 6 to 7 % overhead maximally, on a minimal method
message. The runtime joinpoint object adds another 18-20 % compared to the
minimal method message. These overheads are calculated for minimal method
messages and thus are an upper limit. As the method message gets more or larger
parameters, the relative overhead gets substantially smaller. In distributed enter-
prise applications, the facade pattern [Sun01] is applied for remote components.
In this pattern, remote messages have more parameters, and also have larger value
objects as parameters or as return value. The average overhead will be smaller in
that type of applications.
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Based on our measurements, we claim that the runtime overhead of DyMAC
is acceptable in a distributed application. We have illustrated that the penalty of
fully distributed aspect-oriented middleware can be limited to network (message
size) overhead as no additional messages are required to support remote pointcuts
and remote advices. Recall that the figures presented above present an upper limit.
Moreover we are working on optimizations that leverage pro-active distribution of
useful context information, again without additional messages.

7.3 The M-Stage Runtime

In this section we describe the architecture of the M-Stage component model run-
time [HC01]. The M-Stage runtime only requires a loader extension to the basic
DyMAC middleware architecture, which we presented in Section 7.1.1. The ratio-
nale behind this approach is to reuse the DyMAC middleware architecture as the
execution environment, and to bootstrap M-Stage applications by means of the
M-Stage loader that produces a runtime model, executable by the DyMAC execu-
tion environment. Concretely, the M-Stage loader replaces the application parser,
application specification model, application verifier, application builder and aspect
binder (weaver) – as illustrated in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: M-Stage specific customizations to the DyMAC architecture

Two subsystems of the architecture are thus relevant to explain the support for
multi-stage AO-composition. First, there is an M-Stage loader with a load-time
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weaver in each container. The loader creates a runtime execution model of the
application. The weaver evaluates the pointcuts in the AO-compositions and binds
advices to the resulting set of joinpoints. Second, there is the DyMAC distributed
AO-middleware platform that can execute the produced runtime model.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. In the first paragraph we explain
the important concepts in the runtime application model of DyMAC’s execution
environment. In the second paragraph we will focus on the M-Stage loader and
weaver, which produce the runtime model.

The runtime application model of the DyMAC execution platform. In
Section 7.1.1, we introduced the runtime application model in the top-level ar-
chitecture. It is depicted in the subsystem view in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.7 as
the ApplicationType model. This data structure in the application middleware is
a meta model of the DyMAC application hosted by the middleware. The DyMAC
execution platform offers the runtime support to execute such an application meta
model. In summary, the application meta model describes a distributed aspect-
component based application, where the advices are already woven, but some
contextual properties of the pointcut still need runtime evaluation.

Figure 7.8: Meta model of a DyMAC application at runtime

Figure 7.8 illustrates the most important types in the runtime model and their
relation. The runtime meta model consists of a list of deployed components, which
each have their own deployment location. A component has a set of interfaces
it provides. Each interface contains a set of operations. Components also have
a set of dependencies. These dependencies point to another deployed component
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that provides the interface that the dependency requires. The operations in the
provided and required interfaces have a set of call advice thunks and execution
advice thunks that need to be executed at the call or execution of an operation.
An advice thunk defines the component that provides the advice behavior, the
interface and method of the advice, and the instantiation scope. An advice thunk
also has a pointcut residue [HH04]. These are constraints on contextual properties
that need to be evaluated at the runtime occurrence of a joinpoint. In case of an
execution pointcut, these are the contextual properties of the caller and in case of
a call pointcut, the contextual properties of the callee.

The M-Stage loader and load-time weaver. The M-Stage application loader
produces a runtime application model as follows. First the application artifacts
are parsed into a tree that represents the specification artifacts and their relations.
This tree is depicted in Figure 7.9. It illustrates the tree of the banking application
for one specific deployment location (MyBank). Only a subset of the composite
components and elementary components are illustrated.

Each artifact is represented by a node in the tree, and an artifact is a child
of another artifact if it is contained in that artifact. There are four layers in the
tree, each having a specific kind of node, with each a specific kind of artifact: the
deployment specification (Deployment), the application assembly (Application),
the composite components (Composite) and the elementary components (EC ).
The root of the tree is the deployment specification, the leaves are the elemen-
tary components. The composition artifacts (deployment specification, applica-
tion assembly and composite components) contain the dependency mappings and
AO-compositions.

Figure 7.9: Tree-based structure of an M-Stage application

The load-time weaver traverses the tree bottom-up, breadth first. In each com-
position artifact node the weaver checks for definitions or refinements of AO-
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compositions. Following this path, a refinement of a definition will always be han-
dled after the definition itself, and thus will be refining it where needed.

We will first discuss how a definition of an AO-composition is woven. The set of
components in the evaluation scope of the pointcut are the components that are the
children of the artifact where the AO-composition is defined. Only the elementary
components in that scope will be affected by the weaver. Depending on the kind
of pointcut (call or execution), the weaving algorithm selects the operations where
to weave an advice thunk. This process is analogous to the weaving process of
DyMAC as described in Section 7.1.1.

In case of a refinement, the original AO-composition that the refinement is re-
ferring to is altered with the new values for the properties, and the AO-composition
is then evaluated in the context where the refinement is defined. The AO-composition
is then marked as handled, so that the weaver is not handling it again when it
passes the AO-composition later.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have discussed the important architectural subsystems of the
DyMAC middleware prototype. We have discussed important architectural deci-
sions to avoid performance overhead. The benchmark results show that distributed
AO-composition can be implemented with acceptable performance overhead. In
the prototype of M-Stage we chose the execution platform of DyMAC as run-
time platform to execute the M-Stage application model. The M-Stage loader and
weaver in that prototype produce a runtime execution model that can be exe-
cuted by DyMAC’s execution platform. An implementation of M-Stage on other
AO-middleware platforms only makes sense if the platform supports a rich set of
contextual properties to evaluate. A lot of AO-middleware platforms only offer
contextual properties in the joinpoint model that are limited to concepts of the
implementation language (classes and methods), or the component model (com-
ponent name, messages and interfaces). In other platforms, context-specific infor-
mation about application assembly and deployment is limited to one additional
context property: the host where the call or execution is located.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We revisit the different ease-of-composition and customization requirements of the
composition technology, which we introduced in Section 1.3. We recapitulate where
we discussed these requirements in the different contributions of this dissertation.
Concretely, we first relate the requirements to our AO-middleware approach in
general, and second, to our contributions of 1) explicit interfaces, 2) distributed
AO-composition as well as 3) role-based task division, reuse and refinement. Fur-
thermore we discuss ongoing work in the context of AO-middleware. We conclude
with a discussion on future challenges in middleware research.

8.1 Revisiting Requirements and Contributions

In the first chapter we put forward and discussed the following requirements for
the composition of distributed software systems on top of middleware platforms.
First, the middleware platform itself should support customization, which is
depending on modularity of the middleware services and extensibility facilities
of the platform. Second, the composition technology to compose the services in
the distributed software system requires ease-of-composition, which depends on
support for:

1. Advanced separation of concerns. The composition technology must
support 1) decoupling and modularization of composition logic into declar-
ative specifications, 2) appropriate interface abstractions between the com-
posed modules in the composition logic, as well as 3) appropriate task division
to define the composition logic.

2. Powerful composition. The composition technology must support a general-
purpose composition technique that supports interceding as well as intrusive
composition.
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3. Expressive composition. The composition technology supports expressive
composition specifications.

4. Robustness of the composition.

5. Evolvability of the composition logic, including support for reuse and
adaptability of composition logic.

In the next four sections we revisit our basic approach – AO-middleware which
is based on AOSD and CBSD principles – as well as our contributions. First we
discuss which requirements we have (partially) addressed with the basic approach.
Second we discuss which requirements were covered in the chapter on explicit
interfaces. Third we elaborate on the achieved requirements in the chapter on
distributed AO-composition. Fourth we revisit the requirements tackled by the
M-Stage development model.

8.1.1 Basic Approach

AO-middleware shows promising results on advanced separation of concerns, ease-
of-composition and customization of middleware platforms, which motivates our
basic approach (see Section 1.4). We have also illustrated this in our analysis of
middleware composition techniques (see Section 3.2.3.4).

In that analysis we have concluded that general-purpose, declarative composi-
tion of advising behavior is the key feature in AO-middleware to achieve separation
of concerns and ease-of-composition. The declarative composition of services by
means of advising behavior that is defined outside a container (thus in a third-
party aspect library or in the application itself) is the key to extensibility in
AO-middleware.

However, we have also concluded that AO-middleware still lacks important
requirements such as robust composition, expressive distributed composition, as well
as appropriate task division and adaptability of composition logic . These three gaps
in the integration between AOSD and distributed component middleware are at
the basis of our three main contributions: explicit interfaces for AO-composition,
distributed AO-composition and role-based task division reuse and refinement of
AO-compositions.

8.1.2 Explicit Interfaces

In Chapter 4 we defined an aspect-component model with explicit interfaces for
robust AO-composition and appropriate separation of concerns. We presented the
AO-composition model of DyMAC in terms of three facets of separation of con-
cerns: 1) realizing stable interfaces to abstract implementation details, 2) appro-
priate decoupling of modules, and 3) also appropriate task division between the
different roles in the development process.
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The AO-composition model offers robustness through explicit interfaces that
control the interference and interactions between base components and aspect-
components. These explicit interfaces offer stable abstractions that hide imple-
mentation details of base components as well as aspect components. The interfaces
support the expression of explicit provisions and dependencies of components that
are subject to AO-composition.

• First, the interfaces offer expressive power to state what an advised compo-
nent provides in an AO-composition. This expressive power is supported by
means of Aspect Integration Contracts.

• Second, we offer expressive power to state what an advised component re-
quires (and that some advising component thus must provide). This is sup-
ported by means of Aspectual Dependencies.

We compared our approach with other AO-middleware approaches by evaluating it
on different facets of separation of concerns: decoupling of middleware composition
logic as well as dividing tasks and responsibilities for middleware composition. This
comparison lets us conclude that the introduced interfacing concepts – Aspect
Integration Contracts and Aspectual Dependencies – do offer a weaker form of
syntactic decoupling, but increase separation of concerns in two other ways:

1. The interface concepts increase abstraction over implementations of the base
components as well as the aspect-components.

2. Both concepts also offer more appropriate task divisions for the composition
of certain middleware services, such as authorization and transactions.

The results of this evaluation on separation of concerns show that involving the
base developer in the AOC relationship can result in better separation of concerns.

In summary, application components on AO-middleware must be able to artic-
ulate essential dependencies and provided interfaces for AO-composition to achieve
correct separation of concerns. This includes 1) realizing stable interfaces to ab-
stract implementation details, 2) appropriate decoupling of modules, but 3) also
appropriate task division between the different roles in the development process.
Aspect Integration Contracts and Aspectual Dependencies offer a solution to this
challenge, which we have illustrated for authorization and transaction manage-
ment.

8.1.3 Distributed AO-Composition

In Chapter 5 we have presented the distributed AO-composition model of the
DyMAC middleware, which focuses on the powerfulness and expressiveness of the
AO-composition logic.
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In this chapter, we have addressed the problem that complex and crosscutting
distributed compositions cannot be expressed effectively in state-of-the-art AO-
middleware. A distributed AO-composition model is a promising technology that
can assist in improving the situation. In state-of-the-art AOP, the joinpoint model
and context information is essentially limited to local events with local information,
managed in a single VM. In a realistic distributed application however, joinpoints
must refer to events and context information that are inherently distributed. Rel-
ative to state-of-the-art AOP, distributed joinpoints are advanced in that they
transparently distribute the basic concept of a joinpoint: they refer to sophisti-
cated conditions in distributed systems that are required to express composition
in a distributed application. In general, the context information that is needed
must refer to (potentially multiple) components that are not local, and possibly
must refer to the distributed infrastructure. In particular, to express these runtime
conditions and express compositions, we have introduced support for aspects with
the following key features.

1. Remote pointcuts, that can evaluate on calls and executions of remote method
invocations and also can evaluate on distributed context.

2. Remote advice, which can be transparently executed in a remote environ-
ment (different from the pointcut evaluation), while still respecting the full
semantics of existing types of advice, including around advice.

As discussed in the evaluation in Section 5.4, this approach offers a power-
ful and expressive composition technology that supports interceding composition
statements over remote interactions in the distributed component environment.
This results in modular composition specifications, that at the same time facili-
tate ease-of-composition.

8.1.4 M-Stage

In Chapter 6 we have focused on appropriate task division and evolvability of AO-
composition logic. Aspect-component middleware platforms are still far from a
complete solution for large-scale software development: managing AO-compositions
throughout the entire process from development to deployment in a scalable way
is not well supported. This is caused by

1. a lack of separation of concerns for the different AO-compositions,

2. a lack of localization of the deployment concern, and

3. a lack of reusability and adaptability of AO-compositions.

In general, the cause of this problem is again in a lack of comprehensive and com-
plete integration of the AOSD concepts with the component model of the middle-
ware. More concretely, AO-composition lacks comprehensive integration with the
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different stages in the component-based development process of middleware-based
systems.

In this chapter we have presented M-Stage. M-Stage offers manageable, multi-
stage AO-composition throughout the component-based development process of
AO-middleware based systems. Key elements in M-Stage are its support for multi-
stage composition and its multi-stage joinpoint model. Multi-stage composition
supports modularization and refinement of AO-composition logic across multiple
composition and deployment stages. The multi-stage joinpoint model enables ab-
straction of certain context information during the early composition stages.

The M-Stage development model enables role-based task division for all AO-
compositions that are involved in the development process: each AO-composition
can be assigned to the appropriate task, executed by the appropriate role, in the
appropriate stage. M-Stage also offers separation of concerns within the definition
of a single AO-composition: an AO-composition specification can be divided over
multiple stages and roles.

Furthermore, M-Stage enables systematic reuse and refinement of existing AO-
composition logic in distributed applications that are built on AO-middleware: M-
Stage offers directives to reuse and refine existing composition logic, without the
need to copy-paste or edit the original composition logic. Reuse and refinement
can occur in a fine-grained way, per property in the joinpoint context.

8.2 Ongoing Work

Part of our ongoing research beyond this dissertation is situated in the runtime
representation and customization of AO-composition logic.

Customization capabilities of middleware also include runtime customization
and self-adaptation. Runtime customization can be realized through reflective fa-
cilities in the middleware [CBCP01, CBG+08]. This requires that the reflective
facility offers abstractions to inspect and adapt AO-composition logic at runtime.
The use of such a reflective facility also goes beyond runtime customization and
self-adaptation: it also is the underpinning technology for advanced tool support
in AOP IDEs. Such tool support includes debugging infrastructures, monitoring
tools and deployment management.

Therefore, AO-composition logic should not die in the runtime; AO-composi-
tions should be first-class abstractions in the reflective facility of the system. The
basic rationale for such support in the reflective facility is based on reflection
properties described by Maes et al. [Mae87] and Bracha et al. [BU04]. Maes et al.
postulate support for declarative reflection; the self-representation is in terms of a
higher-level abstraction instead of the complete, internal, procedural representa-
tion of the interpretation-process implementing the system. Bracha et al. postulate
that a reflective facility should offer structural correspondence: the structure of
meta-level facilities should correspond to the structure of the language they reflect
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on. In summary, a reflective facility for AOP systems should offer abstractions
in terms of the AO programming concepts, rather than opening up the woven,
synthetic, object-oriented structure of the AO execution environment.

A first step in this ongoing work has been building a principled reflection-based
framework for fine-grained adaptation of deployed aspects [GLTJ08]. Dynamic As-
pect Oriented Programming technologies typically provide coarse-grained mecha-
nisms for adapting aspects that cross-cut a system deployment; i.e. whole aspect
modules can be added and removed at runtime. However, in this work we have
demonstrated that adaptation of the finer-grained elements of individual aspect
modules is required in highly dynamic systems and applications.

We thus identify two styles of adaptation of dynamic AO-compositions:

Coarse-grained adaptation. An entire aspect (i.e. behavior and composition
logic) is added to or removed from the application.

Fine-grained adaptation. The fine-grained elements that compose an aspect
are reconfigured. For example, the composition logic is altered to change
where the behavior is executed. Similarly the aspect behavior can be adapted.

However, state of the art dynamic AOP frameworks typically only provide coarse-
grained adaptation.

We have created AspectOpenCOM, a principled, reflection-based component
framework that provides a meta object protocol capable of fine-grained adapta-
tion of deployed aspects. The reflective facility of AspectOpenCOM supports the
following features:

1. Dynamically adapt the pointcut expression to change the joinpoints where
an aspect is deployed

2. Add advices to an already defined set of joinpoints in an existing aspect.
Also replace and remove advices

3. Inspect information about current aspect deployments.

4. Dynamically reconfigure the order of advices at a joinpoint.

However, this reflective facility is still limited due to the use of a very basic,
simplified aspect-component framework. State-of-the-art AOP systems offer more
advanced and complex programming features that must be supported in the re-
flective facility.

A second step in this ongoing work has been enhancing this basic reflective
infrastructure for more advanced tool support in IDEs for state-of-the-art AOP
technologies. This includes support for debugging, run-time monitoring and ulti-
mately the management of aspects in the deployment environment.
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AODA [DBLJ09] is a first prototype of a reflective debugging architecture for
AOP. We have created a reflective debugging architecture to support the trace-
ability and visualization of the aspect-oriented control flow at run-time. It is part
of our future work to leverage on the debugging architecture to extend IDEs with
visualization support that assist the developer in detecting broken pointcuts due
to dynamic software evolution. Also, we will leverage on these architectures to
enable application monitoring at deployment time.

The common denominator for the future work is the fact that aspects must
continue existing at runtime: i.e. they have to be a first class entity in the run-
time environment. Therefore we must further study and enhance runtime repre-
sentations for aspects, supporting the specific goal of delivering tool support. We
envision the following important tools that leverage upon such a reflective facility.

1. Debugging tools: to support enhanced visualization and traceability when
debugging AOP systems. The runtime tools must be able to deal with a
family of AOP technologies commonly used in the enterprise, such as JBoss
AOP and AspectJ. This requires infrastructural support that offers a generic
and extensible runtime representation of aspects.

2. Monitoring tools: used by system administrators in a production environ-
ment. Typically, monitoring tools require a runtime representation of as-
pects that only needs to support inspection. However, such tools also require
a more performing approach, with less runtime overhead than approaches
that are used for debugging tools.

3. Management tools: to deploy and un-deploy aspect-based features in the
runtime system, at production time. In an enterprise environment, aspects
are often used to modularize middleware services of application servers that
are part of a distributed software system. Tools to manage such aspects
thus inherently require support for atomic and consistent deployment and
un-deployment of services that are distributed in the software system.

Naturally, as AO-composition specifications become more expressive, the re-
flective facility – as well as the tool-support built upon it – will need to be extended
to represent and adapt the composition logic at runtime.

8.3 Future Challenges in Middleware Research

The scope of distributed software systems is changing from the local network
environment to large-scale grids in the Internet cloud. Software for the automa-
tion of business processes that is currently running on enterprise middleware as
a distributed, component-based application is moving to the cloud, offered as a
service-based system of systems, and running on different Internet middleware
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technologies. The middleware platforms to support such large-scale systems face
a degree of complexity that is orders of magnitude greater than in traditional
distributed systems and face various customization and composition challenges.

Systems of systems [SC01] are large-scale heterogeneous systems that are com-
posed from a set of independent systems across organizational domains. Such sys-
tems deliver services across a variety of heterogeneous devices and geographically
remote organizations. These systems thus face extreme heterogeneity, based on
technical, organizational and legal constraints for the involved systems. Moreover,
a system can be involved in multiple systems and may also need to be dynamically
adapted to the needs of the consumer of the offered services.

The distributed software system is executing in a much complexer context, con-
sisting of different systems, networks and organizations. Customization of the mid-
dleware to deal with such heterogeneity requires more expressiveness of the com-
position logic for middleware features. Runtime customization should be driven by
expressive composition policies that can express complex conditions for customiza-
tion. A broad set of properties of the execution environment become important to
evaluate in composition policies, such as organizational properties of the systems
involved in the overall system.

The technical and legal heterogeneity of organizations across the overall system
must be managed in a decentralized way, and involves customization at deploy-
time as well as at run-time. The heterogeneity can’t be solved by means of a single
deployer applying deploy-time customization to the overall distributed application.
The system faces the heterogeneity at runtime, across different organizational ad-
ministration domains.

Moreover, the decentralized nature of the development, deployment and ex-
ecution of the system causes a change to the entire management process of the
software. Individual developers or organizations are no longer in charge of the com-
plete development or the execution of the system, due to the boundaries between
organizations involved in a system of systems. The management process involves
a multitude of decentralized, parallel tasks executed by their responsible roles,
with a very strict division of responsibilities. In summary, the decentralization
over different organizations is present at development-time, at deploy-time and at
runt-time. Therefore it also challenges the overall management process due to the
strict separation of concerns in between and inside organizations.

Next to heterogeneity, scalability is also a fundamental problem in large-scale
grids as the number of participating nodes can range from two to several million.
Interaction mechanisms for such systems-of-systems need to support parallel and
asynchronous interactions between distributed services, but also still need to sup-
port transactional and synchronous composition across organizational boundaries.
The latency of interactions in large-scale systems and the timing constraints on
the execution of the total work flow require support for protocols that also support
long-lived transactions, instead of the short-lived transactions in traditional trans-
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action servers. This requires support for composition abstractions that encapsulate
protocols and are built as a pattern upon the parallel and asynchronous interac-
tions at the lowest level. Related work has shown that the declarative nature of
pointcuts can assist in the definition of such abstractions [NDH+08].

As discussed in the introduction, enterprise middleware has adopted well-
known and popular interaction paradigms from local programming systems – such
as procedures and object-based method invocations – and leveraged them as ab-
stractions for distributed computing. However, applying such interaction styles to
compose entire systems together is not scalable due to the large number of oper-
ations and messages that can be involved. Therefore, middleware is at a turning
point in research on abstractions for remote interactions. New interaction styles
have emerged due to the scalability issues of current paradigms (which are based
on stateful, object-based components and session-based communication). These
new styles, such as REST [RR07], support loosely-coupled, asynchronous commu-
nication between stateless services, and embed context and state in the messages.

The interactions and influences between programming language research and
middleware research are turning around. The rising popularity of web-based re-
mote interaction styles holds important research challenges for general-purpose
programming languages, which must offer programming abstractions supporting
these new remote interaction styles [Car05].
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Appendix A

Syntax of Specifications

In this appendix we define the syntax of the declarative specifications. The first
section describes the syntax of the listings used in Chapter 4 on the basic AO-
composition model and explicit interfaces for AO. The second section describes
the syntax of the extensions for distributed AO-composition. Section 3 specifies
the syntax of the M-Stage descriptors.

A.1 Basic component model

• Component definition: Listing A.1.
• Aspect Integration Contract: Listing A.2.
• Aspectual dependency: Listing A.3.
• Application definition: Listing A.4.
• Aspectual dependency binding: Listing A.5.
• Basic AO-composition definition: Listing A.6.
• Logical expression over member names: Listing A.7.

A.2 Distributed AO-composition

• Distributed AO-composition: Listing A.8.

A.3 M-Stage

• Composite component definition: Listing A.9
• AO-composition in aggregation stage: Listing A.10
• MStage Application definition: Listing A.11
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Listing A.1: Component definition
<component−def> : :=

component <name> {
<provides>
<oo−dependency>∗
<implementation>
<aspect−i n t eg ra t i on−contract >∗
<aspectua l−dependency>∗

}

<provides> : :=
prov ides {

create−interface : <name>;
method−interface : <name>;

}

<oo−dependency> : :=
oo−dependency <name> {

create−interface : <name>;
method−interface : <name>;

}

<implementation> : :=
implementation : <name>;

• AO-composition in application assembly stage: Listing A.12
• Deployment specification: Listing A.13
• AO-composition in deployment stage: Listing A.14
• Refinement of an AO-composition: Listing A.15
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Listing A.2: Aspect Integration Contract
<aspect−i n t eg ra t i on−contract> : :=

aspect−i n t e g r a t i o n {
(
s e n s i t i v e ’ [ ’<act iontype> ’ ] ’ {

<behavior >∗
<s tate >∗

}
)∗

}

<act iontype> : :=
mod i f i c a t i on | i n s p e c t i o n | a l l

<behavior> : :=
method : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;

<s tate > : :=
s t a t e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;

Listing A.3: Aspectual dependency
<aspectua l−dependency> : :=

Aspectual−dependency <name> {
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;

}
RequiredAdvice{

Aspec t In t e r f a c e : <name>;
AdviceMethod : <name>;
[ AdviceType : ( around | be fo r e | a f t e r ) ]
[ Scope : <s t r i ng >; ]

}

Listing A.4: Application definition
<app l i ca t i on−def> : :=

Appl i cat ion <name> {
<import>∗
<oo−dependency−binding >∗
<aspectua l−dependency−binding >∗
<ao−composit ion >∗

}

<import> : :=
use : <name>;

<oo−dependency−binding> : :=
oo−dependency−binding {

Dependency : <s t r i ng >;
Component : <name>;

}
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Listing A.5: Aspectual dependency binding
<aspectua l−dependency−binding> : :=

Aspectual−dependency−binding {
Dependency : <s t r i ng >;
Component : <name>;

}

Listing A.6: Basic AO-composition definition
<ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ] [ ’ [ ’ p r i v i l e g e d ’ ] ’ ] {
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;

}
Cal l e e {

I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;

}
}
(
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;
AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;

}
)∗

}
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Listing A.7: Logical expression over member names
<s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expres s ion > : :=

< l o g i c a l−term>
| <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expres s ion > ( OR | ’ | | ’ ) < l o g i c a l−term>

< l o g i c a l−term> : :=
< l o g i c a l−f a c to r >
| < l o g i c a l−term> AND < l o g i c a l−f a c to r >

< l o g i c a l f a c to r > : := [ ! ] <member−pattern>

<member−pattern> : := <s ignature−pattern> | <name−pattern>

<s ignature−pattern> : :=
<type−pattern> <name−pattern> ’ ( ’ <a r g l i s t−pattern> ’ ) ’

<type−pattern> : := <name−pattern>

<a r g l i s t−pattern> : :=
. .
| type−pattern name−pattern ( , type−pattern name−pattern )∗

<name−pattern> : := ’∗ ’ | <name> | s e t ’∗ ’ | get ’∗ ’

<name> : := < l e t t e r >(< l e t t e r >|<d i g i t >)∗
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Listing A.8: Distributed AO-composition
<d i s t r i bu t ed−ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ]{
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

[ Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Hostgroup : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Framework : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Appdomain : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
Cal l e e {

[ I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Hostgroup : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Framework : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Appdomain : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
}

(
Advice{

AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;
AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;

}
)∗

}

Listing A.9: Composite component definition (M-Stage)
<mstage−composite−def> : :=

composite <name> {
<conta ins >∗
<oo−composit ion >∗
<aggregat ion−ao−composit ion >∗
<re f inement >∗

}

<conta ins> : :=
conta in s : <name>(,<name>)∗ ;

<oo−composit ion> : :=
compos it ion {

dependency : <name>;
component : <name>;

}
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Listing A.10: AO-composition in aggregation stage
<aggregat ion−ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ]{
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

[ Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
Cal l e e {

[ I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
}
(
Advice{

AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;
AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;

}
)∗

}

Listing A.11: Application definition (M-Stage)
<mstage−app l i ca t i on−def> : :=

a p p l i c a t i o n <name> {
<conta ins >∗
<abstract−hosts >∗
<l o ca te >∗
<oo−composit ion >∗
<app l i ca t i on−ao−composit ion >∗
<re f inement >∗

}

<abstract−hosts> : :=
abs t r a c tho s t : <name>(,<name>)∗ ;

<l o ca te > : :=
l o c a t e {

component : <name>(,<name>)∗;
ab s t r a c tho s t : <name>;

}
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Listing A.12: AO-composition in application assembly stage
<app l i ca t i on−ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ]{
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

[ Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ AbstractHost : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
Cal l e e {

[ I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ AbstractHost : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
}
(
Advice{

AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;
AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;

}
)∗

}

Listing A.13: Deployment specification (M-Stage)
<mstage−deployment−def> : :=

deployment <name> {
<conta ins >∗
<mapping>∗
<deploy >∗
<use−deployed >∗
<oo−composit ion >∗
<deployment−ao−composit ion >∗
<re f inement >∗

}

<mapping> : :=
map {

abs t r a c tho s t : <name>(,<name>)∗ ;
host : <name>;

}

<deploy> : :=
deploy {

component : <name>;
deploymentname : <name>;
host : <name>;
c on ta ine r : <name>;

}

<use−deployed> : :=
usedeployed : <name>(,<name>)∗ ;
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Listing A.14: AO-composition in deployment stage
<deployment−ao−composit ion> : :=

ao−composit ion [ <name> ]{
Pointcut {

Kind : ( c a l l | execut ion ) ;
S ignature : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >;
Ca l l e r {

[ Dependency : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ AbstractHost : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Container : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
Cal l e e {

[ I n t e r f a c e : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Component : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ App l i cat ion : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ AbstractHost : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ DeploymentName : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Host : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]
[ Container : <s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr >; ]

}
}
(
Advice{

AdviceType : ( be f o r e | a f t e r | around ) ;
AdviceMethod : <name>;
AdvisingComponent : <name>;
Scope : <s t r i ng >;

}
)∗

}
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Listing A.15: Refinement of an AO-composition
<re f inement> : :=

with <naming−path>.<pointcut−name> {
Signature : <property−re f inement >;
with Ca l l e r {

( <property >: <property−re f inement >; )∗
}

with Ca l l e e {
( <property >: <property−re f inement >; )∗

}
}

<naming−path> : :=
<a r t i f a c t >(.< conta in ing−a r t i f a c t >)∗.<aoc−name>

<a r t i f a c t > : := <name>
<conta in ing−a r t i f a c t > : := <name>
<aoc−name> : := <name>

<pointcut−name> : := <name>

<property−re f inement> : :=
<s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr> | <mstage−l o g i c a l−expr>

<mstage−l o g i c a l−expr> : :=
<s t r i ng−l o g i c a l−expr>

//However , member−pattern a l so inc ludes property re ference :
<member−pattern> : :=

<s ignature−pattern> | <name−pattern> | <property−r e f e r enc e >

<property−r e f e r enc e > : :=
old . S ignature | old . ( Ca l l e r | Cal l e e ).< property>

<property> : :=
Dependency
| I n t e r f a c e
|Component
| Appl i cat ion
| AbstractHost
|DeploymentName
| Host
| Container
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